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delicious dinner could be only using a few 
ingredients.

I was also very pleasantly surprised how the 
simplicity dramatically reduced the amount 
of time I spent shopping, chopping and 
cooking. Which was fortunate given I was 
commuting an hour each way at the time.

WHY 
6-INGREDIENTS?

As a scientist, I love numbers. I also know the 
power of having concrete, specific definitions 
to keep me focused and consistent. 

So rather than defining my simple recipes as 
'a handful' of ingredients, my initial concept 
was 5-Ingredients. 

I really loved the self imposed 5-ingredients 
rule. I wrote a book called '5-ingredients 
10-minutes' and for 7 years every recipe I 
published used only 5-ingredients or less.

Firstly and most importantly THANK YOU for 
picking up a copy of '6-Ingredient Suppers' 
and supporting my very small business! 

I really appreciate you.

Before we delve into the recipes, I thought 
I'd share a little of my motivation for writing 
this cookbook...

THE PATH TO
SIMPLICITY

It all started 10 years ago when I stumbled 
across a blog called Zen Habits. It was my first 
encounter with the concept of minimalism. 

I was instantly hooked.

As I started to simplify all areas of my life, 
it was only natural that the simplification 
rubbed off onto my approach to food.

As I experimented with cooking more simple 
meals I kept surprising myself just how

One of the problems with the 5-ingredients 
was that people doubted it would taste good 
because of the limited amount of ingredients.

So I stopped counting. 

You know what happened? 

I got lazy. 

Slowly my recipes became more complex. 
Never with crazy long ingredients lists. But 
not as steamlined as I'd like.

So I decided to focus my strengths and go 
back to having a limit. But this time I allowed 
myself a little more flexibility. 

So I settled on the number 6.

I hope you enjoy this celebration of the simple 
beauty (and deliciousness) of 6-ingredient 
suppers!

With love,
jules x
www.thestonesoup.com

THANK YOU!

---why 6-ingredients?---



 MAKING THE
 MOST OF THIS 
ECOOKBOOK

1. Save it in multiple 
locations.

Work computer, home computer, smart 
phone and tablet. You'll always have these 
recipes at your fingertips. 

2. Find exactly what 
you want with the 
search function.

Got a craving for something with broccoli? A 
quick search and you'll have all the broccoli 
recipes ready to choose from.

3. Jump straight to 
your chosen page with 
the hyperlinks.

My favourite feature. Just click on the links 
and be taken instantly  to your chosen page. 
The bookmarks help navigation as well. 

USING THIS
ECOOKBOOK

If you're anything like me, you probably have 
a lot of cookbooks in your 'collection'. 

And probably a lot of cookbooks that you've 
never actually cooked anything from. 

Sound familiar?

I used to be the same. 

But then I came up with an idea to make 
sure I do use my cookbooks. 

Basically I have a rule that when a new 
coobook comes into my life I have to cook 
something from it within 2 weeks. And if I 
don't, I have to donate the book to charity.

I find that personal challenge is enough to 
make me take action.

So I challenge you to choose at least one 
recipe from '6-Ingredient Suppers', make a 
note of the ingredients, buy what you need 
and get cooking. Preferably within the next 
week.

I promise, cooking something from this 
book will make it much more enjoyable. And 
useful! 

4. Make the most of 
the variations.

Each recipe has at least 4 suggestions 
for alternatives to suit different dietary 
requirements. If you think a recipe might 
not be exactly right for you, make sure you 
check out the variation suggestions. 

ABOUT THE
CHAPTERS

Most of the chapters are pretty self 
explanatory, however I did get some 
feedback from one of my reviewers who was 
a little confused. 

Summer Veg = tomatoes, zucchini, 
eggplant, summer squash, capsicum (bell 
peppers).

Greens = spinach, kale, chard, rainbow 
chard, silverbeet, collard greens.

Mushrooms = I've included in root veg

The recipes mostly fit in multiple chapters as 
reflected in the recipe index. But they're only 
'physically' located in one place in the book, 
however it's easy to jump between them 
using the hyperlinks.

---using this eCookbook---
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-- interactive index -- click on the item to be taken to that page

RECIPE INDEX
--FISH--
Broccoli with Addictive Walnut Crumbs

Smoked Trout & Broccoli Bowls 

Cheesey Tuna & Broccoli Bake

Lemony Kale with Smoked Trout & Almonds

Crispy Fish with Tahini Yoghurt

Lemony Miso Salmon

Simple Fish with Lemon Butter

Fast Roast Fish with Broccoli

Fast Roast Trout with Almonds

Warm Smoked Fish Salad

Tuna, Tomato & Zucchini Salad

Fish Wraps with Limey Avocado

Easy Tray Baked Salmon with Spuds

Double Fennel Fish

Fish with Sorrel Pesto

Super Magnesium Salmon

--CHICKEN--
Sunny Parisian Carrot Bowls

Big Bistro Kale Salad

Spiced Roast Chicken & Cauliflower Salad

Crispy Iceberg Salad with Almond Crust

Zucchini & Chicken Pad Thai

One Tray Chicken & Broccoli

Amazing Roast Broccoli & Chicken Caesar-ish Salad

Fast Roast Rosemary Chicken & Veg

Citrus Roast Chicken & Fennel

5-Ingredient Chicken Cacciatore

Roast Pesto Chicken & Baby Veg

Chicken with Cashew Pesto

My Simple Kung Pao



-- interactive index -- click on the item to be taken to that page

RECIPE INDEX
--SAUSAGE, BACON & PORK--
Roast Cauli Soup with Bacon & Blue Cheese

Chunky Cauli & Sausage Soup with Parsley Oil

Broccoli & Bacon Bowls

Sausage & Macadamia Stuffing Loaf

Spanish Ragu with Zucchini Noodles

Spicy Sichuan Pork & Noodles

Roast Cabbage with Crunchy Bacon Gremolata

Hearty Bacon & Cabbage Soup

Spicy Kale & Chorizo Soup

Italian Sausage Supper

Chorizo & Spinach

Sausages, Peas & Parmesan

Bangers & Beer

Roast Cauli with Chunky Chorizo

--EGGS & CHEESE--
Cheesey Cauli & Bacon Bake

Malaysian Golden Egg Curry

Pea & Pesto Pizza

Cheese & Onion Frittata

Ricotta Gnocchi in Tomato Sauce

Fried Eggs with Smashed Avo & Togarashi

Honey & Soy Tofu with Sweet Potato 'Noodles'

The Ultimate Low Carb Cheese on Toast

No-Cry Roast Onion Soup

Buttery Mushrooms with Poached Eggs & Dukkah

Turkish Poached Eggs with Yoghurt & Sumac

Broccoli & Goats Cheese Soup

Fried Brown Rice

Crispy Fried Egg Salad

Warm Grilled Veg Salad

Super Tender Broccoli

Zucchini Mac & Cheese

Egg 'Noodle'‘Pad Thai’



-- interactive index -- click on the item to be taken to that page

RECIPE INDEX
--LEGUMES & NUTS--
Salted Kale with Green Tahini

Spicy Roast Eggplant & Harissa Soup

Crispy Broccolini & Chickpeas with Cashew 'Ricotta'’

Zucchini 'Noodle' & Pesto Salad

Cabbage Wraps with Chickpeas & Za'atar

Chickpea Stuffed Sweet Potato

Pea & Hummus Soup

Zucchini with Butter Beans + Goats Curd

Spiced Chickpeas with Cauli Mash

Super Yum Japanese Broccoli

Easy Spiced Eggplant

Yogic Green Salad

--PASTA, RICE & GRAINS--
Fried Brown Rice

Avo on Toast with Smashed Olives & Tahini

Pav Baji

--RED MEAT--
Japanese Steaks with Ginger Miso Mustard

Minute Steaks with Peppercorn Sauce

Broccoli & Basil 'Meatzza'’

Curry Stuffed Eggplant with Yoghurt

Middle Eastern Shepherds Pie

Beef & Caraway Kofta (Meatballs)

Chinese Beef Cheeks

The Great Aussie Rissole!

Seriously Easy Moussaka

Shichimi Togarashi Beef

'Super Iron'’Supper

Asian Beef & Zucchini 'Noodles'’

Broccoli 'Couscous' & Beef

Chinese Beef & Beans

Chinese Chinkiang Beef

Sweet Potato Hummus + Lamb Cutlets



-- interactive index -- click on the item to be taken to that page

RECIPE INDEX
--CAULIFLOWER--
Roast Cauli Soup with Bacon & Blue Cheese

Chunky Cauli & Sausage Soup

Cheesey Cauli & Bacon Bake

Spiced Roast Chicken & Cauliflower Salad

Middle Eastern Shepherd's Pie (Low Carb)

Chinese Beef Cheeks

Spiced Chickpeas with Cauli Mash

Chinese Chinkiang Beef

My Simple Kung Pao

Roast Cauli with Chunky Chorizo

Cauliflower 'Pizza'’

--CABBAGE--
Malaysian Golden Egg Curry

Roast Cabbage with Crunchy Bacon Gremolata

Hearty Bacon & Cabbage Soup

Cabbage Wraps with Chickpeas & Za'atar

--BROCCOLI--
Broccoli with Addictive Walnut Crumbs

Japanese Steaks with Ginger Miso Mustard

Smoked Trout & Broccoli Bowls

Broccoli & Basil 'Meatzza'’

Broccoli & Bacon Bowls

Chicken & Broccoli with Blue Cheese Dressing

Cheesey Tuna & Broccoli Bake

Crispy Broccolini & Chickpeas with Cashew 'Ricotta'’

Amazing Roast Broccoli & Chicken Caesar-ish Salad

Broccoli & Goats Cheese Soup

Broccoli 'Couscous' & Beef

Fast Roast Fish with Broccoli

Super Tender Broccoli

Super Yum Japanese Broccoli

Broccoli Sandwich Bread



-- interactive index -- click on the item to be taken to that page

RECIPE INDEX
--GREENS--
Cheese & Onion Frittata

Lemony Kale with Smoked Trout & Almonds

Spicy Kale & Chorizo Soup

Shichimi Togarashi Beef

Chorizo & Spinach

Fish Wraps with Limey Avocado

Easy Spiced Eggplant

Zucchini Mac & Cheese

--SUMMER VEG--
Spicy Roast Eggplant & Harissa Soup

Zucchini & Chicken Pad Thai

Spanish Ragu with Zucchini Noodles

Spicy Sichuan Pork & Noodles

Curry Stuffed Eggplant with Yoghurt

Ricotta Gnocchi in Tomato Sauce

Fried Eggs with Smashed Avo & Togarashi

Avo on Toast with Smashed Olives & Tahini

Pav Baji

Zucchini 'Noodle' & Pesto Salad

Seriously Easy Moussaka

Asian Beef & Zucchini 'Noodles'’

5-Ingredient Chicken Cacciatore

Tuna, Tomato & Zucchini Salad

Warm Grilled Veg Salad

Zucchini with Butter Beans + Goats Curd

Fish Wraps with Limey Avocado

Easy Spiced Eggplant

Zucchini Mac & Cheese

--PEAS & BEANS--
Pea & Pesto Pizza

Fried Brown Rice

Sausages, Peas & Parmesan

Pea & Hummus Soup

Chinese Beef & Beans

Yogic Green Salad



-- interactive index -- click on the item to be taken to that page

RECIPE INDEX

--SWEETS--
Coffee Granita
Little Chocolate Hazelnut Cheesecakes
Raspberries & Cream with Quick Chocolate Sauce
Quick Cherry 'Ice Cream'’
Amazing Orange & Almond Birthday Cake
Last-Minute Peanut Butter Mousse
Refreshing Fruit Sorbet
Goats Cheese with Honey
Little Cherry Chocolate Treats

--ROOT VEG--
Sunny Parisian Carrot Bowls
Honey & Soy Tofu with Sweet Potato 'Noodles'
No-Cry Roast Onion Soup
Buttery Mushrooms with Poached Eggs & Dukkah
Fast Roast Rosemary Chicken & Veg
Citrus Roast Chicken & Fennel
Italian Sausage Supper
Roast Pesto Chicken & Baby Veg
Chickpea Stuffed Sweet Potato
Easy Tray Baked Salmon with Spuds
Double Fennel Fish
Sweet Potato Hummus + Lamb Cutlets
Bangers & Beer

--SALADS & HERBS--
Minute Steaks with Peppercorn Sauce
Sausage & Macadamia Stuffing Loaf
Crispy Iceberg Salad with Almond Crust
Beef & Caraway Kofta (Meatballs)
The Ultimate Low Carb Cheese on Toast
Crispy Fish with Tahini Yoghurt

Lemony Miso Salmon
Turkish Poached Eggs with Yoghurt & Sumac
The Great Aussie Rissole!
'Super Iron' Supper
Simple Fish with Lemon Butter
Fast Roast Trout with Almonds
Warm Smoked Fish Salad
Crispy Fried Egg Salad
Chicken with Cashew Pesto
Fish with Sorrel Pesto
Super Magnesium Salmon



FISH



FISH

Fast Roast Fish with Broccoli

Fast Roast Trout with Almonds

Warm Smoked Fish Salad

Tuna, Tomato & Zucchini Salad

Fish Wraps with Limey Avocado

Easy Tray Baked Salmon with Spuds

Double Fennel Fish

Fish with Sorrel Pesto

Super Magnesium Salmon

--FISH--

FISH RECIPES
Broccoli with Addictive Walnut Crumbs

Smoked Trout & Broccoli Bowls 

Cheesey Tuna & Broccoli Bake

Lemony Kale with Smoked Trout & Almonds

Crispy Fish with Tahini Yoghurt

Lemony Miso Salmon

Simple Fish with Lemon Butter



FISH

STORAGE BEST 
PRACTICES 
Store in the fridge in the 
packaging they were purchased 
in. I get the fishmonger to 
wrap up a bag of ice to keep 
my fish as cold as possible. It 
makes a huge difference.

--FISH--

SEASONALITY 
Fish and seafood can be highly 
seasonal. However the most 
important factor for me is the 
sustainability aspect which 
varys from country to country. 

For help with this check out 
the Australian Sustainable 
Seafood App or similar from 
the Monterey Bay Aquarium.

https://www.sustainableseafood.org.au/
https://www.sustainableseafood.org.au/
http://www.seafoodwatch.org/


smoked trout &  broccoli bowls 
with sour cream & chives



SMOKED TROUT 
& BROCCOLI 

BOWLS 

I’ve been more than a little obsessed with 
broccoli ‘bowls’ in recent months. I love cooking 
up a big batch of Beautiful Boiled Broccoli on 
the weekend to use during the week. It only takes 
5 minutes to chop and 5 minutes to cook and it 
means I’m eating a lot more broccoli!

Of course you don’t need to be that organized. 
You can easily cook your broccoli just before 
you eat as per the recipe below.

This classic combo of smoked fish with sour cream 
and chives is so easy to pull together. Yet 
there’s enough interesting flavours and textures 
to keep you wanting more. Equally great as a 
simple dinner or lunch.
 

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

2 heads broccoli, chopped into bite 
sized trees

3-4 tablespoons lemon juice

300g (9oz) hot smoked trout 
or other smoked fish

8 tablespoons sour cream

small bunch chives, chopped

1. Bring a small pot of salted water about 2cm (1in) 
deep to the boil. Chop broccoli into bite sized trees 
and slice stems.

2. Simmer broccoli florettes, stems and leaves 
covered for 5 minutes or until no longer really 
crunchy. Drain and tip onto a large plate or tray 
to allow the steam to escape as it cools for a few 
minutes.

3. Divide broccoli between two bowls. Drizzle over 
lemon juice and add flaked fish. Top with sour cream 
and chives and lots of fresh black pepper.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian – replace smoked fish with smoked almonds or 
cooked chickpeas.

more substantial (carb lovers) – toss in cooked pasta or 
potatoes.

more substantial (low carb) – add roasted almonds or other 
nuts. Or serve with poached eggs.

herby / more veg – toss in baby spinach, salad leaves, parsley or 
even basil.

dairy-free – use this cashew sauce as your sour cream.

carnivore – replace smoked fish with bacon and replace sour 
cream with grated Parmesan and a good drizzle of peppery extra 
virgin olive oil.

--FISH--
TUVIDEO

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2014/08/pan-fried-fish-with-cashew-sauce/
https://player.vimeo.com/video/275554925


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just make as per the recipe but keep the sour cream and 
chives separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be 
frozen (don’t freeze the sour cream). Either serve cold or warm 
in a frying pan with a little oil.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

broccoli – will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the fridge for 
about 2 weeks or sometimes a little longer. Can be frozen (if 
you have time chop before freezing so it will defrost quickly in 
the pan).

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

smoked trout or other smoked fish – freeze it.

sour cream – keeps for weeks in the fridge.

chives – best to use for another meal. Great finely chopped and 
served with fish.

SMOKED TROUT 
& BROCCOLI 

BOWLS

--FISH--



cheesy tuna  & broccoli bake



CHEESY TUNA 
& BROCCOLI 

BAKE 

When I was growing up my favourite favourite meal 
was my Mum’s Tuna Mornay which we called ‘Tuna 
Dish’. When I started moving away from eating 
wheat and pasta, this was one thing that I really 
missed. And then I had the brilliant idea to try 
it with roast broccoli instead of the pasta and 
cream instead of the Bechamel sauce. Very happy 
to report this ticks all the boxes.

Although I couldn’t convince my boys it was as 
good. Maybe I need to try it with cauliflower so 
at least it doesn’t look green and ‘healthy’. 
Tough crowd those pre-schoolers!

I use double cream because it’s creamier but 
regular whipping cream will work too. And I like 
tuna in chilli oil for some heat but regular tuna 
is fine. Just use tuna in oil if you can because 
the texture is much nicer than tuna packed in 
brine or spring water.

Enough for 2 to 3
Takes 30 minutes 

1 onion finely sliced 
into 1/2 moons

2 heads broccoli

1 cup cream

1-2 med cans tuna 
(180g / 6oz each)

2 large handfuls grated cheese

1. Preheat your oven to 250C (480F). Slice onion in 
half lengthwise, remove skins and finely slice each 
half into 1/2 moons. Chop broccoli into bite sized 
pieces (slice the stems and include them too!).

2. Layer veg in a roasting pan. Drizzle with a little oil, 
cover with foil and bake for 15-20 minutes or until 
broccoli is tender.

3. Stir in tuna and cream. Top with grated cheese 
and pop back in the oven for another 5 minutes or 
until cheese is melted and golden.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian – skip the tuna and add a little more cheese.

carnivore – replace tuna with crispy bacon, cooked chorizo or 
sausage.

different veg – cauliflower is the best substitute. I’m thinking 
eggplant, zucchini and peppers might be nice too. I’ve also made 
something similar by wilting down sliced kale on the stove and then 
baking it in the oven to melt the cheese.

dairy-free – serve the roast broccoli with tuna and lashings of 
mayo.

more substantial – up the cheese and/or the tuna.

carb-lovers – toss in cooked pasta with the tuna. Garlic bread will 
work as a side.

--FISH--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Absolutely! Prepare everything but don’t bother with the final 
5 minutes in the oven to melt the cheese. Refrigerate for up to 
1-2 weeks or freeze. To serve, pop in the oven (250C / 480F) 
for 5-10 minutes or until cheese is all melted and everything is 
hot.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

onion – will keep in the pantry for months. Best if in a dark 
corner in a brown paper bag.

broccoli – will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the fridge for 
about 2 weeks or sometimes a little longer. Can be frozen (if 
you have time chop before freezing so it will defrost quickly in 
the pan).

cream – unopened cartons will generally keep in the fridge for 
another week. If you need to store for longer, just pop in the 
freezer in a sealed container. Or freeze in icecube trays so you 
can easily defrost just what you need.

tuna – keep it in the pantry.

cheese – most hard and melting cheeses will keep for weeks 
wrapped in waxed paper or baking paper and stored in an 
airtight container (or sealed ziplock bag) in the fridge. If you need 
to store for longer cheese can be frozen.

CHEESY TUNA 
& BROCCOLI 

BAKE

--FISH--



lemony kale with smoked trout  & almonds



LEMONY KALE 
WITH SMOKED 

TROUT & ALMONDS 

Some of my favourite meals involve some take on 
this quick and easy bowl of goodness. Basically 
we’re talking a truck load of greens, given a 
flavour boost with some lemon and garlic and made 
more substantial with some protein and almonds. 
For me this is comfort food, like putting on my 
uggies and getting a big hug.

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

1 large bunch kale

2-3 cloves garlic, sliced or minced

1-2 lemons

250g (9oz) smoked trout

2 handfuls flaked almonds

1. Wash kale and slice crosswise into ribbons about 
1cm (1.3in) thick, discarding the woody stems. 
Don’t worry about drying, the extra moisture helps 
the kale to steam.

2. Heat a large pot on a medium high heat. Add a 
very generous glug of olive oil, the sliced kale and 
garlic. Cover and cook, stirring every few minutes 
until the kale is tender and wilted. If it starts to burn 
add a splash of water.

3. Remove pot from the heat. Season kale 
generously with salt, pepper and a big squeeze of 
lemon (or more if you like it really zingy).

4. To serve, divide kale between two bowls and top 
with fish and almonds.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian – replace fish with extra almonds, cooked chickpeas, 
crumbled feta or blue cheese, or poached eggs.

nut-free – skip the almonds or replace with toasted bread crumbs.

different greens – I love Tuscan kale here but any greens are 
good. Try different types of kale, collard greens, spinach or chard 
(silverbeet). Frozen spinach can also be used – no need to slice, just 
defrost and cook uncovered so you get rid of the excess moisture.

different protein – anything cooked will work. Think smoked 
salmon, pan fried sliced chorizo or other spicy sausages, crispy 
bacon, ground beef, shaved Parmesan, canned fish (hello 
sardines!), leftover cooked meat or poached or fried eggs.

creamy – stir in a few tablespoons double cream with the lemon 
juice.

extra zesty – add the zest of the lemons with the juice.

--FISH--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook kale as per the recipe but keep the fish and 
nuts separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be 
frozen. To serve, warm kale in a frying pan with a little oil and 
serve as per the recipe.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

kale – will keep in the fridge in a plastic bag uncooked for at 
least 2 weeks. Once cooked like this it will keep for a month or 
so in the fridge. Can be frozen both cooked or raw.

garlic – will keep in the pantry for months. Best if in a dark 
corner in a brown paper bag.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

smoked trout – freeze it.

almonds – keep in the pantry.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

carb-lovers / more substantial – toss in cooked pasta or serve 
the kale piled on hot buttered sourdough toast.

different nuts – I really love almonds with the trout but feel free 
to use whatever nuts you have, it will taste better if they’re roasted 
but it won’t be the end of the world if you can’t be bothered! I often 
don’t.

LEMONY KALE 
WITH SMOKED 

TROUT & ALMONDS  

--FISH--



crispy fish with  tahini yoghurt 
+  walnut herb salad



CRISPY FISH WITH 
TAHINI YOGHURT + 

WALNUT HERB SALAD  

This is my idea of the perfect midweek dinner… 
It’s fast, it’s fresh, it’s tasty. And with the 
tahini, fish and walnuts, it’s super satisfying 
without weighing you down. Did I mention it’s 
tasty?

I love this mix of tahini and yoghurt as a sauce 
/ base to serve with different types of protein. 
It’s just as delicious as hummus but with a 
fraction of the carbs. Tahini is a paste made 
from ground sesame seeds. It can be tricky to 
track down but my supermarket and health food 
store stock it. If you can’t find tahini see the 
‘variations’ below for alternatives.

I’ve used both coriander (cilantro) and mint in 
the photo above. Basil is great too.

Enough for 2
Takes 30 minutes 

100g (3.5oz) walnuts

100g (3.5oz) tahini

100g (3.5oz) Greek yoghurt

2 salmon fillets

2 bunches herbs (leaves picked)

2 tablespoons lemon juice 

1. To roast the walnuts, place on an ovenproof tray 
and pop in the oven 200C (400F) for about 12 minutes 
or until they smell all nutty. If you’re short on time or 
energy use pre-roasted nuts or just skip this step.

2. While the nuts are roasting, mix tahini and yoghurt 
in a medium bowl to make your sauce. Taste and 
season with salt and pepper.

3. Rub salmon with some oil and season with salt. 
Cook in a small frying pan on a medium high heat 
for 3 minutes skin side down. Turn and cook for 
another 3-4 minutes on the second side or until 
cooked to your liking.

4. While the salmon is cooking, make the salad by 
combining herbs, walnuts, lemon juice and extra virgin 
olive oil in a medium bowl. Toss until well combined.

5. To serve, divide the tahini sauce between two 
plates. Top with cooked salmon (crispy skin side up) 
and place herby salad on the side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

no tahini – replace with sunbutter, cashew butter or almond butter. 
Or replace the whole sauce with store bought hummus.

garlicky – add a small clove of finely minced garlic to the tahini 
sauce.

dairy-free – replace yoghurt with coconut cream and a squeeze of 
lemon or use coconut yoghurt. You could also just use extra tahini.

different fish – I love crispy salmon but any fish fillets will work 
well here.

different protein – the sauce and salad are also amazing with 
lamb chops, lamb fillets or even a steak.

easier – use all mint or all coriander (cilantro) instead of both. Or 
skip the salad and serve with washed salad leaves instead.

--FISH--



PREPARE AHEAD?
No, best when freshly made. However you could mix up the 
tahini yoghurt sauce up to a week in advance if that helps. 
Don’t freeze the sauce.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

walnuts / tahini / extra virgin olive oil – keep them in the 
pantry.

greek yoghurt – usually has a shelf life of a month or so. 
Otherwise, have it for another meal like breakfast! Don’t freeze.

salmon fillets – freeze them.

mint / coriander (cilantro) – best to use for another meal. 
leaves can be frozen but will wilt when defrosted so not ideal. 
Alternatively make a herb oil by packing washed and dried 
leaves in a clean dry glass jar and covering with extra virgin olive 
oil use oil to serve with lamb, chicken, steak or fish.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

nut-free – skip the walnuts in the salad or replace with cooked 
chickpeas or lentils (carb alert!). Or use roast broccoli or cauliflower 
florettes.

vegetarian – replace fish with roast mushrooms, roast eggplant 
(aubergine) halves or pan fried eggplant slices (aka eggplant 
‘steaks’)

carb lovers / more substantial – serve with warm flat bread or 
rice.

CRISPY FISH WITH 
TAHINI YOGHURT + 

WALNUT HERB SALAD 

--FISH--



lemony  miso  salmon



LEMONY 
MISO 

SALMON

I am completely addicted to this lemon and miso 
dressing at the moment. So much so that I’ve 
been making it by the bottle and keeping in the 
pantry ready to add a zesty freshness to salads, 
vegetables, fish – whatever I’m cooking really. 
It’s soo soo good!

If you haven’t used miso paste before, it’s 
really worth experimenting with. Like soy sauce 
it adds those super tasty complex savoury (umami) 
flavours that takes food from OK to absolutely 
delicious. See here for more ideas for using 
your miso.

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

2 teaspoons white (shiro) 
miso paste

2 tablespoons lemon juice

4 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil

2 salmon or other fish fillets

1 bag salad leaves

1. Combine miso and lemon juice in a jar or small 
bowl until smoothish. Whisk in olive oil. Taste and 
season if needed – a little more miso or lemon.

2. Rub fish with a little oil and pan fry or BBQ for 
about 3 minutes each side on a medium high heat, 
or until you’re happy with how it’s cooked.

3. Divide salad and fish between two plates and 
drizzle over the lemony miso goodness.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

no miso – soy sauce is a good substitute.

big batch of dressing – mix 1/2 cup lemon juice with 2 generous 
tablespoons white miso paste until smooth. Gradually mix in 1 cup 
extra virgin olive oil. Taste and adjust if needed. Store in a bottle in 
the pantry for a month or so (if it lasts that long!).

vegetarian – toss the dressing onto grilled veggies – think eggplant 
(aubergine), zucchini (courgette) and peppers and serve with some 
goats cheese, feta, poached eggs or toasted almonds for extra 
protein. The dressing is also wonderful on cooked lentils.

extra lemon kick – add the finely grated zest of your lemon.

carb-lovers / more substantial – serve with steamed rice or 
cooked rice noodles.

different fish – great with most fish so don’t feel the need to stick 
to salmon.

--FISH--

http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2015/02/7-delicious-ways-to-use-miso-paste/


PREPARE AHEAD?
Not really. Leftovers will keep in the fridge for 1 week or can be 
frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

miso paste – unopened paste can be kept in the pantry. Once 
open needs to be refrigerated.

olive oil – keep in the pantry.

lemons – will keep for a few weeks at room temp or for much 
longer in the fridge.

salmon or other fish fillets – freeze them.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

extra layer of flavour – marinate the fish in half the dressing for 
an hour or so before cooking. Use the remaining half to dress the 
salad.

paleo (grain, legume & dairy-free) – just skip the miso or use 
lemon mayo instead.

LEMONY 
MISO 

SALMON 

--FISH--



simple  fish with  lemon butter



SIMPLE FISH 
WITH LEMON 

BUTTER

This dish was inspired by my fave food writer, 
Nigel Slater. There’s something to be said for 
classic flavour combinations like fish, lemon and 
butter! I love how it makes both a brilliant 
sauce for the fish and a tasty dressing for the 
salad leaves.

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

2 fish fillets

2 tablespoons butter

4 tablespoons lemon juice

salad leaves, to serve

1. Heat a frying pan on a medium high heat. Rub 
fish with a little oil. Season with salt.

2. Cook fish for 3-5 minutes on each side or until 
cooked to your liking.

3. Remove fish from the pan and divide between 
two plates.

4. Wipe out the pan with paper towel to remove any 
excess oil. Add butter and lemon to the pan and 
bring to a simmer.

5. Serve fish with lemon butter drizzled over and 
salad leaves on the side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian – serve the lemon butter with pan fried mushrooms or 
eggplant. Also good with cooked beans or lentils.

dairy-free / paleo – replace butter with extra virgin olive oil. No 
need to heat, just combine with the lemon juice.

carnivore – replace fish with lamb or pork chops. Chicken breast 
or thigh fillets are also nice with lemon butter.

carb lovers / more substantial – serve with home made fries, 
roast spuds or mash. You could also toss cooked pasta into the 
lemon butter.

more veg – add more exciting raw or pickled veg to the salad 
leaves like carrot, zucchini, red bell peppers (capsicum), snow 
peas.

more wintery – replace salad leaves with cooked greens.

--FISH--
TUVIDEO

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2012/03/old-oil-chips-fries/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2014/07/cooked-greens/
https://player.vimeo.com/video/143947921


PREPARE AHEAD?
No. Best when freshly cooked.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

fish fillets – freeze them.

butter – will keep in the fridge for weeks.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

SIMPLE FISH 
WITH LEMON 

BUTTER 

--FISH--



fast roast  fish with  broccoli



FAST ROAST 
FISH WITH 
BROCCOLI 

This is one of my fave ways to cook fish because 
it’s super quick. AND it doesn’t stink out the 
whole house which often happens when you have an 
open plan kitchen.

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

2 bunches broccolini or 2 small 
heads broccoli

2 thick fish fillets

2 lemons, halved

mayonnaise (optional), to serve

1. Preheat your oven to 250C (480F). Chop broccoli 
/ broccolini into bite sized pieces. Line a baking 
tray with paper or foil and top with the broccoli / 
broccolini. Top with fish and lemon and drizzle over 
a little oil. Scatter with sea salt flakes.

2. Bake for 5 minutes then check the fish. Thinner 
fillets may be cooked but most will need longer. I 
usually allow 10 minutes total cooking.

3. When the fish is just cooked, divide fish, broccoli 
and lemon between two plates. Serve with mayo (if 
using).

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian / vegan – instead of the fish toss a drained can (or 
home cooked) chickpeas or white beans in with the broccoli. Serve 
with vegan mayo if you prefer. OR just serve broccoli, lemon and 
mayo on a bed of steamed brown rice and with a handful of pine 
nuts or almonds.

egg-free – skip the mayo or use a vegan mayo. Or drizzle with 
tahini instead.

carb-lovers / more substantial – simmer some baby potatoes 
until just tender. Drain and toss in with the broccoli to roast under 
the fish. Or serve with crusty bread and butter or roast spuds.

carnivore – replace fish with sausage. Expect the cooking time 
to increase to the 10-15 minute mark. Or serve broccoli with pork 
chops.

more veg – add asparagus or green beans to the broccoli or serve 
with a green salad.

--FISH--
TUVIDEO

https://player.vimeo.com/video/142839334


PREPARE AHEAD?
No, the fish is nicest when freshly cooked. Leftovers will keep 
in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

broccolini / broccoli – will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in 
the fridge for about 2 weeks or sometimes a little longer. Can 
be frozen (if you have time chop before freezing so it will defrost 
quickly in the pan).

fish fillets – freeze them.

lemons – will keep for a few weeks at room temp or for much 
longer in the fridge.

mayonnaise – unopened in pantry or in fridge once opened 
and it will keep for months.

FAST ROAST 
FISH WITH 
BROCCOLI 

--FISH--



fast roast  trout with  almonds



FAST ROAST 
TROUT WITH 

ALMONDS

This recipe was inspired by Jamie Oliver years ago 
and I’d forgotten about it until only recently 
when I happened to pick up a lovely whole plate 
sized rainbow trout at the fish markets. 

Cranking the oven to the max is a brilliant way 
to cook whole fish as quickly and mess-free as 
possible.

If the thought of cooking and serving a whole fish 
scares you, don't worry, it's equally delicious 
with fish fillets - see the variations below...

Enough for 2
Takes 20 minutes 

2 whole fresh water trout

2 lemons, thickly sliced

1 small bunch sage, leaves picked

handful flaked almonds

1 bag salad leaves

1. Preheat your oven to its highest setting.

2. Line a baking tray with foil or baking paper. Place 
lemon slices on the tray in two lines and then trout 
on top of the lemon. Drizzle with a little oil and 
sprinkle with sea salt.

3. Pop trout in the oven. Set your timer for 5 minutes.

4. After 5 minutes scatter over the sage and almonds 
and pop the fish back in the oven for another 5 
minutes.

5. When the second time is up, check the fish. If 
the flesh flakes easily when pushed with a fork and 
it looks cooked, you’re done. If not pop back in for 
another few minutes.

6. When the fish is cooked serve on 2 plates with 
the lemon, sage and almond and salad leaves on 
the side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

fish fillets – you could use fish fillets, just be prepared for them to 
be cooked after 5 minutes. So probably best to add the sage and 
almonds at the beginning.

other whole fish – feel free to use other whole fish. Anything larger 
than a plate sized fish will of course take longer to cook.

carnivore – roast pork sausages instead.

vegetarian – the sage and almonds would be lovely with whole 
roast mushrooms. I’d add some butter to the mushrooms before 
cooking and skip the lemon. Depending on how large your mushies 
are it will probably take about the same amount of time to cook.

nut-free – you can easily skip the almonds. Or replace with 
sunflower seeds or torn chunks of sourdough bread.

more substantial / carb lovers – serve with roast potatoes or 
crusty bread and lashings of butter.

different herbs – thyme would work too. Or serve with soft herbs 
like parsley or mint after the fish is cooked.

--FISH--



PREPARE AHEAD?
No, best made fresh.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

whole fresh water trout – freeze it.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

sage – best to use for another meal.

almonds – keep them in the pantry.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

more veg – add any of your fave chopped salad veg to the leaves 
such as snow peas, cucumber, cherry tomatoes, grated carrot, 
grated beets. You could also add chopped red peppers and/or 
zucchini to roast with the fish.

dressed leaves – the lemon from cooking the fish does make a bit 
of a dressing but you could toss your leaves in a lemony dressing 
if you prefer (1 tablespoon lemon juice + 2 tablespoons extra virgin 
olive oil should do the trick).

FAST ROAST 
TROUT WITH 

ALMONDS 

--FISH--



warm smoked fish  salad



WARM 
SMOKED FISH 

SALAD 

I’m always on a mission to try and eat more fish. 
While it can be tricky to get good quality fresh 
fish where I live, smoked fish is much easier to 
find. 

In the video I’ve used hot smoked salmon but any 
smoked fish will do. In fact my favourite fish for 
this dish is smoked rainbow trout. 

And big note, I forgot to add the almonds in the 
video and photo but this salad is much nicer with 
them!

Enough for 2
Takes 10 minutes 

300g (10oz) smoked 
trout / salmon

2 tablespoons lemon juice

1 bag salad leaves

handful sliced almonds 
(optional)

1. Heat a frying pan on a medium high heat. If your 
fish isn’t very oily add a little oil but I usually don’t. 
Add the fish and pan fry until just warmed through. 
Around 2-3 minutes on each side.

2. While the fish is cooking, make the salad. Whisk 
together lemon juice and 2 tablespoons olive oil in 
the bottom of a medium salad bowl. Season well. 
Toss in the salad leaves.

3. When the fish is cooked add almonds to the pan 
to warm through and lightly toast.

4. To serve, divide the salad between two plates. 
Top with fish and almonds.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian – replace fish with fried eggs or pan fried halloumi 
cheese.

vegan – replace fish with mushrooms fried in some olive oil. Or try 
sliced smoked tofu.

carnivore – replace fish with pork or lamb chops or make a steak 
and salad instead.

more substantial / carb lovers – lots of options here…toss in 
cooked pasta, cooked brown rice or cooked quinoa with the salad 
leaves. You could also increase the amount of fish. Or serve with 
crusty bread and butter on the side. Or even serve with boiled or 
roast potatoes.

more veg – toss in chopped raw salad veg like cucumber, sprouts, 
snow peas, cherry tomatoes and/or carrot.

nut-free – just skip the almonds. Or replace with sunflower seeds 
or croutons.

fresh fish – just pan fry fresh fish fillets in a little oil. Allow an extra 
few minutes to cook through.

--FISH--
TUVIDEO

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2015/10/crispy-fried-egg-salad/
https://player.vimeo.com/video/141865166


PREPARE AHEAD?
No!

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

smoked trout / salmon – freeze it.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

sliced almonds – keep them in the pantry.

WARM 
SMOKED FISH 

SALAD 

--FISH--



tuna, tomato  & zucchini  salad



TUNA, TOMATO 
& ZUCCHINI 

SALAD 

Canned tuna is one of my all time favourite quick 
ingredients. 

I especially love Italian style tuna packed in 
olive oil because it tends to have more flavour 
and isn’t as dry as tuna in spring water or 
brine.

Enough for 2
Takes 10 minutes 

1 can tuna (200g / 7oz)

1 punnet cherry tomatoes 
(250g / 1/2lb)

2 medium zucchini

2 tablespoons lemon juice

1 bunch flat leaf parsley, 
leaves picked

1. Place tuna and oil from the can in a medium frying 
pan on a medium high heat. Add tomatoes and 
cook, stirring every now and then until the tomatoes 
have broken down and everything is hot.

2. While the sauce is cooking grate the zucchini 
using your food processor or a box grater. Toss in a 
bowl with the lemon juice, parsley and a tablespoon 
extra virgin olive oil. And a little salt.

3. Divide zucchini salad between two plates and top 
with the tuna sauce when it’s ready.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian / vegan – replace tuna with extra cherry tomatoes 
and a very generous glug of olive oil. You might like to serve with 
some sliced almonds or other nuts to make it more substantial. 
Or vegetarians might like it with shaved Parmesan. You could also 
replaces tuna with poached or boiled eggs or chickpeas would 
also work.

carnivore – replace tuna with sliced or crumble spicy sausage or 
minced (ground) beef.

more substantial – toss in torn chunks of sourdough bread in 
with the zucchini and add a little more lemon and oil. Or toss in 
cooked noodles or pasta.

more veg – grate other veg with the zucchini like carrot, beets, 
cauliflower and/or broccoli. Toss in baby spinach.

different herbs – also good with mint or basil.

different fish – try canned salmon or sardines. You could use 
fresh tuna – just chop into bite sized pieces and cook in a little oil 
until browned all over.

--FISH--
TUVIDEO

https://player.vimeo.com/video/141861940


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just prepare as per the recipe but keep the tuna sauce 
separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen. 
To serve, warm sauce and serve on cold salad.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

tuna – keep it in the pantry.

cherry tomatoes – either halve and cook in the oven for about 
30 minutes (180C / 350F) OR just cook in a pan with a little oilve 
oil. In either case store in an airtight container in the fridge for 
a few weeks. Or freeze the cooked tomato for longer periods.

zucchini – will keep for 2 weeks or longer in a plastic bag in 
the fridge. To keep it even longer, cook sliced zucchini in a little 
butter until just soft then store in an airtight container in the 
fridge.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

flat leaf parsley – tends to be the most long lasting of the leafy 
herbs. Should keep for a few weeks in the fridge if wrapped in 
a plastic bag. For longer periods pop it in the freezer – it will wilt 
but will still be usable in this dish.

TUNA, TOMATO 
& ZUCCHINI 

SALAD 

--FISH--



fish wraps  with limey  avocado



FISH WRAPS 
WITH LIMEY 

AVOCADO 

While a more complicated guacamole can be nice, 
I just adore the simple freshness of creamy 
avocado with lashings of lime juice. So good 
here with fish but feel free to use the limey 
avocado anywhere you’d normally use guac.

This is definitely one of those recipes that even 
I thought… might need something else. But trust 
me, with the crunch of the lettuce and zestiness 
of the lime contrasting the rich salmon… It’s 
soo good just as it is.

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

450g (1lb) salmon or other fish 
fillets, sliced into bite sized pieces

2 medium avocados

2 limes

2 green onions (shallots / 
scallions), finely sliced (optional)

iceberg lettuce leaves or 
tortillas to wrap

1. Heat a medium frying pan on a medium high heat. 
Add a little oil, season the fish with salt and cook for 
3-5 minutes on each side, or until the fish is cooked 
to your liking.

2. While the fish is cooking, halve both avocados 
and discard the seeds. Scoop out the avocado 
flesh and place in a medium bowl. If there are any 
brownish bits, remove them.

3. Mash avocado with a fork and stir in the juice of 
one lime. Season with salt and taste. Add more lime 
juice and salt as needed. When you’re happy, stir in 
the green onion (if using).

4. If using lettuce, wash and break into individual leaves. 
If using tortillas, wrap and warm them in the oven.

5. To serve divide fish between 2 plates. Pop 
avocado mix into two small bowls and give one per 
person. Serve lettuce leaves or tortillas in the middle 
and let each person make their own wraps.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

hot! – add a little chilli to the avocado or serve with chilli oil or your 
favourite hot sauce at the table.

vegetarian / vegan – soften an onion and then add a drained can 
(or home cooked) black beans or lentils. Cook on medium heat until 
beans are hot then season with a half teaspoon of ground cumin 
and salt, if needed. Finish with a drizzle of peppery extra virgin olive 
oil. Use the bean mix instead of the fish. Or for vegetarians you 
could just replace salmon with 4 eggs and make an omelette.

more veg – serve the wraps with chopped crunchy veg like carrots, 
snow peas, red capsicum (bell peppers). Or toss in some corn 
kernels to warm with the fish. Also see ideas in the herby section.

herby – serve with chopped fresh coriander (cilantro), mint or both.

no avocado – mix the zest and juice of a lime into your fave mayo 
and use as the sauce.

--FISH--

http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2009/02/the-minight-oil/


PREPARE AHEAD?
No! Leftovers will keep in the fridge for a week. Don’t freeze.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

salmon or other fish fillets – freeze them.

avocado – use for another meal. Doesn’t freeze well.

lime – will keep in a plastic bag in the fridge for months.

green onions – skip them or keep in the fridge in a plastic bag 
for weeks.

iceburg lettuce – will keep in the fridge for a few weeks in a 
plastic bag. Otherwise use for another meal as it’s not great 
once frozen.

tortillas – freeze them.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

carnivore – replace fish with steaks or pork fillet. Or even chicken 
thigh or breast fillets.

carb lovers / more substantial – serve with warm tortillas or pita 
bread. Or crunchy corn chips.

more veg – add cherry tomato and red pepper salsa.

FISH WRAPS 
WITH LIMEY 

AVOCADO 

--FISH--



easy tray  baked salmon  
with spuds



EASY TRAY 
BAKED SALMON 

WITH SPUDS 

This recipe was inspired by Jamie Oliver. I used 
to think something like this would be a bit dry 
but I’ve found the solution! Serve with home 
made mayo AND make sure you include a lemon which 
will release the most delicious juices after 
it’s cooked.

Enough for 2
Takes 40 minutes 

2-4 medium spuds, scrubbed

2 bulbs fennel, + tops to serve

2 salmon fillets

1 lemon, halved

mayo, to serve

1. Chop spuds into big bite sized chunks and pop 
in a medium saucepan. Cover with water and bring 
to the boil.

2. Simmer spuds for 15-20 minutes or until just 
tender.

3. Meanwhile, crank your oven to 230C (450F). Trim 
and discard fennel stalks (keeping any leafy fronds). 
Slice fennel bulb finely and place in a roasting pan 
with the lemon. Cut 3 shallow ‘score’ lines on the 
skin side of the salmon so they look pretty and help 
to cook more quickly.

4. When the spuds are cooked, drain and toss in 
with the fennel. Drizzle with olive oil and top with the 
salmon. Season generously.

5. Bake for 10 minutes or until fish is just cooked 
through. Serve fish and veg with mayo on top and 
fennel fronds sprinkled over (if you have them).

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

short on time / slow carb – replace spuds with a drained can of 
chickpeas or white beans. No need to simmer, just pop them in the 
baking tray with the fennel. Or just skip the spuds or serve boiled 
spuds, pan fry the salmon and serve with a salad instead.

different veg – green beans, asparagus, capsicum (bell peppers), 
snow peas, or chopped zucchini can be added straight to the pan 
like the fennel. Other veg will need simmering or roasting first until 
tender like baby carrots, beets, sweet potato, pumpkin, parsnip or 
swede (rutabaga).

different fish – any fish fillets can be used but if they are quite thin 
be prepared to adjust the cooking time. At this temp some delicate 
fish will only take 5 minutes. You could also cook a whole fish like 
plate sized snapper or rainbow trout this way (adjust the cooking 
time upward – around 15-20 minutes).

carnivore – replace fish with chopped chorizo or chicken thigh 
fillets (chicken will need a little longer, around 15 minutes). You 
could also use pork sausages instead of fish (simmer sausages 
with the spuds).

--FISH--
TUVIDEO

http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2010/07/food-rules-the-secret-to-homemade-mayonnaise/
http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2010/07/food-rules-the-secret-to-homemade-mayonnaise/
http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2010/07/food-rules-the-secret-to-homemade-mayonnaise/
https://youtu.be/GE7mudscdHQ


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the mayo separately. 
Leftovers will keep in the fridge for 1 week or can be frozen. To 
serve, warm in the oven or frying pan and top with mayo.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

potatoes – will keep for months in the pantry in a brown paper 
bag or sack.

fennel – will keep for a few weeks in a plastic bag in the fridge.

salmon fillets – freeze them.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

mayo – unopened in pantry or in fridge once opened.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

egg-free – you could skip the mayo or use a vegan (egg-free) 
mayo or serve with a drizzle of lemon pressed olive oil.

more veg – serve with a green salad or steamed green beans as 
a side. (also see the different veg for more ideas).

vegetarian – replace fish with poached or fried eggs and 
mushrooms.

hot! – add in some chopped fresh chilli with the fennel.

carb lovers / more substantial– add extra spuds.

low carb – roast broccoli or cauli instead of the spuds.

paleo (grain, legume & dairy-free) – replace potato with parsnip 
/ carrots / beets / kohlrabi / other root veg / sweet potato or 
broccoli instead.

EASY TRAY 
BAKED SALMON 

WITH SPUDS 

--FISH--



double  fennel  fish



DOUBLE 
FENNEL 

FISH 

I have a goal to eat fish at least once a week for 
dinner this year. And while my Irishman is still 
pretty fish-phobic, I’ve really been enjoying the 
change. 

This ‘double fennel’ dish with fennel seeds as a 
crust and then fresh fennel as a salad has been 
one of my favourites this year. 

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

2 teaspoons fennel seeds

450g (1lb) fish fillets

2 tablespoons lemon juice 
+ 1 lemon, halved

1 large or 2 small fennel bulbs

1 bunch flat leaf parsley, 
leaves picked

1. Grind fennel seeds with a spice or coffee grinder. 
Or bash with a mortar and pestle. Rub fish with 
a little oil on both sides and sprinkle over ground 
fennel and lots of sea salt and pepper.

2. Heat a frying pan large enough to hold the fish 
in a single layer on a medium high heat. Cook fish 
for 3-4 minutes on each side or until just cooked 
through and golden on the outsides.

3. While the fish is cooking combine 2 tablespoons 
lemon juice in a salad bowl with 2 tablespoons extra 
virgin olive oil. Season.

4. Trim and discard fennel stalks then finely slice the 
bulbs using a mandoline or sharp knife. Toss sliced 
fennel and parsley leaves in the dressing.

5. Serve fish hot with the fennel salad and half a 
lemon on the side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

carnivore – replace fish with pork chops or chicken thigh fillets 
and adjust the cooking time as needed.

vegetarian – serve fennel salad with marinated feta and roast 
almonds. Or chickpeas and goats cheese.

vegan – toss cooked chickpeas or lentils in with the salad and 
serve with a tahini sauce drizzled over (2 tablespoons each tahini, 
lemon juice, olive oil and water).

more veg – toss any crunchy salad veg in such as red capsicum 
(bell peppers), grated carrot, grated beets, sliced snow peas.

carb lovers / more substantial – toss torn rustic sourdough in 
with the salad or serve crusty bread + butter on the side. You could 
also serve with roast or pan fried potatoes or home made fries.

no fennel seeds – just skip it or try coriander or cumin seeds 
instead. Or serve cooked fish with sumac sprinkled over.

no fennel – my fave alternative is white cabbage or Brussels 
sprouts but you could use finely sliced snow peas or shaved 
zucchini.

--FISH--

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2012/03/old-oil-chips-fries/


PREPARE AHEAD?
No. Fish is nicest when freshly cooked. Salad can be made a 
few days ahead though. Leftovers will keep in the fridge for 2 
weeks. Don’t freeze. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

fennel seeds – keep in the pantry.

fish fillets – freeze them.

lemons – will keep for a few weeks at room temp or for much 
longer in the fridge.

fennel – will keep for a few weeks in a plastic bag in the the 
fridge.

parsley – will keep in the fridge wrapped in a plastic bag for a 
few weeks. Can be frozen or make a parsley oil by packing the 
leaves into a clean jar and covering with extra virgin olive oil.

DOUBLE 
FENNEL 

FISH 

--FISH--



fish  with sorrel  pesto



FISH 
WITH SORREL 

PESTO 

Sorrel is one of those annoying ingredients I 
see referred to in cookbooks from time to time 
but never see in the shops. It wasn’t until I 
planted some seeds and grew my own that I was 
able to experiment with this super lemony fresh-
tasting herb. 

Don’t worry if you don’t have a herb garden full 
of sorrel. There are plenty of substitutes in 
the variations below!
 

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

2 fish fillets

2 handfuls sorrel leaves

2 handfuls grated Parmesan cheese

1 clove garlic

1 handful pine nuts

green salad, to serve

1. Heat a medium frying pan on a medium high 
heat. Rub fish with a little oil and season with lots of 
salt. Cook fish for 3-4 minutes on each side or until 
cooked to your liking.

2. Meanwhile, for the pesto, whizz sorrel, Parmesan, 
garlic and pine nuts in a food processor until finely 
chopped. Add a good pinch of salt and add some 
olive oil with the motor running until you have a 
saucey paste. Taste and season with more salt if 
needed and some pepper.

3. Serve fish with a big dollop of pesto on top and 
salad on the side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

no sorrel? – basil or flat leaf parsley are the best substitutes or 
try mint or coriander (cilantro) for something a bit different. A big 
squeeze of lemon can make the pesto taste more fresh and lemony.

paleo (gluten, grain + dairy-free) – replace Parmesan with an 
extra handful of pine nuts or different nuts like almonds, cashews 
or Brazil nuts.

vegetarian – serve pesto with pan fried eggplant ‘steaks’ or some 
cooked quinoa or on a bed of lovely lentils. It’s also really lovely with 
poached or fried eggs or as a fresh topping for a simple omelette 
dinner.

carnivore – replace fish with chicken thigh or breast fillets or a 
good quality pork chop.

more substantial – serve with mashed or roast potatoes. Or serve 
fish on a bed of cooked grains such as quinoa, brown rice or farro.

more veg – serve with lemony kale.

--FISH--

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/lovely-lentils/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2014/01/addictive-lemony-kale/


PREPARE AHEAD?
You can. Just cook as per the recipe but keep the fish, pesto 
and salad separately. Leftovers will keep in the fridge for 1 
week or can be frozen (except the salad). 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

fish fillets – freeze them.

sorrel leaves – cover with oil and store in the fridge. Or you can 
freeze the leaves. They’ll wilt but will still be delicious.

parmesan cheese – keeps for months in an airtight container 
in the fridge.

garlic – pantry in the dark or a brown paper bag to prevent 
sprouting.

pine nuts / olive oil – keep them in the pantry.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

FISH 
WITH SORREL 

PESTO  

--FISH--



super  magnesium  salmon



SUPER 
MAGNESIUM 

SALMON 

This dish was created when I wanted to combine 
all the foods rich in magnesium. Because I was 
getting some cramping and had read that magnesium 
deficiency could be the sauce.

I love how the tahini and lemon juice make an 
instant tasty sauce for the fish. And how the 
pepitas provide crunch and some pretty visual 
interest.

I also love cooking fish this way because you 
don’t have to think (as long as you remember 
to set your timer!) and it avoids your kitchen 
smelling fishy.
 

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

2 salmon fillets

1 bag baby spinach

4-6 tablespoons tahini

handful pumpkin seeds (pepitas)

2 lemons, halved

1. Preheat your oven to 250C (480F). Place salmon 
in an oven proof dish or tray and  roast for 10 minutes 
or until cooked to your liking.

2. Serve salmon on a bed of baby spinach. Drizzle 
with tahini and scatter over pepitas and finish with 
lots of sea salt and black pepper. Serve lemon on 
the side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian / vegan – replace salmon with cooked or canned 
black eye peas, beans, chickpeas or lentils warmed in a little olive 
oil.

seed-free – replace tahini with a drizzle of tangy natural yoghurt 
(preferably Greek style) and replace pepitas with some chopped 
red peppers or pomegranate seeds.

no oven – just pan fry the fish in a little oil. About 4 mins each side 
on a medium high heat.

carb lovers / more substantial – toss in some cooked brown 
rice, quinoa, couscous, barley or buckwheat with the spinach. Or 
serve with warm flatbread.

more veg – serve with grilled veg such as zucchini, eggplant and/
or red peppers. Or some sauerkraut on the side.

carnivore – replace salmon with chicken thighs or pork chops. 
Adjust cooking time as needed.

paleo (grain, legume & dairy-free) – use coconut or almond 
milk. 

--FISH--
TUVIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/embed/eiqlysPuFfM


PREPARE AHEAD?
No, best when freshly cooked. Leftovers will keep in the fridge 
for 2 weeks or can be frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

salmon fillets – freeze it.

baby spinach – either pop them in the freezer or wilt down in 
a covered pot with a little olive oil. This way they’ll keep in the 
fridge for a few weeks.

tahini – I keep mine in the pantry but will keep longer in the 
fridge if open.

pumpkin seeds (pepitas) – keep them in the pantry.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

SUPER 
MAGNESIUM 

SALMON  

--FISH--



CHICKEN



CHICKEN

Fast Roast Rosemary Chicken & Veg

Citrus Roast Chicken & Fennel

5-Ingredient Chicken Cacciatore

Roast Pesto Chicken & Baby Veg

Chicken with Cashew Pesto

My Simple Kung Pao

--CHICKEN--

CHICKEN RECIPES
Sunny Parisian Carrot Bowls

Big Bistro Kale Salad

Spiced Roast Chicken & Cauliflower Salad

Crispy Iceberg Salad with Almond Crust

Zucchini & Chicken Pad Thai

One Tray Chicken & Broccoli

Amazing Roast Broccoli & Chicken Caesar-ish Salad



CHICKEN
STORAGE BEST 
PRACTICES 
Store in the fridge in the 

packaging it was purchased.

--CHICKEN--

SEASONALITY 
Like most meat, chicken 
freezes well and so isn't 
particularily seasonal.



spiced roast chicken 
&  cauliflower salad  
with tahini dressing



SPICED ROAST CHICKEN 
& CAULIFLOWER SALAD 
WITH TAHINI DRESSING 

This is one of my all-time favourite salads. And 
I don’t take such things lightly.

It was inspired by a recipe in one of my favourite 
cookbooks Dishing Up The Dirt by farmer and 
fellow vegetable lover, Andrea Bemis.

It’s wonderful as a simple one-tray weeknight 
dinner. It also doubles as a show-stopping side 
salad that’s perfect when you need to ‘bring a 
plate’. I just skip the chicken if I’m using 
it as a side and keep the parsley, almond and 
dressing separate if it needs to travel. Then 
toss it all together just before serving.

If you’re not a cauliflower fan, I dare you to try 
this. It just may be the recipe that converts 
you to the joys of one of my favourite favourite 
vegetables.

The almonds in the photo are optional, but they 
do add lovely crunch. And I don’t include the oil 
and water in my 6 ingredient count.

Enough for 2
Takes 30 minutes 

3 teaspoons baharat or 
ground coriander

6 tablespoons olive oil

1/2 head cauliflower, 
chopped into bite-sized trees

4 chicken thigh fillets, sliced

1/3 cup tahini

1/3 cup lemon juice

1/3 cup water

bunch flat leaf parsley leaves

1. Preheat your oven to 250C (480F). mix spices and 
olive oil and a good pinch of salt in a medium bowl.

2. Place cauli in a large baking tray and drizzle over 
half the spiced oil. Toss cauli to evenly coat then 
roast for 10 minutes.

3. Toss chicken in the remaining spiced oil and allow 
to marinate while the cauli cooks.

4. After 10 minutes, stir the cauli then add the 
chicken to the roasting pan. Roast for another 10-
15 minutes, stirring every 5 minutes. Until cauli and 
chicken are cooked through.

5. While the cauli is cooking, make the dressing by 
combining tahini, lemon, water and 2 tablespoons 
extra virgin olive oil in a jug or bowl. Whisk or blend 
with a stick blender until you have a creamy sauce. 
Taste and salt as needed.

6. When the cauli and chicken are cooked, transfer 
to a serving platter. Toss in parsley leaves. Drizzle 
over dressing. And get ready for the compliments.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

fancy – add 1-2 teaspoons maple syrup to the dressing. And serve 
with a handful of roast almonds as per the photo.

garlicky – add a small clove of garlic smashed with a little salt to 
the dressing before blending.

vegetarian – skip the chicken and increase the almonds. For more 
protein serve with a fried egg each.

no tahini – use greek yoghurt spiked with lashings of salt and 
pepper instead of the tahini dressing. Labneh, goats cheese or 
other creamy soft cheese will also work.

--CHICKEN--
TUVIDEO

http://dishingupthedirt.com/
https://player.vimeo.com/video/262914074


PREPARE AHEAD?
The chicken and cauli can be roasted then kept in the fridge 
for up to a week or frozen. Allow to come to room temp before 
serving with the dressing, parsley and almonds. Or warm in the 
oven if you’re in the mood for a hot meal.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

spices / olive oil – keep them in the pantry.

cauliflower – ungrated cauli will keep for weeks in a plastic bag 
in the fridge. Can be frozen but the texture isn’t as good when 
defrosted.

chicken thigh fillets – freeze them.

tahini – I keep mine in the pantry but will keep longer in the 
fridge if open.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

parsley – will keep in the fridge wrapped in a plastic bag for a 
few weeks. Can be frozen or make a parsley oil by packing the 
leaves into a clean jar and covering with extra virgin olive oil.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

different veg – you could use diced root veg like sweet potato, 
parsnip, turnip or rutabaga (swede). Kohlrabi or broccoli will also 
work.

carb-lovers – toss in some cooked grains like barley, farro, quinoa 
or brown rice. You could also serve with flatbread.

more substantial – increase the nuts or toss in some cooked 
chickpeas.

different spices – replace with 2-3 teaspoons ras al hanout. 
Smoked paprika can be lovely as well. Or a combo of paprika and 
ground coriander.

SPICED ROAST CHICKEN 
& CAULIFLOWER SALAD 
WITH TAHINI DRESSING  

--CHICKEN--



one tray chicken  & broccoli 
with blue cheese dressing



ONE TRAY CHICKEN & 
BROCCOLI WITH BLUE 

CHEESE DRESSING 

My favourite way to cook weeknight dinners at 
the moment is to pop some meat and veg in a tray 
in the oven, set my timer and then do something 
else until dinner time. It’s about as low-stress 
as cooking can be. Plus you end up with a really 
delicious and satisfying meal.

I love this blue cheese dressing. It’s wonderful 
as a main meal here but you could also serve it 
as a dip when it’s time for a snack. I love it 
with a punchy gorgonzola piccante, but any blue 
cheese will be delicious.

Enough for 2
Takes 30 minutes 

4 chicken thigh fillets or 2 breasts

2 heads broccoli

200mL (3/4 cup) sour cream

150g (5oz) blue cheese, 
at room temp

1-2 tablespoons lemon juice

1. Preheat your oven to 250C (480F). Slice chicken 
into bite sized strips and broccoli into bite sized 
pieces. Toss in a roasting tray. Drizzle with olive oil 
and scatter over some salt.

2. Cover with foil and bake for 15-20 minutes or 
until chicken is cooked through and the broccoli is 
tender.

3. While the chicken and broccoli is cooking smash 
together the sour cream and blue cheese with a 
fork. Or for a smoother dressing use a stick blender. 
Taste and add lemon juice as needed.

4. Serve chicken and broccoli with dressing in a 
bowl on the side or just slather it on top!

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian – skip the chicken and serve with roast walnuts, 
almonds (or other nuts), or cooked chickpeas or cooked grains like 
brown rice, farro or quinoa.

more veg / prettier – feel free to use any of your favourite roasting 
veg. Cauliflower is good, but eggplant / zucchini / capsicum (bell 
peppers) would all work. Toss in some salad leaves or fresh herbs 
like flat leaf parsley at the end if you want a leafier supper.

more substantial – serve with roast nuts or use more chicken.

carb-lovers – toss in cooked pasta or grains before serving. 
Sweet potato would be another good veg option. It will just take a 
little longer to cook.

more summery – serve the dressing with crisp sliced iceberg 
lettuce.

paleo (grain, legume & dairy-free) – replace blue cheese and 
sour cream with garlicky mayo.

--CHICKEN--
TUVIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/embed/XizRjN1oYd4


PREPARE AHEAD?
The broccoli can be roasted ahead and stored in the fridge for 
up to 2 weeks or frozen. Personally I’m not a fan of reheated 
chicken so I wouldn’t cook the chicken in advance. The 
dressing can be made up to a week ahead and stored in the 
fridge but don’t freeze it. Allow dressing to come to room temp 
before using.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

chicken thigh fillets or breasts – freeze them.

broccoli – will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the fridge for 
about 2 weeks or sometimes a little longer. Can be frozen (if 
you have time chop before freezing so it will defrost quickly in 
the pan).

sour cream / blue cheese – best to use for another meal.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

ONE TRAY CHICKEN & 
BROCCOLI WITH BLUE 

CHEESE DRESSING  

--CHICKEN--



amazing roast  broccoli & 
chicken  caesar-sih Salad



AMAZING ROAST 
BROCCOLI & CHICKEN 
CAESAR-ISH SALAD 

Roast broccoli is one of my all time favourite 
things to eat. I’d take it over roast spuds any 
day (although the men in my house are firmly in 
the potato camp). It’s especially tasty when 
cooked in a hot oven like this because you get 
the lovely charred crispy bits on the outside. 

Plus its quicker to cook. So even if you’re not 
a Caesar fan, I really encourage you to try the 
broccoli!

Enough for 2
Takes 30 minutes 

2 heads broccoli

4 chicken thigh fillets

2-3 tablespoons lemon juice

6 tablespoons mayonnaise

handful grated parmesan

shaved parmesan, to serve

1. Preheat your oven to 250C (480F). Chop broccoli 
into bite sized little trees and finely slice broccoli 
stems. Slice each chicken thigh into 4 strips.

2. Place broccoli and chicken in a roasting pan and 
drizzle with a little oil.

3. Pop in the oven and cook for 10 minutes.

4. Meanwhile, combine lemon, mayo and grated 
parmesan in a medium bowl to make the dressing. 
Taste and season with salt and pepper.

5. After the 10 minutes, stir the chicken and brocc 
to move the outside pieces into the middle so 
everything cooks a bit more evenly.

6. Roast for another 5 – 10 minutes or until chicken 
is cooked through and broccoli is tender.

7. Toss hot chicken and veg in the dressing. Divide 
between two plates and serve with extra shaved 
parmesan on top.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

mayo-free – replace mayo with extra virgin olive oil, sour cream or 
natural yoghurt.

vegetarian – skip the chicken and serve with a poached or boiled 
egg instead. Or toss in drained canned or cooked white beans or 
chickpeas. Or use nuts.

more veg – toss in chopped cos or romaine lettuce, baby spinach, 
finely chopped raw kale or fresh parsley leaves.

more classic Caesar – replace roast broccoli with chopped Cos 
or Romaine lettuce. And add some chopped anchovies to the 
dressing.

carb-lovers / more substantial – toss in cooked pasta, cooked 
chickpeas or torn chunks of sourdough bread.

dairy-free / paleo – replace grated parmesan with grated brazil 
nuts and replace shaved parmesan with roast almonds or pine 
nuts.

--CHICKEN--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes if you don’t mind reheated chicken. Just make as per 
the recipe but keep the chicken separate from the rest of the 
salad. Will keep in the fridge for 1 week. Don’t freeze. To serve, 
warm chicken in a pan with a little oil and toss in with the rest 
of the salad.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

broccoli – will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the fridge for 
about 2 weeks or sometimes a little longer. Can be frozen (if you 
have time, chop before freezing so it will defrost quickly in the 
pan).

chicken thigh – freeze them.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

mayonnaise – unopened in pantry or in fridge once opened.

parmesan – keeps for longer in a chunk so only grate when 
you’re cooking. I wrap in waxed paper or baking paper and then 
keep in an airtight container or a sealed ziplock bag. I prefer this 
over just wrapping in cling wrap because the air in the container 
allows the cheese to breathe and not sweat but the container / 
plastic bag prevents from drying out in the dry fridge air. Either 
way will keep for months.

AMAZING ROAST 
BROCCOLI & CHICKEN 
CAESAR-ISH SALAD  

--CHICKEN--



fast roast  rosemary  
chicken & veg



FAST ROAST 
ROSEMARY 

CHICKEN & VEG 

Tray bakes like this are brilliant for family 
dinners because you just pop everything in the 
oven and let dinner practically cook itself. 

Especially great on those evenings where there 
are a lot of demands on the cook’s attention! 

They’re also great because you can load up the 
plates of any little (or large) carb-lovers in 
the house and save the other parts for the low-
carb fans.

Enough for 2
Takes 40 minutes 

6-8 new potatoes

450g (1lb) chicken thigh fillets

2-4 sprigs rosemary or thyme

2 handfuls snowpeas 
(mangetout), sliced

mayo, pesto 
or hummus to serve

1. Preheat your oven to 250C (480F). Scrub and 
halve potatoes and pop in a pan of water. Simmer 
until just cooked, about 15 minutes.

2. Drain spuds and place in a roasting pan with the 
chicken and rosemary / thyme. Drizzle with oil and 
sprinkle over some salt. Roast spuds and chicken 
for 15 minutes.

3. Add snow peas and cook until everything is well 
browned and the chicken is no longer pink in the 
middle. Serve in the middle of the table for everyone 
to help themselves with your sauce of choice on the 
side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

lower carb – replace spuds with 1-2 heads broccoli or 1/2 
cauliflower chopped into florettes (no need to boil first).

lemony – halve a lemon and roast with the chicken and veg. 
Squeeze over the lemony juices before serving.

vegetarian – replace chicken with a truckload of veggies! 
I’m thinking mushrooms, eggplant (aubergine), capsicum (bell 
peppers), zucchini, broccoli, cauliflower. Just make sure they’re 
chopped small enough so they’ll cook quickly. I’d serve with some 
roast almonds or other nuts for extra protein.

garlicky – pop a few unpeeled cloves of garlic in with the chicken.

carb-lovers / more substantial – increase the spuds or serve 
with crusty bread and butter.

different meat – also brilliant with good quality sausages.

short on time – pan fry chicken instead and serve with boiled 
spuds.

--CHICKEN--



PREPARE AHEAD?
You could roast the veg up to a week ahead but I think the 
chicken is best when freshly cooked. Leftovers will keep in the 
fridge for 1 week or can be frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

new potatoes – will keep in a dark pantry for months.

chicken thigh fillets – freeze them.

rosemary or thyme – keeps for ages in a plastic bag in the 
fridge or even longer in the freezer.

snow peas – can be frozen but best to use for another meal.

mayonnaise – unopened, keep in pantry or will keep for months 
in fridge once opened.

FAST ROAST 
ROSEMARY 

CHICKEN & VEG  

--CHICKEN--



citrus roast  chicken &  fennel



CITRUS ROAST 
CHICKEN & 

FENNEL 

Inspired by the Citrus Braised Fennel in the 
Cornersmith Cookbook. I love that their recipe 
said ‘make this one!’ And was so glad I followed 
their advice. 

I’ve added chicken to make it a complete meal 
and swapped to cooking in the oven instead of 
the stove top so it’s less labour intensive but 
still just as delicious!

Enough for 2
Takes 60 minutes 

1 large bulb fennel sliced 
1cm (1/2in) thick

juice & zest 1 lemon

juice & zest 1 orange

6 chicken drumsticks

green salad, to serve

1. Preheat your oven to 200C (400F). Place fennel 
in a baking tray, preferably so it sits flat in one layer 
but don’t stress if you need to overlap a bit. Sprinkle 
over zest and juice of your lemon and orange and 
top with chicken. Add 1/2 cup water and drizzle 
generously with extra virgin olive oil. Sprinkle with a 
big pinch of salt.

2. Cover with foil and roast for 30 minutes.

3. Uncover and turn chicken. Roast for another 20-
30 minutes or until chicken is cooked through and 
fennel is tender.

4. Taste cooking juices and add more salt if needed. 
Serve with green salad on the side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

porky – replace chicken with thick pork sausages. Or cook fennel 
on its own with the citrus and serve with BBQ or grilled pork chops.

vegetarian – replace chicken with a drained can of chickpeas 
tossed in for the last 10 minutes of cooking. Serve with roasted 
almonds or pine nuts. You could also serve citrus fennel with pan 
fried halloumi.

other chicken – use breasts or thigh fillets and remove when 
cooked (will take 30 mins or less) or serve fennel as a side to a 
classic roast chook.

herby – toss in a few springs of thyme.

carb lovers / more substantial – toss in cooked rice, quinoa or 
couscous to soak up the citrusy goodness. Or serve with roast or 
boiled spuds.

other citrus / lower carb – try lime instead of the orange.

short on time – use boneless chicken breast / thighs and increase 
temp to 250C (480F). Will take 20-30 mins.

--CHICKEN--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the salad separately. 
Will keep in the fridge for 1 week or can be frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

fennel – will keep for a few weeks in a plastic bag in the fridge.

lemon / oranges – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic 
bag in the fridge for months.

chicken drumsticks – freeze them.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

CITRUS ROAST 
CHICKEN & 

FENNEL 

--CHICKEN--



5-ingredient  chicken  
cacciatore



5-INGREDIENT 
CHICKEN 

CACCIATORE 

At the moment I’m finding myself turning to dishes 
like this that you can just pop in the oven and 
practically let dinner ‘cook itself’. 

I’m especially fond of chicken drumsticks because 
they’re super economical plus you get all those 
lovely bones to gnaw on. 

The other thing I love about this dish is the way 
the olives bring an exotic complexity to such a 
simple lineup of ingredients. 

Enough for 2
Takes 60 minutes 

4-6 chicken drumsticks

1.5 cups tomato passata (puree)

2 tablespoons butter

1 handful black olives

2 medium zucchini

1. Preheat your oven to 200C (400F). Place chicken, 
tomato and butter in an ovenproof dish large enough 
to hold the chicken in one layer.

2. Cover with foil and bake for 30 minutes.

3. Remove the foil, turn the chicken, add the olives 
and bake uncovered for another 20-30 minutes or 
until the chicken is cooked through. Taste and add 
extra salt if needed (the olives will bring some so you 
may not need it).

4. While the chicken is cooking slice the zucchini 
into ribbons using a vegetable peeler, mandoline or 
spiralizer. Season with salt and allow the ‘noodles’ to 
stand at room temp to warm up and soften slightly.

5. To serve divide zucchini noodles between 2 plates 
and top with chicken, olives and sauce.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian – replace chicken with large mushrooms, chickpeas or 
eggplant and serve with some shaved parmesan or crumbled feta 
for some extra protein.

carnivore – these flavours are also lovely with lamb shanks, beef 
short ribs or osso buco but you’ll need to cook covered for 4-6 
hours at 150C (300F). Uncover and add the olives for the last 30 
minutes of cooking.

carb lovers / more substantial – serve with hot buttered pasta 
or egg noodles (and skip the zucchini if you like), or add small 
scrubbed potatoes with the chicken.

more veg – add sliced fennel, chopped onions, garlic, carrots and/
or red capsicum (bell peppers) to the sauce before cooking. Serve 
with chopped parsley or basil on top. And add a green salad on 
the side.

paleo / dairy-free – replace butter with coconut oil or olive oil.

bone free – If you don’t share my love of bones, use chicken thigh 
or breast fillets. You’ll need to reduce the cooking time to about 30 
minutes or so depending on their size.

--CHICKEN--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the zucchini and 
olives separate. Will keep in the fridge for 1 week or can be 
frozen. To serve, warm in the oven for 10-15 minutes and 
serve with olives and zucchini.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

chicken drumsticks – freeze them.

tomato passata – keep it in the pantry.

butter – will keep in the fridge for weeks.

black olives – will keep in the fridge for weeks.

zucchini – will keep for 2 weeks or longer in a plastic bag in 
the fridge. To keep it even longer, cook sliced zucchini in a little 
butter until just soft then store in an airtight container in the 
fridge.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

other chicken – also feel free to use a whole chicken chopped 
into 8 pieces instead of the drumsticks. Or chicken thighs on the 
bone or chicken marylands (thighs + drumsticks).

tomato-free – replace tomato passata (puree) with chicken stock 
and add a halved lemon to cook in with the chicken. Squeeze 
lemon juice into the sauce before serving.

short on time – use thigh fillets and bake at your oven's highest 
setting for 20-30 minutes.

5-INGREDIENT 
CHICKEN 

CACCIATORE 

--CHICKEN--



roast pesto  chicken &  baby veg



ROAST PESTO 
CHICKEN 

& BABY VEG 

There’s something so tasty about roast veg. Every 
time I cook something like this, I’m kicking 
myself that I don’t do it more often. 

The real winner in this dish is the roast fennel, 
such a delight and so different from the raw 
version.

Enough for 2
Takes 60 minutes 

1 bunch baby carrots, trimmed

2 bulbs fennel, sliced

1 bunch baby beets, 
trimmed and quartered.

6 chicken drumsticks

6 tablespoons pesto, to serve

1. Preheat your oven to 200C (400F).

2. Place carrots, fennel slices, and beets in a baking 
tray large enough to hold in a single layer. Top with 
chicken and lots of salt. Drizzle with a little oil.

3. Bake for 30 minutes. Turn chicken and stir the 
veg.

4. Then bake for another 15 – 20 minutes or until the 
chicken is cooked through and the veg are tender.

5. To serve, tumble the chicken and veg between 
two plates. Top with pesto.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

dairy-free / paleo – use a dairy-free pesto like this sicilian nut 
pesto.

vegetarian / vegan – skip the chicken and add some extra veg 
or serve with a handful or two of toasted almonds or pine nuts for 
extra protein.

more substantial / carb lovers – this is a pretty substantial meal 
but feel free to serve with mashed potato. Or toss in a drained can 
of chickpeas, your favourite beans, or cooked pasta. You could 
also serve with steamed brown rice or crusty bread.

no pesto – lovely with mayo or hummus instead.

different meat – you could use chicken thigh or breast fillets or 
some good quality sausages. Remove these as they are cooked, 
probably around the 30 minute mark and keep warm while the veg 
keep cooking.

adult veg – feel free to use large beets and carrots – just chop 
down so they cook in about the same amount of time.

--CHICKEN--
TUVIDEO

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2013/07/sicilian-nut-pesto/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2013/07/sicilian-nut-pesto/
https://player.vimeo.com/video/143101521


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the pesto separate. 
Will keep in the fridge for 1 week or can be frozen. To serve, 
warm the chicken / veg in a frying pan or the oven and top 
with pesto.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

baby carrots – keep in a plastic bag in the fridge for weeks. 
Can be frozen if you’re leaving town!

fennel – will keep for a few weeks in a plastic bag in the fridge.

baby beetroot (beets) – will keep in the fridge in a plastic bag 
for weeks. Can be frozen if needed.

chicken drumsticks – freeze them.

pesto – commercial jars of pesto will keep for months in the 
pantry. Fresh pesto will keep in the fridge for a few weeks. Cover 
with olive oil to prevent exposure to air and browning reactions.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

more veg – really you need more?! Serve with a green salad or add 
more veg to the roasting pan. Parsnips, chopped potatoes, sliced 
sweet potato, sliced red capsicum (bell peppers) are all good.

short on time – use bonelesss chicken and roast at 250C (480F) 
covered for 20-30 minutes. [5] Pan fry salmon and serve with 
boiled spuds.

ROAST PESTO 
CHICKEN 

& BABY VEG 

--CHICKEN--
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CHICKEN 
WITH CASHEW 

PESTO 

Pesto is one of my all time favourite sauces. The 
most popular recipes tend to rely on parmesan 
cheese and expensive pine nuts for flavouring. 

I adore this dairy-free alternative that relies 
on cashew nuts to give that all important 
creaminess and richness. 

Enough for 2
Takes 20 minutes 

4 chicken thigh fillets 
or 2 breasts

1 bunch basil, leaves picked

1 – 2 cloves garlic, 
peeled & chopped

1 cup cashews

squeeze lemon

salad or veg to serve

1. Preheat a large frying pan or skillet on a high heat.

2. Rub chicken with a little oil. Season with salt.

3. Pop chicken into the pan and cook for 4-6 
minutes on the first side.

4. While the chicken is cooking, puree the basil, 
garlic, cashews and 1/2 cup extra virgin olive oil in 
a food processor or with your stick blender until you 
have a chunky paste. Season with salt and a little 
lemon juice. Taste and keep seasoning until you’re 
happy.

5. Turn the chicken when well browned and cook 
on the second side for another 4-6 minutes or until 
cooked through.

6. Divide chicken between 2 plates and top with 
pesto. Serve with salad / veg. 

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

different meat – fish fillets or steaks, 1 per person will work (fish 
will only take 3-4 minutes each side). Also good with pork chops. 
Lamb fillet, lamb chops or back straps will also be great. If the lamb 
chops have bones they may take a little longer to cook.

short on time – bash the chicken fillets or breasts until flattened and 
about 1.5cm (1/2in) thick before cooking. And use a commercial 
pesto.

vegetarian – replace chicken with sliced halloumi – just cook until 
golden on both sides. OR toss cashew pesto with roast veg or 
cooked white beans.

vegan – replace fish with eggplant ‘steaks’. Slice 1 large eggplant 
crosswise and cook in oil until well browned on both sides and 
super tender. Will take about 5 minutes a side.

carb lovers / more substantial – serve with steamed rice or 
mashed potatoes.

--CHICKEN--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes if you won’t mind reheated chicken. Just cook as per the 
recipe but keep the pesto and salad / veg separately. Leftovers 
will keep in the fridge for 1 week for chicken or longer for the 
pesto. Can be frozen.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

chicken – freeze it.

basil – cover with oil and store in the fridge. Or you can freeze 
the leaves, they’ll wilt but will still be delicious.

garlic – pantry in the dark or a brown paper bag to prevent 
sprouting.

cashews / olive oil – keep them in the pantry.

lemon – will keep for months in a plastic bag in the fridge.

CHICKEN 
WITH CASHEW 

PESTO 

--CHICKEN--
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MY 
SIMPLE 

KUNG PAO 

There have been many dinner table discussions 
at our house on which ingredients could be left 
out of kung pao. I must point out that this is 
my simple interpretation and if my Irishman was 
cooking, he would stick to the original Mr Wong 
recipe.

Chinese black ‘Chinkiang’ vinegar is a really 
lovely ingredient but if you don’t have it 
already, use rice vinegar, sherry or red wine 
vinegar instead. It’s not worth buying a bottle 
especially for this recipe.

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

+ marinating

450g (1lb) chicken

1 tablespoon soy sauce 
+ 2 tablespoons for sauce

4-6 fresh or dried red chillies 

1 tablespoon 
Chinkiang black vinegar

2 green onions (scallions), chopped

steamed rice or cauliflower ‘rice’, 
to serve

1. Slice chicken into bite sized strips and place in a 
bowl with 1 tablespoon soy. Cover and stand for a 
few minutes or if possible refrigerate for a few hours 
but no longer than 24.

2. Heat a little oil in a frying pan or wok. Add half 
the chicken and cook, stirring until the chicken 
is browned and cooked through. Place cooked 
chicken in a clean bowl and add the remaining 
chicken and the chilli in the pan. Continue to stir fry.

3. When the second batch of chicken is browned 
and cooked through. Return the first batch of 
chicken to the pan. Stir.

4. Remove from the heat and add the additional 2 
tablespoons soy sauce and the vinegar and stir well. 
Taste and add more soy or vinegar if you think it 
needs it.

5. Serve chicken on a bed of rice (or cauliflower 
‘rice’ – raw cauliflower grated in the food processor) 
with green onions sprinkled on top.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

optional extras – handful roast peanuts, 1 clove garlic, 1/2 tsp 
ground Sichuan pepper, 1 teaspoon sugar to marinate the chicken 
and another to finish the sauce.

vegetarian / vegan – replace chicken with firm tofu or use diced 
eggplant (add a little water and allow extra time for the eggplant to 
cook).

more veg – add snow peas, sugar snap peas or regular peas. OR 
serve with steamed or stir fried Asian greens such as bok choy 
or Chinese broccoli on the side. I usually dress the greens with a 
little sesame oil. Steamed broccoli or broccolini is another lovely 
accompaniment. Or in Spring time consider asaparagus.

no Chinkiang vinegar – use rice vinegar, sherry or red wine 
vinegar instead. It’s not worth buying a bottle especially for this 
recipe unless you are a vinegar-ophile like me and are keen to add 
something new to your collection.

less hot – 6 chillies should make it pretty punchy, like ‘pao’! If you 
prefer less heat, use less chillies and remove the seeds. Or just 
skip the chilli.

--CHICKEN--

http://www.gourmettraveller.com.au/recipes/recipe-search/fare-exchange/2013/6/kung-pao-chicken/
http://www.gourmettraveller.com.au/recipes/recipe-search/fare-exchange/2013/6/kung-pao-chicken/


PREPARE AHEAD?
You can but I prefer not to reheat chicken. Leftovers will keep 
in the fridge for 1 week or can be frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

chicken – freeze it.

soy sauce / dried red chillies / Chinkiang black vinegar / 
rice – keep them in the pantry.

red chills – will keep for months in the fridge. Can be frozen or 
left unwrapped in the fridge where they will slowly turn into dried 
chillies and still be edible.

green onions – skip them or keep in the fridge in a plastic bag 
for weeks.

cauliflower – ungrated cauli will keep for weeks in a plastic bag 
in the fridge. Can be frozen but the texture isn’t as good when 
defrosted.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

carb lovers / more substantial – serve with steamed rice or 
noodles.

paleo (grain, legume & dairy-free) – coconut aminos or salt 
instead of soy sauce.

MY 
SIMPLE 

KUNG PAO 

--CHICKEN--



EGGS & CHEESE



EGGS & CHEESE

No-Cry Roast Onion Soup

Buttery Mushrooms with Poached Eggs & Dukkah

Turkish Poached Eggs with Yoghurt & Sumac

Broccoli & Goats Cheese Soup

Fried Brown Rice

Crispy Fried Egg Salad

Warm Grilled Veg Salad

Super Tender Broccoli

Zucchini Mac & Cheese

Egg Noodle 'Pad Thai'’

--EGGS & CHEESE--

EGG & CHEESE RECIPES
Cheesey Cauli & Bacon Bake

Malaysian Golden Egg Curry

Pea & Pesto Pizza

Cheese & Onion Frittata

Ricotta Gnocchi in Tomato Sauce

Fried Eggs with Smashed Avo & Togarashi

Honey & Soy Tofu with Sweet Potato‘'Noodles'

The Ultimate Low Carb Cheese on Toast



EGGS & CHEESE
STORAGE BEST 
PRACTICES 
EGGS - I keep mine in the 
pantry because we eat a lot of
eggs. They will last much
longer in the fridge.

CHEESE - Keep it in the original 
packaging. Once opened, wrap in 
baking paper and store in an 
airtight container or ziplock 
bag to protect from moisture.

--EGGS & CHEESE--

SEASONALITY 
EGGS - are available year round, 
however Spring and Autumn are 
when my chooks lay the most and 
eggs are abundant. 

CHEESE - Specific cheeses can 
also be seasonal or at least vary 
throughout depending on what 
the animals are eating. However 
most mass produced cheeses 
are consistently available year 
round.



cheesey cauli  & bacon bake



CHEESEY 
CAULI & 

BACON BAKE 

Growing up the only time I ate cauliflower was 
when my mum smothered it in a creamy cheesey 
sauce. Really I was all about the sauce and left 
behind most of the cauli. If you had told me 
back then that cauliflower would one day be one 
of my favourite vegetables, I would never have 
believed you.

That’s because I didn’t know cauliflower could 
taste like this!

The secret is to roast your cauli (rather than 
boiling it like my Mum did). Roasting completely 
transforms these little white trees into golden 
morsels that melt in your mouth.

And of course adding oozing melted cheese and 
some salty bacon doesn’t hurt!

If you want to save on washing up and make this 
a one pot meal, you can roast the cauli in the 
same dish you plan to serve in, but it takes much 
longer when crowded. And you don’t get the same 
roasted flavours. Your call.

Enough for 2
Takes 30 minutes 

1/2 medium cauliflower

4-6 slices bacon, chopped

100g (3.5oz) melting cheese,
grated

2 tablespoons mayonnaise

salad or parsley leaves, 
to serve

1. Preheat your oven on its highest setting. Chop 
cauli into bite sized trees. Place on a baking tray 
so the cauli is in a single layer. Drizzle with a little 
oil and sprinkle over some salt. Set the timer for 15 
minutes.

2. After 15 minutes, stir and scatter over the bacon. 
Pop back in the oven for another 5 – 10 minutes 
(check and stir after 5). Until cauliflower is tender 
and a little brown around the edges.

3. Divide cauli and bacon between 2 x 2cup oven 
proof dishes. Or pile it all into 1 x 4cup dish. Mix 
mayo and cheese and spread over the top of the 
cauli. Bake for another 5 minutes or until cheese is 
melted and golden.

4. Place salad leaves / parsley on the side or on top 
and serve hot.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

different cheese – I usually use good melting cheese like gruyere, 
swiss or emmental. But any combo of cheese is good including 
cheddar. Sometimes I add a little parmesan for extra flavour but 
I wouldn’t use all parmesan because it doesn’t melt and go all 
stringy.

vegetarian – just skip the bacon. Replace bacon with sliced onion 
(add to the oven at the beginning to cook with the cauli) or use sun 
dried tomatoes or sliced smoked tofu and add them where the 
bacon would go. Or serve scattered with roast or smoked almonds.

more substantial (carb lovers) – toss in cooked pasta or 
potatoes and do the final cheese melting in larger dishes. Or serve 
with garlic bread or better yet pile everything into a well buttered 
roll or crusty bread.

--EGGS & CHEESE--

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2015/10/go-to-mayonnaise/


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but don’t do the final cheese 
melting and keep the salad / parsley separately. Will keep in 
the fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen. To serve, crank your 
oven back up to the highest setting and cook for 5-10 minutes 
or until everything is hot and cheese is melted.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

cauliflower – ungrated cauli will keep for weeks in a plastic bag 
in the fridge. Can be frozen but the texture isn’t as good when 
defrosted.

bacon – freeze it.

cheese – most hard and melting cheeses will keep for weeks 
wrapped in waxed paper or baking paper and stored in an 
airtight container (or sealed ziplock bag) in the fridge. If you need 
to store for longer cheese can be frozen.

mayonnaise – unopened in pantry or in fridge once opened.

parsley – will keep in the fridge wrapped in a plastic bag for a 
few weeks. Can be frozen or make a parsley oil by packing the 
leaves into a clean jar and covering with extra virgin olive oil.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

more substantial (low carb) – serve with poached or fried eggs 
or as a side to roast chicken or BBQ steaks.

more veg – add other veg to roast with the cauli. Sliced onion is 
lovely. Broccoli or diced root veg will also work.

dairy-free – roast the cauliflower and bacon and serve on a bed of 
hummus or broccoli hummus.

no mayo / egg-free – use olive oil instead.

spanish vibe – use crumbled chorizo for the bacon and toss in a 
chopped red bell pepper (capsicum) with the cauli and a pinch of 
smoked paprika with the cheese.

bacon alternatives – smoked chicken, salami, cooked sausage, 
prosciutto.

CHEESEY 
CAULI & 

BACON BAKE 

--EGG & CHEESE--

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2017/12/broccoli-hummus-with-spicy-sausage/


malaysian  golden egg   curry



MALAYSIAN 
GOLDEN EGG 

CURRY 

We have the lovely Nigella to thank for inspiring 
this recipe. I can’t believe I hadn’t ever 
thought to make a curry using eggs. It’s such a 
brilliant idea.

Simmering the egg in a coconut creamy curry 
sauce gives you a more substantial sauce thanks 
the the whites and the creamy oozy egg yolks as 
contrast. So so good!

I’ve used coriander leaves in the photo, however 
to keep to my 6-ingredient limit, have left them 
out of the recipe. They just make everything 
look prettier and aren’t critical.

Enough for 2
Takes 20 minutes 

1/4 large white cabbage

3-4 teaspoons curry powder

1 can coconut milk 
(400mL / 14oz)

1 tablespoon fish sauce 
(or soy)

2 tablespoons lime juice

4 eggs 

1. Heat a medium saucepan on a medium high heat. 
Finely slice cabbage and add to the pot with a little 
oil and a pinch of salt. Cover and cook, stirring often 
until cabbage is softened but not mushy. About 5 
minutes.

2. Divide cabbage between two bowls. Return pot 
to the heat and add curry powder, coconut milk, fish 
sauce and lime juice. Taste and season with salt or 
more fish / soy sauce if needed. Bring to a simmer.

3. Add eggs and simmer for 3 minutes or until whites 
are set and yolks are still runny.

4. Top cabbage with 2 eggs each and spoon over 
the sauce. Serve hot.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

prettier – serve with the leaves from a bunch of coriander (cilantro) 
on top. Mint or basil will work too.

different veg – replace cabbage with chopped cauliflower, broccoli 
or brussels sprouts.

more veg – soften a diced onion before cooking the cabbage. Add 
snow peas, peas, capsicum (bell peppers) and/or bean sprouts at 
the end.

more substantial – use coconut cream and / or serve with a few 
handfuls roast cashews, almonds or peanuts.

egg-free – use chicken or tofu instead. Simmer until just cooked.

carb-lovers – serve with steamed rice, roti, warm flat bread, 
tortillas or cooked noodles.

different spicing – garam masala can be used instead of the 
curry powder.

hot! – add some fresh or dried chilli or serve with a drizzle of chilli 
oil.

carnivore – add some cooked chicken.

--EGGS & CHEESE--
TUVIDEO

https://www.nigella.com/
https://player.vimeo.com/video/258552909


PREPARE AHEAD?
Cook the cabbage and curry sauce ahead but don’t add the 
eggs or coriander. Will keep for about 2 weeks in the fridge 
or freeze. To serve, bring curry back to the simmer and cook 
eggs. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

cabbage (white) – will keep in a plastic bag in the fridge for 
weeks, even months. Can be frozen but will have a wilted 
texture once defrosted.

curry powder / coconut milk / fish sauce (or soy) – keep 
them in the pantry.

lime – will keep in a plastic bag in the fridge for months.

eggs – will keep in the fridge for weeks or use for another meal.

MALAYSIAN 
GOLDEN EGG 

CURRY 

--EGGS & CHEESE--



cheese  & onion  frittata



CHEESE 
& ONION 

FRITTATA 

Growing up, ‘cheese and onion’ were one of my 
favourite crisp / chip flavours (a close second 
to salt & vinegar!). Can’t believe it’s taken me 
until now to combine two of my favourite things 
in a super easy baked frittata. Better late than 
never!

While the onions provide bulk and savoury 
goodness, they do take quite a while so if you’re 
short on time, see the variations below.

Enough for 2
Takes 30 minutes 

2 onions

2 sprigs thyme, leaves picked 
(optional)

6 eggs

2 handfuls grated cheese

salad to serve

1. Peel and slice onions to half moons. Cook in 
oil over a medium heat in a 20cm (8in) oven proof 
frying pan. If your pan isn’t oven proof you can use 
a spring form pan for the baking part.

2. Preheat your oven to 180C (350F). When the 
onions are soft and golden, remove from the heat. 
Add thyme (if using), eggs, half the cheese and stir 
to combine well. Top with remaining cheese.

3. Bake for 10-15 minutes or until frittata is puffy 
and golden brown. Divide between two plates and 
serve with salad leaves on top.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

short on time / too hot for the oven – cook the frittata on the 
stove top on a medium high heat. When almost cooked, slide onto 
a plate then toss and pop back in the pan top side down for the 
other side to set. Skip the onion and see the other veg options.

other veg – since the onions take a while to cook you can replace 
with defrosted frozen spinach, cooked chickpeas or roast veggies 
like sweet potato, eggplant, capsicum (bell peppers) or zucchini.

different cheese – most cheese will work here. Ricotta, cheddar, 
goats cheese, gruyere, parmesan or even blue. Or try a mixture of 
cheese.

dairy-free – replace cheese with cooked chickpeas, bacon, 
canned tuna, canned sardines or pasta. Or sprinkle with nuts like 
pinenuts or sliced almonds.

egg-free – sorry! Even I can’t think of an alternative here.

--EGGS & CHEESE--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Best when freshly made. Although I’ve been eating the 
leftovers from my photo shoot cold from the fridge and they’ve 
been lovely on a Summers day. Leftovers make a lovely 
sandwich filling.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

onion – will keep in the pantry for months. Best if in a dark 
corner in a brown paper bag.

thyme – keeps for ages in a plastic bag in the fridge or even 
longer in the freezer.

eggs – will keep in the fridge for weeks or use for another meal.

cheese – most hard and melting cheeses will keep for weeks 
wrapped in waxed paper or baking paper and stored in an 
airtight container (or sealed ziplock bag) in the fridge. If you need 
to store for longer, cheese can be frozen.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

hot! – add some chopped fresh or dried chilli in with the eggs or 
serve with your favourite hot sauce.

smaller serve – this is quite generous. Consider reducing the 
eggs to 4 if you’re not super hungry.

carb lovers – serve with buttered bread or toss in some cooked 
pasta or potato.

carnivore – serve with bacon.

CHEESE 
& ONION 

FRITTATA 

--EGGS & CHEESE--



ricotta gnocchi in tomato sauce



RICOTTA 
GNOCCHI IN 

TOMATO SAUCE 

It’s hard to go past a bowl of gnocchi when 
you’re in the mood for something comforting and 
filling. Unlike traditional potato-based gnocchi, 
these little pillows of goodness are low carb so 
you can enjoy them knowing they’re not going to 
cause any BG spikes. Win!

I love them simmered in a classic tomato based 
sauce but there are plenty of other options! See 
the variations below for other delicious ideas.

There are two types of ricotta – firm ricotta from 
the deli or smooth ricotta in tubs. I’ve used 
both. This recipe is written for ricotta from 
the deli so see the ‘variations’ below if you’re 
using smooth ricotta in a tub.

Enough for 2 to 3
Takes 45 minutes 

500g (1lb) firm ricotta 
from the deli

100g (3.5oz) 
almond meal + extra

100g (3.5oz) grated parmesan 
(optional)

1 onion, chopped

1 can tomatoes (400g / 14oz)

salad leaves, to serve

1. For the gnocchi, mix ricotta, almond meal and 
parmesan (if using) in a bowl. Season well.

2. Sprinkle extra almond meal on the base of a large plate. 
Scoop small tablespoons of mixture and shape into little 
gnocchi pillows. This is messy. I try to use two spoons 
but sometimes I use my hands if it’s too fiddly. Place each 
gnocchi on your prepared plate. When they’re all done pop 
in the fridge to firm up while you make the sauce.

2. Cook onion on a medium heat in a very generous 
pool of extra virgin olive oil. Don’t be shy with the oil!

3. When onion is soft, add tomato and simmer rapidly 
for about 10-15 minutes or until thickened. Use a spoon 
to chop up the tomato if you’re using whole.

--EGGS & CHEESE--

4. Place gnocchi in the sauce, cover with a lid and simmer until 
warm. About 2-3 minutes. Be careful. If you cook them too long 
they’ll turn into a melted pool of cheesyness (which actually 
doesn’t sound that bad!).

5. Serve gnocchi in pasta bowls with salad leaves on the side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

smooth ricotta in a tub – since smooth ricotta is much runnier, 
add 1 tablespoon psyllium husks to soak up the extra moisture. 
Otherwise the ricotta will fall apart. If using firm ricotta from the deli 
you won’t need the psyllium.

short on time – skip the onion. And start making the sauce first 
so it can simmer while you’re making the gnocchi. If you are really 
short on time you could skip the gnocchi and serve tomato sauce 
with zucchini noodles or cooked pasta.

dressed salad – make a quick dressing with 1 tablespoon sherry 
or wine vinegar and 2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil and a pinch 
of salt.



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes and making the gnocchi up to a few days ahead will 
actually give a better result! Just prepare the gnocchi and 
cook the sauce as per the recipe but keep them separately. 
Uncooked gnocchi will keep in the fridge for up to 3 days. To 
serve, bring sauce back to a simmer and then add gnocchi 
and cook as per the recipe.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

ricotta – in a sealed tub it usually has a shelf life of a few weeks 
in the fridge. If in an opened container, will only keep for a few 
days so use for another meal or freeze.

almond meal / can tomatoes / bay leaves – keep them in 
the pantry.

parmesan – keeps for longer in a chunk so only grate when 
you’re cooking. I wrap in waxed paper or baking paper and then 
keep in an airtight container or a sealed ziplock bag. I prefer this 
over just wrapping in cling wrap because the air in the container 
allows the cheese to breathe and not sweat but the container / 
plastic bag prevents from drying out in the dry fridge air. Either 
way will keep for months.

onion – will keep in the pantry for months. Best if in a dark 
corner in a brown paper bag.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

MORE VARIATIONS & SUBSTITUTIONS

dairy-free – sorry! Can’t help you with this one.

carnivore – add bacon or crumble a few sausages and brown the meat with the onion before 
adding the tomato.

hot! – add a few chopped red chillies with the tomato. Or some dried chilli flakes or powder.

different sauces – my next favourite is to pan fry the gnocchi in burnt butter, crispy sage 
leaves and pine nuts. Gnocchi is also lovely with meat based pasta sauces like bolognese or 
other ragus.

extra veg – wilt down some spinach, kale or other greens in the sauce before adding the 
gnocchi.

spinach & ricotta gnocchi – finely chop (or use your food processor) a few handfuls of baby 
spinach. Stir this into your ricotta mixture.

herby – simmer some rosemary or thyme in the sauce.

carb lovers / more substantial – toss in cooked pasta.

paleo (grain, legume & dairy-free) – serve tomato sauce + salad with pan fried chicken. 

RICOTTA 
GNOCCHI IN 

TOMATO SAUCE 

--EGGS & CHEESE--



fried eggs 
with  smashed avo  & togarashi



FRIED EGGS WITH 
SMASHED AVO 
& TOGARASHI 

I love a good fried egg. It’s hard to beat the 
combination of the crunchy, fluffy white and a 
soft melting yolk. 

If you haven’t tried the Japanese spice blend 
shichimi togarashi, you’re in for a real treat! 

But if you can’t find it, don’t worry, I’ve got 
you covered in the Variations.

Enough for 1
Takes 10 minutes 

2-3 tbsp coconut oil

2-3 eggs

½ large or 1 small avocado

1-2 tsp shichimi togarashi

large handful salad leaves

1. Heat a small frying pan over a high heat for a 
minute or so.

2. Add oil and allow to warm. Crack eggs into the 
pan and fry for about 2 minutes or until the white is 
just set. I find it helps to spoon some hot oil over the 
whites to help them cook more quickly. If the eggs 
are browning on the bottom too quickly, remove 
from the heat for a little while and reduce the heat.

3. Slide the eggs onto your plate. Add avocado on 
the side and smash with a fork. Season with salt & 
pepper.

4. Add salad on the side and sprinkle over togarashi. 
Serve with salt and pepper and extra togarashi.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

no shichimi togarashi - you could try making your own by mixing 
some chilli powder with sesame seeds and a little orange zest. But 
really chilli powder or flakes on their own with a little sea salt will 
do. It just won’t have the fragrance and depth of flavour. If all that 
sounds too hard just go with good old salt and pepper and maybe 
a squeeze of lime for the avocado.

other oils – I use a ‘cooking’ coconut oil which doesn’t have a 
strong flavour. Other options for cooking your eggs are ghee 
(clarified butter), or refined olive oil. I don’t cook with extra virgin 
olive oil because it isn’t stable at high temperatures.

carnivore – fry a few rashers of bacon in the pan before cooking 
the eggs in the bacon fat. Avocado becomes optional.

vegan/egg-free – serve the avocado with a large field mushroom 
that has been pan fried on a high heat until tender. Serve with a 
dollop of egg-free mayo to make it more substantial.

--EGGS & CHEESE--



PREPARE AHEAD?
No. Best when freshly cooked.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

coconut oil /shichimi togarashi – keep it in the pantry.

eggs – will keep in the fridge for weeks or use for another meal.

avocado – use for another meal. Doesn’t freeze well.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

irish breakfast – slice some black and/or white pudding and pan 
fry in a little butter. Keep warm while you fry the eggs in the same 
pan. Avocado optional.

more substantial/higher fat – drizzle the cooking oil over the 
eggs/serve with a dollop of mayo or a drizzle of chilli oil, or scatter 
over some roast macadamias for extra crunch. I also like it with a 
smear of good quality pate for an extra boost of iron.

carb-lovers - serve with hot buttered toast.

FRIED EGGS WITH 
SMASHED AVO 
& TOGARASHI 

--EGGS & CHEESE--



the ultimate  low carb  cheese on toast



THE ULTIMATE 
LOW CARB 

CHEESE ON TOAST 

Back in my pre-low carb days when I was making my 
own sourdough (and struggling with my waistline), 
one of my favourite quick meals was grilled 
cheese on toast. There’s something so comforting 
about oozy cheese with a few crispy bits around 
the edges.

It had been years since I’d indulged in anything 
‘on toast’. So you can imagine how excited I was 
when I perfected my Low Carb Broccoli Bread and 
realized that cheese on toast could actually be 
a healthy option for a lunch or simple supper. 
So here’s my ultimate Low Carb Cheese on Toast 
recipe. Enjoy!

I like to use a combo of Swiss gruyere and 
emmental, but any good melting cheese like 
cheddar will be delicious.Enough for 1

Takes 15 minutes 

1 handful grated gruyere

1 handful grated emmental

2 tablespoons mayonnaise

1 slice broccoli bread or sourdough

salad leaves, to serve

1. Preheat your overhead grill (broiler) on the highest 
heat.

2. In a medium bowl combine grated cheese with 
mayo.

3. Place bread on an oven-proof baking tray or sheet 
(lined with foil for easier cleanup). Press cheese 
mixture on top of the bread, spreading it out onto 
the edges so they don’t burn.

4. Place your prepared bread under the grill and 
leave until the topping is all melted and browned in 
places.

5. Scatter with salad leaves and serve with lashings 
of black pepper.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

carb-lovers – use your favourite carb-based bread.

hot! – add in a small finely chopped fresh red chilli.

different cheese – any melting cheese will work like cheddar, 
mozzarella, swiss cheese, raclette, even parmesan.

no mayo – you can use sour cream, melted butter or even regular 
cream but mayo is my fave.

carnivore – add some diced cooked bacon or chorizo.

--EGGS & CHEESE--



PREPARE AHEAD?
No! Best when freshly made so you have all that oozy cheesey 
goodness.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

cheese – most hard and melting cheeses will keep for weeks 
wrapped in waxed paper or baking paper and stored in an 
airtight container (or sealed ziplock bag) in the fridge. If you need 
to store for longer cheese can be frozen.

mayonnaise – unopened in pantry or in fridge once opened.

broccoli bread or sourdough – freeze it.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

THE ULTIMATE 
LOW CARB 

CHEESE ON TOAST 

--EGGS & CHEESE--



buttery mushrooms  with poached eggs & dukkah



BUTTERY MUSHROOMS 
WITH POACHED 

EGGS & DUKKAH 

This breakfast / lunch / dinner is all about some 
of my favourite things. Poached eggs! Buttery, 
garlicky mushrooms! Crunchy nutty, dukkah! And 
some leaves for greeness. It’s soo soo good.

If you don’t have the time or inclination to 
make the dukkah, see the ‘no dukkah’ variations 
below. I’ve just used large button mushrooms in 
the photo but pretty much any mushroom will work 
cooked this way.

Enough for 2
Takes 30 minutes 

4 tablespoons butter

500g (1lb) mushrooms, 
sliced if large

2 cloves garlic, sliced

4 poached eggs

6-8 tablespoons dukkah

salad leaves to serve

1. Heat a large frying pan on a medium high heat. 
Add butter and allow to melt and coat the bottom of 
the pan before adding the mushies and garlic. Cook, 
stirring every few minutes until the mushrooms are 
well browned and tender. If the butter starts to burn, 
turn the heat down.

2. Taste and season mushrooms with salt, 
remembering the dukkah is going to add some salt 
too.

3. Divide mushies between two plates. Top with 
poached eggs. Sprinkle dukkah over and pop the 
salad leaves on the side. 

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

no dukkah – you really need to sort that out! But in the mean time, 
the eggs and mushies are amazing with a dollop of home made 
mayonnaise or just sprinkle over some roasted nuts or seeds to 
give you that extra flavour and crunch.

carb lovers – pile everything on hot buttered sourdough toast. Or 
serve with warm flatbread.

different veg – pretty much any roast or pan fried veg will work 
with the egg and dukkah treatment. I especially love roast broccoli, 
cauliflower or brussels sprouts.

egg-free – replace poached eggs with some soft cheese. And add 
a handful roast hazelnuts or almonds for extra substance.

carnivore – serve with bacon!

paleo (grain, legume & dairy-free) – replace butter with olive oil.

--EGGS & CHEESE--

http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2011/09/the-easiest-way-to-poach-an-egg-8-reasons-to-eat-eggs-for-breakfast/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2011/12/dukkah/


PREPARE AHEAD?
You can cook the mushrooms ahead but poached eggs are 
best when freshly cooked. Cooked mushrooms will keep in the 
fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen. To serve, warm in a pan 
with a little oil or butter.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

butter – will keep in the fridge for weeks.

mushrooms – keep in the fridge in a brown paper bag. Once 
cooked will keep for weeks. And can be frozen raw or cooked.

garlic – will keep for months in the pantry. I wrap in a brown 
paper bag to protect from light and prevent shooting.

eggs – will keep in the fridge for weeks or use for another meal.

dukkah – will keep for a few months in an airtight container in 
the pantry.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

BUTTERY MUSHROOMS 
WITH POACHED 

EGGS & DUKKAH 
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turkish poached eggs with  yoghurt  & sumac



TURKISH POACHED 
EGGS WITH 

YOGHURT & SUMAC 

OMG, I can’t tell you how much I’m in love with 
the Turkish idea of combining yoghurt and melted 
butter as a sauce. It’s soo soo good. You get all 
the tangy creaminess of the yoghurt and then the 
nutty richness of the caramelised butter. It’s 
brilliant here with eggs but it’s also genius 
with vegetables. One of my faves is to add it 
to charred eggplant. Also great with grilled 
chicken or fish.

If you’re nervous about poaching eggs, I used 
to be as well. Just use lots of vinegar and the 
freshest eggs you can get.

Enough for 2
Takes 10 minutes 

4 tablespoons white vinegar

4 eggs

8 tablespoons natural 
(Greek style) yoghurt

4-6 tablespoons chilli oil 
or melted butter*

pinch sumac (optional)

salad greens

1. Bring a medium pot of water to the boil. Add 
vinegar and bring back to a rapid simmer.

2. Crack eggs into the water. Simmer gently for 3 
minutes (longer for well done). Remove eggs with a 
slotted spoon and pat dry on paper towel.

3. Meanwhile, divide yoghurt between two plates or 
shallow bowls.

4. When eggs are cooked, pop 2 eggs on each plate 
on top of the yoghurt. Drizzle with chilli oil or melted 
butter. Sprinkle with sumac (if using) and serve with 
salad leaves on the side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

*melted butter – if using melted butter I like to slightly caramelize 
it to add extra nutty brown flavours (although straight melted butter 
is good too). Just melt butter in a small saucepan and let it sizzle on 
a medium high heat for a minute or until it looks brown and lovely 
but not burnt.

dairy-free – use chilli oil and replace yoghurt with hummus.

different eggs – I adore poached but fried, boiled and peeled or 
scrambled would also work.

carb-lovers / more substantial – serve with extra eggs and 
warm flatbread or hot buttered toast for dipping.

crunchy – add some toasted nuts like almonds or pine nuts.

different vinegar – you just want something to make the cooking 
water nice and acidic to help the whites solidify as soon as they hit 
the cooking water. I use cheap white vinegar for this but you could 
use any vinegar you have – although it’s a bit of a waste of your 
fancy vinegars.

--EGGS & CHEESE--

http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2009/02/the-minight-oil/


PREPARE AHEAD?
No! Best when freshly made. Leftovers will keep in the fridge 
for a week. Don’t freeze.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

white vinegar / sumac – keep it in the pantry

eggs – will keep in the fridge for weeks or use for another meal.

yoghurt – usually has a shelf life of a month or so. Otherwise, 
have it for another meal like breakfast! Don’t freeze.

chilli oil – store in a glass jar in the fridge. Better to use a wider 
necked jar rather than a bottle so you can spoon out the lovely 
solids. Will keep in the fridge for 4 weeks or so. Can be frozen 
for up to 12 months.

butter – will keep in the fridge for weeks.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

carnivore – serve eggs with bacon or some pan fried chicken.

paleo (grain, legume & dairy-free) – use coconut yoghurt and 
chilli oil.

TURKISH POACHED 
EGGS WITH 

YOGHURT & SUMAC 

--EGGS & CHEESE--



crispy  fried egg  salad



CRISPY 
FRIED EGG 

SALAD

Eggs are one of my favourite sources of protein. 
And while I tend to stick to eggs for breakfast 
most days, sometimes it’s nice to give them some 
airtime at dinner. To be honest the photo doesn’t 
do this dish justice. When you get the edges of 
your whites perfectly crispy, a fried egg becomes 
an amazingly texturally complex ingredient.

Enough for 2
Takes 10 minutes 

1 tablespoon mustard

1 tablespoon sherry 
or wine vinegar

1 bag salad leaves

1/2 cup oil

4 eggs

1. First get your salad ready so as soon as the egg 
is cooked you’re good to serve. Combine mustard, 
vinegar, a pinch of salt and 2 tablespoons extra 
virgin olive oil in a medium bowl. Mix well.

2. Toss the leaves in the dressing.

3. Heat the oil in a large frying pan on a medium high 
heat. When the oil is shimmering and hot add the 
eggs one at a time.

4. Fry eggs without turning spooning the hot oil over 
the yolks to help cook them. They’re done when the 
whites are no longer transparent or ‘snotty’ looking.

5. Quickly remove eggs and drain on some paper 
towel.

6. Divide salad between two plates and top with the 
eggs. Add salt and pepper at the table.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

cooking oil – I use rice bran oil for frying because it has a high 
smoke point (so is stable at higher temps. Other good options are 
clarified butter (ghee) or coconut oil. Extra virgin olive oil is not great 
for high temp cooking but brilliant in salad dressings.

vegan / egg-free – replace eggs with chunks of avocado and 
roasted almonds.

more substantial / carb lovers – serve on a soft bread roll. Or on 
some roast veggies.

more veg – toss in raw veg such as cherry tomatoes, snow peas, 
cucumbers or chopped red capsicum (bell peppers) or grilled veg 
like eggplant, mushrooms or zucchini.

carnivore – cook some bacon or chorizo until crispy and then 
cook the eggs in the bacon fat. Or you could serve with prosciutto.

--EGGS & CHEESE--
TUVIDEO

https://player.vimeo.com/video/141747233


PREPARE AHEAD?
Definitely not.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

mustard / sherry or wine vinegar / oil – keep them in the 
pantry.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

eggs – will keep in the fridge for weeks or use for another meal.

CRISPY 
FRIED EGG 

SALAD 

--EGGS & CHEESE--



egg  noodle  'pad thai'



EGG 
NOODLE

'PAD THAI'

Pad Thai is probably the most famous Thai noodle 
dish which I absolutely adore. Unfortunately 
it’s traditionally made using rice noodles which 
are delicious but very high glycemic index. 

Fortunately I’ve found an alternative, inspired 
by Sydney paleo chef Pete Evans… Make ‘noodles’ 
using eggs so they’re super filling, blood sugar-
friendly and delicious. Win win win! 

Enough for 2
Takes 20 minutes 

6 eggs

1 tablespoon soy sauce for eggs & 2 
tablespoons for dressing

2 tablespoons tomato ketchup

handful bean sprouts and/or 
1 bunch coriander (cilantro) (chopped)

handful roasted peanuts

1. Stir eggs and 1 tablespoon soy sauce together in 
a medium bowl.

2. To make the noodles, heat a medium frying pan 
on a medium high heat. Add enough egg mixture to 
cover the base of the pan. About 1/4 – 1/3.

3. Cook your egg ‘pancake’ until mostly set, then 
turn and cook on the other side for 30 seconds or 
until cooked through. Remove ‘pancake’ from the 
pan and place on a clean plate.

4. Repeat with the remaining mixture until you end 
up with 3-4 ‘pancakes’.

5. Stack the pancakes up and roll into a log. Slice 
into ribbons as fine as you can be bothered.

6. Combine remaining 2 tablespoons soy sauce, 
ketchup and 2 tablespoons olive oil in a medium 
bowl. Toss in egg ‘noodles’, beansprouts (if using), 
coriander (if using) and peanuts and serve.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

sugar-free – use 1 tablespoon tomato puree instead of the 
ketchup. Or a handful of halved cherry tomatoes.

nut-free – replace with shredded cooked chicken.

carb lovers / more substantial – cook rice noodles according 
to the packet and toss in at the end. Or serve with steamed rice.

more veg – toss in finely sliced carrot, red capsicum, snow peas 
and/or mint leaves.

carnivore – toss in cooked chicken or prawns (shrimp).

--EGG & CHEESE--
TUVIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/embed/HlEziTkn_AI


PREPARE AHEAD?
No

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

eggs – will keep in the fridge for weeks or use for another meal.

soy sauce / tomato ketchup / roasted peanuts – keep them 
in the pantry.

bean sprouts / coriander (cilantro) – best to use for another 
meal.

EGG 
NOODLE

'PAD THAI'  

--EGG & CHEESE--



SAUSAGES, 
BACON & PORK



SAUSAGES, BACON & PORK 

Roast Cabbage with Crunchy Bacon Gremolata

Hearty Bacon & Cabbage Soup

Spicy Kale & Chorizo Soup

Italian Sausage Supper

Chorizo & Spinach

Sausages, Peas & Parmesan

Bangers & Beer

Roast Cauli with Chunky Chorizo

--SAUSAGE, BACON & PORK--

SAUSAGES, BACON & PORK RECIPES
Roast Cauli Soup with Bacon & Blue Cheese

Chunky Cauli & Sausage Soup with Parsley Oil

Broccoli & Bacon Bowls

Sausage & Macadamia Stuffing Loaf

Spanish Ragu & Zucchini Noodles

Spicy Sichuan Pork & Noodles



SAUSAGES, BACON & PORK

STORAGE BEST PRACTICES 
Store in the fridge in the 
packaging it was purchased.

--SAUSAGE, BACON & PORK--

SEASONALITY 
Like most meat sausages, pork 
and bacon aren't particularily 
seasonal.



sausage &  macadamia  
stuffing loaf



SAUSAGE & 
MACADAMIA 

STUFFING LOAF 

When were in Ireland, it was my first time not 
cooking Christmas dinner in decades. While I 
relished the opportunity to have a proper cold 
Christmas, and to hang out with my Irishman’s 
family, I did miss the cooking part. Actually I 
really missed cooking (and eating) one thing in 
particular.

My Christmas stuffing.

And then I realised that stuffing doesn’t just 
have to be for Christmas. So I promised myself 
I’d experiment with making a non-Christmassy 
stuffing loaf that we could enjoy any time of the 
year.

The cranberries are gone but the roast macadamias 
and sage are still here. And just like a good 
stuffing, it’s delicious warm OR eaten cold 
straight from the fridge.

Just don’t call it ‘meatloaf’ (too many horrific 
boarding school memories there). And serve with 
a green salad as per the photo so it looks 
prettier too.

Enough for 4
Takes 45 minutes 

100g salted butter

2 onions, diced

200g (7oz) almond meal 
or bread crumbs

500g (1lb) pork sausages

200g (7oz) roast macadamias

handful sage leaves (optional), 
finely sliced

1. Preheat your oven to 250C (480F). Line a 1lb 
(4.5in x 8.5in) loaf pan with baking paper.

2. Melt butter in a medium saucepan. Cook onions, 
covered stirring every few minutes for 10 minutes or 
until the onions are soft but not browned.

3. While the onion is cooking, combine almond meal 
/ bread crumbs, sausages, macadamias and sage 
(if using) in a large bowl. Add a good pinch of salt 
and the cooked onions.

4. Let the onions cool for a few minutes then using 
your hands mix until well combined. Pack the 
mixture into the lined loaf pan.

5. Bake for 20-25 minutes or until loaf is well browned 
and cooked through. Cool for a few minutes before 
removing from the loaf pan. Serve in slices with 
something green.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

sweeter / more Christmassy – add a few handfuls of dried 
cranberries.

budget / nut-free – replace the almond meal and macadamias 
with soft bread crumbs. Increase the butter so it isn’t too dry or 
moisten with some chicken stock.

vegetarian – tough one. The sausages are really key here. Maybe 
some eggs to bind and cooked chickpeas or lentils for substance 
and protein.

carb-lovers – serve with roast potatoes or other root veg. Or slice 
the loaf and turn it into a sandwich.

--SAUSAGE, BACON & PORK--
TUVIDEO

https://player.vimeo.com/video/258717446


PREPARE AHEAD?
Absolutely! Will keep in the fridge for 1-2 weeks or freeze for 
months. To serve, either reheat the whole loaf in the oven or 
slice and pan fry in a little oil until browned. You could also 
prepare ahead up to the final baking step and keep in the 
fridge for up to 3 days before baking and serving.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

butter – will keep in the fridge for weeks.

onion – will keep in the pantry for months. Best if in a dark 
corner in a brown paper bag.

almond meal or bread crumbs / roast macadamias – keep 
them in the pantry.

pork sausages – freeze them.

sage – keeps for ages in a plastic bag in the fridge or even 
longer in the freezer.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

short on time – skip the onion (will save you 15 minutes) and form 
the mixture into patties. Pan fry until cooked through.

different nuts – almonds, walnuts or pine nuts.

paleo (grain, legume & dairy-free) – replace the butter with olive 
oil.

SAUSAGE & 
MACADAMIA 

STUFFING LOAF 

--SAUSAGE, BACON & PORK--



spanish ragu with  roast almonds 
&  zucchini noodles



SPANISH RAGU WITH 
ROAST ALMONDS & 
ZUCCHINI NOODLES 

This is a twist on spaghetti bolognese given a 
flavour + texture boost with smoky paprika, spicy 
sausage and crunchy almonds. I’d take this more 
interesting version over the original any night 
of the week.

And of course it’s had the ‘Low Carb’ treatment 
with spiralized zucchini instead of spaghetti.

If you haven’t invested in a spiralizer, I’m 
so glad I got mine. I don’t often recommend 
extra kitchen equipment, however for low carb 
(and vegetable lovers) a spiralizer is totally 
worth it for the zucchini possibilities alone! 
If you’re still on the fence read Do You Need a 
Spiralizer?

Enough for 2
Takes 20 minutes 

2-3 medium zucchini

450g (1lb) chorizo 
or other spicy sausage

1 teaspoon smoked paprika

1 can tomatoes (400g / 14oz)

4 tablespoons butter

chopped roast almonds, to serve

1. Spiralize your zucchini. Sprinkle with a pinch of 
salt and stand at room temp to soften while you 
make the ragu.

2. Heat a medium frying pan on a high heat. Add a 
good glug of olive oil and crumble the sausage meat 
into the pan, discarding the skins. Cook, stirring until 
meat is well browned and cooked through.

3. Add paprika, tomatoes and butter and simmer 
for a few minutes until reduced a little. Taste and 
season with salt, if needed.

4. Pat zucchini dry with paper towel and divide 
between two bowls. Top with sauce and sprinkle 
over almonds.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

no chorizo / spicy sausage – just use ground (minced) beef, 
chicken or pork and add a little fresh or dried chilli.

no smoked paprika – regular paprika will be fine. Or just skip it 
and allow the flavour of the sausage to shine through.

carb-lovers – toss in cooked noodles or spaghetti instead of (or 
as well as) the zucchini.

no spiralizer – just shave your zucchini using a vegetable peeler.

nut-free – replace almonds with grated pecorino, manchego or 
parmesan cheese.

dairy-free – use a nice peppery olive oil instead of the butter.

vegetarian – replace chorizo with chickpeas and chilli.

--SAUSAGE, BACON & PORK--

https://thestonesoup.com/blog/2016/01/do-you-need-a-spiralizer/
https://thestonesoup.com/blog/2016/01/do-you-need-a-spiralizer/


PREPARE AHEAD?
Make the ragu but don’t add the almonds or zucchini. Ragu 
will keep for up to 2 weeks in the fridge or frozen. Zucchini is 
best on the day it is made (a few hours ahead is fine), however 
they will keep for a few days in the fridge just don’t freeze 
them! Keep roasted almonds in the pantry for months.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

zucchini – will keep for 2 weeks or longer in a plastic bag in 
the fridge. To keep it even longer, cook sliced zucchini in a little 
butter until just soft then store in an airtight container in the 
fridge.

chorizo or other spicy sausage – freeze it.

smoked paprika / tomatoes / roast almonds – keep them 
in the pantry.

butter – will keep in the fridge for weeks.

SPANISH RAGU WITH 
ROAST ALMONDS & 
ZUCCHINI NOODLES  

--SAUSAGE, BACON & PORK--



spicy  sichuan pork   & noodles



SPICY 
SICHUAN PORK 

& NOODLES 

I love love the unique peppery tanginess of 
Sichuan pepper corns. It’s like a savoury version 
of sherbert. Some fun for your taste buds!

This is essentially a Chinese take on good old 
‘spag bol’ given a flavour boost with the Sichuan 
pepper, soy sauce and chilli. If you don’t have 
any sichuan peppercorns, use the fresh chillies 
such as Thai Birds Eye or Serrano instead.

I’ve made it low carb by using spiralized 
zucchini. Of course, if I’m dishing this up for 
my little carb-lovers I skip the Sichuan / chilli 
and serve with hokkien noodles (soaked in hot 
water from the tap for 10 minutes or so) instead 
of the zucchini.

Enough for 2
Takes 20 minutes 

2 medium zucchini 
or hokkien noodles

450g (1lb) minced (ground) pork

1 can tomatoes (400g / 14oz)

3 tablespoons soy sauce

1 teaspoon Sichuan pepper or 2-4 

small red chillies

1 small bunch coriander, 
leaves picked (optional)

1. If using zucchini, spiralize into noodles and toss 
with a little salt. If using hokkien noodles cover with 
hot water from the tap. Stand while you prepare the 
sauce.

2. Heat a large frying pan on a very high heat. Add 
a little oil and cook pork, stirring as you go until pork 
is cooked through and browned.

3. Add tomatoes, soy sauce, Sichuan pepper / chilli. 
Bring to a simmer and cook for 5 minutes or until 
the sauce has reduced a little.

4. Divide zucchini / drained noodles between two 
bowls. Top with meat sauce, sprinkle over Sichuan 
pepper (if using) and finish with coriander (cilantro), 
if using.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian – replace the pork with lentils.

different meat – any ground or minced meat will work. Beef is 
good as is lamb, chicken or turkey.

different noodles – spiralized carrot or sweet potato are good. 
Or any cooked noodle or even spaghetti (remember where Marco 
Polo got it from in the first place!). Just prepare according to the 
packet, then toss in at the end.

less meaty / smaller servings – double the zucchini / noodles 
and divide between 4 serves. Top with some roast cashews or 
peanuts if you want to make it more substantial.

carb-lovers – more noodles or roast sweet potato!

soy-free / paleo – you can skip the soy sauce and season with 
salt instead. Or use 2 tablespoons fish or oyster sauce instead.

--SAUSAGE, BACON & PORK--



PREPARE AHEAD?
The sauce can be made up to 2 weeks ahead and refrigerated. 
Or frozen for months. The noodles are best prepared fresh, but 
you could keep them in the fridge for a few days and allow to 
come to room temp before serving. Add Sichuan pepper and 
coriander / cilantro at the last minute for maximum zest and 
freshness.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

zucchini – will keep for 2 weeks or longer in a plastic bag in 
the fridge. To keep it even longer, cook sliced zucchini in a little 
butter until just soft then store in an airtight container in the 
fridge.

hokkien noodles / can tomatoes / soy sauce / Sichuan 
pepper – keep them in the pantry.

red chillis – will keep for months in the fridge. Can be frozen or 
left unwrapped in the fridge where they will slowly turn into dried 
chillies and still be edible.

minced (ground) pork – freeze it.

coriander – best to use for another meal. Can be frozen but will 
wilt when defrosted.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

sweeter – lovely with Indonesian sweet soy sauce (kecap manis) 
instead of the regular soy.

more substantial / crunchier – serve with roast peanuts or 
cashews.

no noodles – serve with cauliflower rice, steamed rice, cooked 
asian greens (like boy choy) or just pile the meat onto a bed of baby 
spinach leaves.

SPICY 
SICHUAN PORK 

& NOODLES 

--SAUSAGE, BACON & PORK--



italian  sausage  supper



ITALIAN 
SAUSAGE 
SUPPER 

Now that I’m a parent, I really appreciate meals 
like this where I just pop everything in the oven 
and set the timer. 

Sausages are a favourite thing to cook this way 
and I especially love the italian simple flavours 
here. 

Make sure you chop your spuds into small enough 
pieces so they’ll cook in the allotted time.

Enough for 2
Takes 60 minutes 

4 thick italian sausages

2-4 medium potatoes, scrubbed and 
halved or quartered

1 lemon, halved

2-4 sprigs rosemary (optional)

1 bag salad, to serve

1. Preheat your oven to 200C (400F). Place 
sausages and spuds in a baking tray large enough 
to hold them in a single layer.

2. Drizzle with a little oil and roast for 30 minutes.

3. Stir and add the rosemary (if using) and lemon 
halves. Roast for another 15-20 minutes or until 
everything is cooked and well browned.

4. To serve divide everything between two plates 
and add salad leaves.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian / vegan – replace sausages with halved eggplant or a 
few handfuls of mushrooms. Be generous with the oil.

carb lovers / more substantial – use more spuds! Or serve with 
crusty bread and butter.

more veg – add sliced onion, fennel, sweet potato, baby carrots 
or chopped beets.

dressed salad – whisk together 1 tablespoon sherry or wine 
vinegar with 2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil. Season and taste. 
Toss in the leaves to dress.

different herbs – use thyme or sage instead.

fishy – replace sausages with 2 fish fillets. Cook the spuds for 
30 minutes then add the fish and expect to take 10-15 minutes 
depending on the thickness.

short on time – pan fry the sausages and boil the spuds instead. 
Or roast at 250C (480F) for 30-40 minutes – check half way to 
make sure it doesn’t burn.

paleo (grain, legume & dairy-free) – use chopped sweet potato 
instead of spuds.

--SAUSAGE, BACON & PORK--
TUVIDEO

https://player.vimeo.com/video/143108931


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the salad separately. 
Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen. To serve, 
warm in the oven or frying pan and serve salad on the side.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

sausages – freeze them.

potatoes – will keep for months in the pantry in a brown paper 
bag or sack.

lemons – will keep for a few weeks at room temp or for much 
longer in the fridge.

rosemary – will keep in a plastic bag in the fridge for weeks. 
Also freezes well.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

ITALIAN 
SAUSAGE 
SUPPER 

--SAUSAGE, BACON & PORK--



chorizo  & spinach  



CHORIZO 
& SPINACH 

So this recipe began life as a simple combo of 
chorizo and that currently fashionable green, 
kale. But I’ve recently been developing a new 
appreciation for good old spinach so it made 
sense to use this more humble green instead. 

This super-low effort meal uses convenient frozen 
spinach to avoid the washing and chopping, but 
fresh spinach is nicer (less slimy) if you have 
the extra time.

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

2-4 spanish chorizo, sliced

2 packets frozen spinach 
(250g / 9oz) each, defrosted

2 tablespoons lemon juice

handful pine nuts (optional)

1. Heat a large frying pan on a medium high heat. 
Add a little oil and cook chorizo for about 3-4 
minutes on each side or until well browned and 
cooked through.

2. Push chorizo to the side of the pan and add the 
spinach. Cook for a few more minutes or until the 
spinach is just hot.

3. Remove from the heat and stir in lemon juice. 
Taste and season with salt and more lemon as 
needed. To serve divide between two plates and top 
with pine nuts (if using).

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian – replace chorizo with fried or poached eggs. Sprinkle 
with a little hot sauce or smoked paprika to make it less breakfasty.

vegan – replace chorizo with smoked tofu or grilled red peppers or 
both. Increase the nuts to help make it more filling.

more substantial / carb lovers – use as a filling for warm tortillas 
or wraps or toss in your favourite cooked pasta. OR serve on a 
bed of hummus or mashed potato. Also good with crusty bread 
and butter.

no chorizo? – use another spicy sausage instead.

too hot – use mild chorizo or plain sausages instead.

more veg – soften an onion and chopped red capsicum (bell 
pepper) in the pan before adding the chorizo. Feel free to double 
the amount of greens you use.

--SAUSAGE, BACON & PORK--
TUVIDEO

https://player.vimeo.com/video/142979956


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the pine nuts and 
lemon separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be 
frozen. To serve, warm chorizo and spinach in the pan with a 
little oil and finish with lemon and pine nuts.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

chorizo – freeze it.

frozen spinach – will keep in the freezer for months.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

pine nuts – keep them in the pantry.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

fresh veg – use a large bunch of spinach, kale, collard greens 
or silver beet (chard) instead. Wash and remove tough stalks and 
chop leaves into thick ribbons. Allow to cook in the chorizo fat until 
just wilted. Or baby spinach is also fine if you can’t be bothered 
chopping.

nut-free – skip the pine nuts or replace with crumbled soft goats 
cheese or dollops of ricotta.

CHORIZO 
& SPINACH 

--SAUSAGE, BACON & PORK--



sausage,  peas &  parmesan



SAUSAGES, 
PEAS & 

PARMESAN 

OMG these are three of Fergal's favourite things 
to eat. And since there aren’t a lot of veg or 
meats he enjoys at the moment, I’ve been coming 
up with new ways to combine sausages and peas. 

Sometimes it’s just plain like this but other 
times I toss in some cooked sweet potato or 
(gluten-free) pasta.

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

4 sausages, crumbled

2 handfuls frozen peas

lemon juice

grated parmesan to serve

1. Heat a little oil in a pan on a medium high heat. 
Remove sausages skins and discard skins. Crumble 
the meat into the pan in bite sized chunks.

2. Stir fry the sausage chunks until well browned 
and just cooked through.

3. Add peas and cook for a few more minutes until 
the peas are defrosted.

4. When the peas are hot, remove from the heat and 
stir in a squeeze of lemon juice to freshen things up.

5. To serve, divide everything between two plates 
and top with parmesan.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian / vegan – replace sausage with cooked lentils or 
crumbled tofu.

herby – add herbs like fresh parsley or mint and serve with a green 
salad.

more veg – toss in trimmed snow peas, sugar snap peas or halved 
cherry tomatoes and see the herby section. Chopped red capsicum 
(bell pepper) is also lovely – although Fergal doesn’t agree!

carb lovers / more substantial – toss in cooked pasta, rice, 
quinoa or sweet potato chunks.

paleo / dairy-free – just skip the parmesan or replace with roasted 
pine nuts or sliced almonds. You could also use dairy-free pesto 
instead of parmesan.

different meat – use minced meat (ground meat), chopped 
boneless chicken, pork or finely sliced steak instead of the 
sausages.

--SAUSAGE, BACON & PORK--
TUVIDEO

https://player.vimeo.com/video/142958744


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the parmesan 
separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

sausages – freeze them.

frozen peas – will keep in the freezer for months.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

parmesan – wrap in waxed paper or baking paper and store in 
the fridge in a sealed paper bag or airtight container. Will keep 
for months. Can be frozen if you’re going away.

SAUSAGES, 
PEAS & 

PARMESAN 

--SAUSAGE, BACON & PORK--



bangers  & beer



BANGERS & 
BEER 

I was inspired to make this after reading Jennifer 
McLaggin’s brilliant book called ‘Bitter’. Well 
worth a read. It’s one of those meals which just 
happily cooks itself in the oven, freeing you 
up to do other things. But the best bit is the 
wonderful smells it generates. As the beer cooks 
down it fills the house with wonderful bready, 
yeasty, baked goods smells… It's almost worth 
making just for the aromas alone. Almost.

For those of you who aren’t familiar with the 
term, ‘bangers’ refers to sausages. And I 
should note, when cooking with beer, it’s super 
important to be generous with the salt when you 
season so it balances out the bitter flavours. 
Some beers can be quite bitter and can overpower 
the finished dish if you don’t add enough salt.
 Enough for 2

Takes 60 minutes 

3 carrots, halved

2 onions, quartered

2 bay leaves (optional)

450g (1lb) thick sausages

350ml (1.5 cups) beer

green salad to serve

1. Preheat your oven to 200C (400F). Place carrots 
and onions in a roasting tray and drizzle with a little 
oil. Bake for 20 minutes.

2. When your timer goes, add the sausages, beer 
and bay leaf (if using). Season generously and return 
to the oven, uncovered for another 20 minutes.

3. Turn the sausages and give the veg a stir and cook 
for another 10-20 minutes or until the sausages are 
browned and cooked through and the beer has 
reduced to a sauce.

4. Taste and if too bitter for you, add more salt. 
Serve with a green salad on the side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

different beers – I’ve tried this on different occasions with Corona 
and Coopers Green and while quite different, both were lovely. But 
pretty much any beer will work, just be mindful that the stronger the 
flavour of your beer, the more intense it will be in the finished dish.

no beer? – replace with cider, white or red wine. Or if you want to 
keep it alcohol-free use stock or even water.

vegetarian – I can imagine this tasting amazing with mushrooms 
or chickpeas!

onion-free – just add extra carrots or replace with celery or one 
of the veg below.

more veg – feel free to add other root veg like parsnips, sweet 
potato, turnip, beets or potatoes. Just chop them into sizes that 
will cook about the same time as the carrots and onions.

--SAUSAGE, BACON & PORK--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe. Leftovers will keep in the 
fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

sausages – freeze them.

beer – use for another meal (but it usually don’t last long in my 
house)

carrots – keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the fridge. Will last 
for weeks.

onion – will keep in the pantry for months. Best if in a dark 
corner in a brown paper bag.

bay leaves – keep in the pantry.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

more summery – use summery veg like zucchini, peppers and 
eggplant.

carb lovers / more substantial – serve with more veg (see 
variations above). Or crusty bread + butter for mopping up the 
juices.

paleo (gluten, grain + dairy-free) – replace beer with chicken 
stock or white wine.

short on time – pan fry sausages and veg until brown and tender. 
Add 1/2 the beer and simmer 5 mins. 

BANGERS & 
BEER 

--SAUSAGE, BACON & PORK--



RED MEAT



RED MEAT
Seriously Easy Moussaka

Shichimi Togarashi Beef

'Super Iron' Supper

Asian Beef & Zucchini 'Noodles'’

Broccoli 'Couscous' & Beef

Chinese Beef & Beans

Chinese Chinkiang Beef

Sweet Potato Hummus + Lamb Cutlets

--RED MEAT--

RED MEAT RECIPES
Japanese Steaks with Ginger Miso Mustard

Minute Steaks with Peppercorn Sauce

Broccoli & Basil 'Meatzza'’

Curry Stuffed Eggplant with Yoghurt

Middle Eastern Shepherds Pie

Beef & Caraway Kofta (Meatballs)

Chinese Beef Cheeks

The Great Aussie Rissole!



RED MEAT

STORAGE BEST PRACTICES 
Store in the fridge in the 
packaging it was purchased in.

I get my butcher to cryovac my 
meat so it lasts for a few weeks 
in the fridge.

--RED MEAT--

SEASONALITY 
Red meat isn't particularly 
seasonal. 

Although in Springtime lamb is 
at its best.



spiced japanese steak  with ginger  miso mustard



JAPANESE STEAKS 
WITH GINGER 

MISO MUSTARD 

My Irishman has been on a Japanese vibe for 
his Sunday night cooking adventures. It’s been 
wonderful to have a reason to explore the world 
of Japanese flavours.

I can’t tell you how much I love this Ginger 
Miso Mustard. It’s insanely good (if I do say 
so myself). Creamy, savoury, sharp with a real 
ginger kick. It’s the perfect foil for a meaty 
steak and some simply cooked green veg. It’s 
also fab with fish. And I love it for an unusual 
take on my poached eggs.

And I like the full ginger punch of the 2 
tablespoons, but if you’re not the biggest ginger 
fan, best to start smaller – you can always add 
more!

There are 7 ingredients here but one is oil 
which I don’t count in my 6 (along with salt and 
pepper).

Enough for 2
Takes 30 minutes 

3 tablespoons wholegrain 
or other mustard

3 tablespoons white miso paste

1-2 tablespoons grated ginger

2 tablespoons rice 
or white wine vinegar

6 tablespoons neutral flavoured oil

2 bunches broccolini 
or Chinese broccoli

2 minute steaks

1. To make dressing, place mustard, miso, ginger, 
vinegar and oil in a jar and puree with your stick 
blender. OR put the lid on and shake vigorously.

2. Trim broccolini / chinese broccoli. Bring about 
1cm (1/2in) salted water to the boil in the frying 
pan you’re going to use for the steaks or a medium 
saucepan. Add veg and cover. Cook for 3-5 minutes 
or until the veg are no longer super crunchy. Drain.

3. Wipe out the pan and return to the stove. Increase 
the heat to high. Rub steaks with oil and when the 
pan is very hot, cook the steaks for 1 minute on 
each side. OR until browned and cooked to your 
liking.

4. Slice steaks and toss with the broccoli and 
dressing. Divide between two plates and enjoy!

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

6-ingredients – I don’t count oil, salt and pepper as ingredients.

short on time – cook the steaks and broccoli at the same time in 
two different pans.

different veg – I’ve used broccolini in the photo, however any 
cooked green veg would work. Regular broccoli, bok choy, even 
cooked cabbage or cauliflower. If it’s asparagus season go for it!

different meat – chicken breast or thigh fillets will work.

pescetarian – great with salmon or white fish.

5-ingredients / über simple – skip the miso and make a ginger 
mustard dressing instead. Season generously with salt to replace 
the salt you would normally get from the miso.

--RED MEAT--
TUVIDEO

https://player.vimeo.com/video/283358141


PREPARE AHEAD?
You could make the sauce in advance and keep it in the fridge 
for up to 2 weeks. Broccolini can also be steamed ahead and 
then warmed. Best to cook the steaks fresh!

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

wholegrain or other mustard / white miso paste / rice or 
white wine vinegar / neutral flavoured oil – keep them in 
the pantry.

grated ginger – freeze it.

broccolini or Chinese broccoli – will keep wrapped in a 
plastic bag in the fridge for about 2 weeks or sometimes a little 
longer. Can be frozen (if you have time chop before freezing so 
it will defrost quickly in the pan).

steaks – freeze it. 

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

no miso paste – either skip it or replace with 1 tablespoon soy sauce.

vegetarian – replace steaks with roasted walnuts or use mushroom or 
eggplant ‘steaks’.

more substantial (carb lovers) – serve with steamed rice or cooked noodles.

more substantial (low carb) – brilliant with toasted walnuts or macadamias. 
Also good with almonds, or try it with smashed avocado.

no ginger – the miso mustard dressing it lovely on its own. Or substitute a 
small finely crushed clove of garlic.

extra fancy – serve with toasted sesame seeds and finely sliced nori 
(seaweed) sheets.

JAPANESE STEAKS 
WITH GINGER 

MISO MUSTARD 

--RED MEAT--

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2011/08/mushroom-steaks/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2011/11/miso-eggplant-steaks/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2011/04/perfect-fluffy-rice/


minute steaks  with peppercorn  sauce



MINUTE STEAKS 
WITH PEPPERCORN 

SAUCE 

It’s funny that even though I often order 
peppercorn sauce with my steak if I’m eating a 
pub meal, I hadn’t ever thought to try cooking 
my own peppery sauce. And then I came across a 
recipe in my friend Clotilde’s fab book Tasting 
Paris.

Clotilde uses butter and cognac in her recipe. I 
didn’t have any cognac in the house so made do 
with a splash of sherry vinegar to deglaze the 
pan and provide some acidity to balance out the 
richness of the cream sauce. So good!

Since you’re relying on the flavour of the pepper 
to be the star of this dish, make sure you 
use freshly ground pepper. I adjust my pepper 
grinder so the pepper is nice and chunky, but you 
can use more finely ground pepper if you prefer.Enough for 2

Takes 20 minutes 

2 steaks

1-2 tablespoons sherry 
or red wine vinegar

6 tablespoons cream 
(preferably double cream)

1 tablespoon coarsely 
ground peppercorns

salad or green veg, to serve

1. Cut steaks into 2-3 pieces each. Then using your 
fist, a small saucepan, a meat mallet, rolling pin or 
potato ricer bash each piece of meat until it’s about 
1/2cm (1/4in) thick. Rub steak with oil and sprinkle 
with a big pinch of fine salt.

2. Heat a large frying pan, griddle pan or your BBQ. 
When it’s super hot add steaks and cook for 1 
minute on each side or until well browned. Divide 
steaks between two warm plates to rest while you 
make the sauce.

3. Keeping pan off the heat, add vinegar and stir 
to scrape up any tasty bits from the bottom of the 
pan. Add cream and pepper and return to the heat. 
Simmer for a few minutes until sauce has thickened 
a little. Pour sauce over steaks and finish with salad 
/ veg on the side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian – mushroom steaks, pan fried tofu or eggplant steaks.

more substantial (carb lovers) – roast potatoes or easy home 
fries.

more substantial (low carb) – use larger steaks or serve with 
more substantial veg or lots of roast nuts. Roast walnuts are 
especially good with the peppercorn sauce.

dairy-free – make a mustard & peppercorn vinaigrette to serve with 
the steaks instead (1 tablespoon seeded mustard, 1 tablespoon 
peppercorns, 2 tablespoons red wine vinegar and 6 tablespoons 
olive oil) 

--RED MEAT--

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2011/08/mushroom-steaks/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2013/07/eggplant-steaks-with-parmesan-peas/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2012/03/ultimate-roast-spuds/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2012/03/old-oil-chips-fries/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2012/03/old-oil-chips-fries/


PREPARE AHEAD?
Not really. Best when the steak is freshly cooked. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

steaks – freeze it.

sherry or red wine vinegar / ground peppercorns – keep 
them in the pantry.

cream – unopened cartons will generally keep in the fridge for 
another week. If you need to store for longer, just pop in the 
freezer in a sealed container. Or freeze in icecube trays so you 
can easily defrost just what you need.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

MINUTE STEAKS 
WITH PEPPERCORN 

SAUCE  

--RED MEAT--



broccoli  & basil  'meatzza'



BROCCOLI 
& BASIL 

‘'MEATZZA'

I know. I can’t believe I ‘went there’ either. 
I remember the first time my Irishman told me 
about ‘meatzza’, my first reaction was ‘gross’. 
Definitely not.

Then years later I stumbled across Nigella’s 
recipe for meatzza in her Italian book. And if 
it’s good enough for Nigella…

If I still haven’t convinced you, instead of 
calling it ‘meatzza’, you could just think of 
it as a very large flat meatloaf. And serve the 
slices with lots of salad or veg. Like I do!

I love this broccoli & basil version (even if I 
forgot to add the basil for the photo shoot!). 
The toppings balance out the meatiness. However 
I’ve also made a more traditional margarita with 
a tomato sauce which was delicious as well.

There are 7-ingredients in the list here, but 
one is salt which I don’t count in my ‘6’.
 

Enough for 3
Takes 30 minutes 

500g (1lb) minced (ground) beef

100g (3.5oz) almond meal

2 eggs

1/4 teaspoon fine salt

1 head broccoli, chopped into bite 
sized pieces

100g (3.5oz) bocconcini 
or mozzarella

small bunch basil 
or baby spinach leaves, to serve

1. Preheat your oven to 250C (480F). Line a baking 
tray with baking paper.

2. Bring a small pot of salted water about 2cm (1in) 
deep to the boil. Add broccoli and simmer, covered 
for 5 minutes. Drain.

3. In a medium bowl, mix beef, almond meal, eggs 
and salt. I find hands are best for this. Transfer the 
meat mixture to your prepared tray and use your 
hands to flatten it out into a circle about 30cm (12in) 
diameter. I like to make a little border that is slightly 
thicker around the edges.

4. Top meatzza base with broccoli. Tear cheese and 
scatter over.

5. Bake for 10-12 minutes or until cheese is melted 
and the meat is cooked through. If there’s a little 
liquid seeping out, just pat it dry with paper towel.

6. Serve sliced into wedges with basil / spinach 
leaves on top.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian – try my cauliflower pizza with the broccoli + basil 
toppings.

more substantial (carb lovers) – serve with garlic bread. Or use 
regular pizza bases.

more substantial (low carb) – use the recipe to serve 2. Or serve 
with a substantial low carb salad or veg side.

margarita – replace broccoli with your favourite pizza tomato 
sauce.

cheesier – serve with lashings of grated parmesan.

--RED MEAT--

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/pizza-dough/


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe. Will keep in the fridge for 2 
weeks or can be frozen. To serve, warm in the oven for 5-10 
minutes or until cheese is melted again.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

minced (ground) beef – freeze it.

almond meal / fine salt – keep them in the pantry.

eggs – will keep in the fridge for weeks or use for another meal.

broccoli – will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the fridge for 
about 2 weeks or sometimes a little longer. Can be frozen (if 
you have time chop before freezing so it will defrost quickly in 
the pan).

bocconcini or mozzarella – freeze them.

basil – make basil oil by packing washed and dried leaves in 
a clean jar and covering with extra virgin olive oil. Or you can 
freeze the leaves, they’ll wilt but will still be delicious.

baby spinach – best to use for another meal. Can be frozen 
but will wilt when defrosted.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

different meat – replace beef with ground chicken or turkey.

egg-free – replace egg with 2 tablespoons olive oil and 50g (2oz) 
grated parmesan.

nut-free – replace almond meal with fresh bread crumbs or half 
breadcrumbs and half grated parmesan. Or use ground sunflower 
seeds.

hot! – wonderful with your fave hot sauce or a drizzle of chilli oil.

pizza ‘rosso’ – add some tomato passata or crushed canned 
tomatoes before topping with the broccoli.

BROCCOLI 
& BASIL 

‘'MEATZZA' 

--RED MEAT--



middle eastern  shepherd's  pie



MIDDLE 
EASTERN 

SHEPHERD'S PIE 

It’s hard to go past a good shepherd's pie to 
please the family. So when I spied this slightly 
more exotic twist in one of my favourite 
cookbooks at the moment, Honey & Co. from the 
London restaurant of the same name. I just had 
to try it. My simplified version is soo soo good.

There’s roast cauliflower to provide a generous 
serve of veggies, spiced beef or lamb to make 
it more satisfying and a tahini yoghurt mixture 
as the creamy topping. No stodgy mashed potato 
here!

Baharat is my preferred spice blend to use here. 
It’s a wonderful Lebanese blend of 7 spices. If 
you don’t have it you can always substitute in 
a simpler combination of 1 teaspoon each ground 
cumin, coriander and smoked paprika.

The photo includes pine nuts and flat leaf parsley 
which make it prettier, however in sticking with 
my 6-ingredient theme I’ve left them out of the 
recipe.

Enough for 3-4
Takes 45 minutes 

1/2 large cauliflower (500g / 1lb)

500g (1lb) minced (ground) beef 
or lamb

1 tablespoon baharat spice 
(see variations for alternatives)

2 tablespoons tomato paste

300g (10oz) tahini

300g (10oz) Greek yoghurt

1. Preheat your oven to 250C (480F). Chop cauli 
into bite sized florettes and place on a baking tray. 
Drizzle with oil and roast for 15-20 minutes or until 
cauli is tender and well browned.

2. Meanwhile, brown meat in a little oil in a frying 
pan on a high heat. When brown add the spice and 
tomato paste and cook for a few minutes to toast the 
spices. Remove from the heat and season with salt.

3. Mix tahini and yoghurt in a bowl.

4. When the cauliflower is cooked, layer it into a 
round 20cm (8in) springform pan or oven proof 
frying pan (I used the frying pan I cooked the meat 
in). Place cooked meat on top of the cauli and finish 
by covering with the tahini yoghurt mixture.

5. Reduce oven temp to 200C (400F) and bake the 
pie for 15 minutes or until golden brown on top. 
Allow to cool for a few minutes before serving with 
something green.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

no baharat / different spice – substitute in a simpler combination 
of 1 teaspoon each ground cumin, coriander and smoked paprika. 
Or use another middle eastern spice blend like Ras el Hanout or 
Berbere spice. Or take it in a more Indian direction and use a curry 
powder (2 teaspoons should be enough) or garam masala.

vegetarian – replace meat with cooked lentils or chickpeas.

dairy-free – use coconut cream or coconut yoghurt instead of the 
Greek yoghurt.

no tahini – replace with sun butter (from sunflower seeds), cashew 
butter or almond butter.

--RED MEAT--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just make as per the recipe. Will keep in the fridge for 1-2 
weeks. If you want to freeze, leave out the tahini yoghurt sauce 
and add after it’s defrosted. To serve warm in the oven (200C / 
400F) for 15 minutes or so.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

cauliflower – ungrated cauli will keep for weeks in a plastic bag 
in the fridge. Can be frozen but the texture isn’t as good when 
defrosted.

minced (ground) beef or lamb – freeze it.

baharat spice / tomato paste – keep them in the pantry.

tahini – I keep mine in the pantry but will keep longer in the 
fridge if open.

yoghurt – usually has a shelf life of a month or so. Otherwise, 
have it for another meal like breakfast! Don’t freeze.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

different veg – roast other veg with or instead of the cauliflower. 
Zucchini, eggplant, mushrooms and capsicum (bell peppers) are 
all good. Or try broccoli. You could also soften an onion before 
browning the meat if you have time.

carb-lovers / more substantial – serve with warm pita, flat bread 
or tortillas or a brown rice salad.

short on time – skip the final layering and baking step. Just serve 
roast cauli with beef on top and tahini yoghurt (no eggs) drizzled 
over.

MIDDLE 
EASTERN 

SHEPHERD'S PIE

--RED MEAT--



beef &  caraway kofta  (meatballs)



BEEF & 
CARAWAY KOFTA 

(MEATBALLS) 

One of my favourite things to eat are meatballs. 
And while I love a traditional Italian-style 
meatball, I like to mix it up with meatballs 
from different parts of the world like these 
Moroccan meatballs, these Green ones or this 
giant meatball / meatloaf.

My latest obsession are these Lebanese-ish 
‘kofta’ (middle eastern meatballs) which were 
inspired by a recipe in the book ‘Honey & Co. – 
Food from the Middle East’ from the London based 
restaurant. This is my simplified version.

Caraway seeds are a really underrated spice. 
I’ve been using them in my sauerkraut for ages 
and loved their fresh flavour but hadn’t really 
experimented with other cooking. Until these 
kofta. They go really well with beef but if 
you’re looking for more places to use your 
carraway seeds they’re also lovely with cabbage 
in any form.

Enough for 2
Takes 30 minutes 

500g (1lb) minced (ground) beef

2 teaspoons caraway seeds 
(optional)

100g (3.5oz) tahini

100g (3.5oz) Greek yoghurt

1 clove garlic (optional)

1 bunch coriander (cilantro), 
leaves picked

1. Preheat your oven to 200C (400F). Combine 
beef and caraway seeds (if using) in a medium 
bowl and season generously with salt and pepper. 
Scoop tablespoons of the beef mixture and roll into 
meatballs. Place meatballs in an oven proof dish 
large enough to hold them in a single layer.

2. Roast meatballs for about 20 minutes or until well 
browned and cooked through.

3. While the meatballs are cooking combine tahini 
and yoghurt in a medium bowl. Smash garlic (if 
using) and chop as finely as you can and add to the 
tahini yoghurt sauce.

4. To serve, spread yoghurt tahini sauce over two 
plates. Top with meatballs and coriander leaves.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

5-ingredients – skip the garlic.

vegetarian – add caraway seeds to these lentil balls.

no caraway seeds – just skip it or use 1 teaspoon cumin seeds 
and 1 teaspoon ground coriander instead.

more substantial / carb-lovers – serve with warm pita or other 
flat bread or tortillas. Or serve meatballs on a bed of creamy 
mashed potatoes.

no tahini – either replace with mayo to make a yoghurt mayo 
sauce or just use extra yoghurt. Or use hummus instead of both 
the yoghurt and tahini. For more ideas to use tahini see here.

--RED MEAT--

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2017/09/beef-carraway-kofta-meatballs/simple%20baked%20meatballs
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2017/09/beef-carraway-kofta-meatballs/simple%20baked%20meatballs
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2014/10/moroccan-meatball-tajine/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2016/05/green-spaghetti-meatballs/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2014/08/polpettone/
http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2011/08/8-unusual-sources-of-veggie-protein-a-lentil-balls-recipe/
http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2017/09/tahini-miso-turmeric-sauce/


PREPARE AHEAD?
YES! Just make meatballs and sauce as per the recipe but 
keep them separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or 
can be frozen. To serve, warm meatballs in a little oil in a frying 
pan. Then serve with sauce and herbs as per the recipe.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

minced (ground) beef – freeze it.

caraway seeds – keep in the pantry.

tahini – I keep mine in the pantry but will keep longer in the 
fridge if open.

yoghurt – usually has a shelf life of a month or so. Otherwise, 
have it for another meal like breakfast! Don’t freeze.

garlic – will keep for months in the pantry. I wrap in a brown 
paper bag to protect from light and prevent shooting.

coriander – best to use for another meal. Can be frozen but will 
wilt when defrosted.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

more veg – the guys from Honey & Co serve their kofta on a bed 
of roast veg including onion, eggplant and capsicum (bell peppers). 
They toss in some cooked white beans as well.

no coriander / cilantro – flat leaf parsley or mint will work. Or 
use baby spinach or other salad leaves. A shaved cabbage salad 
would also be a lovely accompaniment.

short on time – skip rolling the beef into meatballs and just brown 
in a pan with the caraway seeds and serve the spiced beef on top 
of the tahini yoghurt sauce.

paleo (grain, legume & dairy-free) - use coconut yoghurt. 

BEEF & 
CARAWAY KOFTA 

(MEATBALLS) 

--RED MEAT--



chinese  beef  cheeks



CHINESE 
BEEF 

CHEEKS 

Beef cheeks are one of my favourite cuts of meat. 
If you’re wondering they’re actually the cheeks 
of the cow from the face… Not the behind! I love 
them because they’re full of gelatinous goodness 
and cook down to be super moist and flavoursome. 
You might need to order them from your butcher 
but they’re seriously worth the effort.

This recipe is my simplified version of Sarah 
Wilson’s beef cheeks in her fab book Simpilicious. 
It’s one of the few things I make in my slow 
cooker without browning the meat either before 
or after slow cooking. The soy sauce is the 
secret ingredient here which adds all the lovely 
complex ‘brown’ flavours… A little slow cooker 
magic!
 

Enough for 4
Takes 6-12 hours 

1kg (2lb) beef cheeks

1/2 cup soy sauce

1 teaspoon Chinese 5 spice

1 bunch green onions (scallions) 
chopped

1-4 large red chillies

cauliflower rice or steamed rice, 
to serve

1. Chop beef cheeks into 2-3 large chunks each. 
Place in your slow cooker (oven instructions below) 
with the soy sauce, 5-spice, most of the green 
onions, chillies and 1/2 cup water.

2. Cover and cook on low for 10-12 hours or high 
for 5-6 hours. They’re done when the beef is super 
tender.

3. Taste and season with extra soy, if needed (it 
usually doesn’t). Serve on a bed of rice / cauli rice 
with with extra green onion on top.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

additional flavours – a few cloves or garlic and some finely 
chopped ginger are lovely additions but not essential!

no slow cooker – just pop everything in a large casserole dish 
with an extra 1/4 cup water (so 1/2 cup in total). Cover with baking 
paper as above and seal the top with two layers of foil. Bake for 4-5 
hours at 120C (250F) or until beef cheeks are super tender.

soy-free – use coconut aminos instead or 1/4 cup fish sauce and 
1/4 cup beef stock.

no beef cheeks – use your favourite slow cooking cut of meat 
such as osso buco, beef short ribs, chuck steak, brisket, chicken 
drumsticks, pork ribs, pork shoulder, pork neck, lamb shanks. But 
beef cheeks really are worth tracking down!

--RED MEAT--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Absolutely! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the extra 
green onion and rice / cauli rice separately. Will keep in the 
fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen. To serve, bring back to a 
simmer and serve as per recipe.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

beef cheeks – freeze them.

soy sauce / Chinese 5 spice / rice – keep them in the pantry.

green onions – skip them or keep in the fridge in a plastic bag 
for weeks.

red chillies – will keep for months in the fridge. Can be frozen 
or left unwrapped in the fridge they will slowly turn into dried 
chillies and still be edible.

cauliflower – ungrated cauli will keep for weeks in a plastic bag 
in the fridge. Can be frozen but the texture isn’t as good when 
defrosted.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian – replace beef cheeks with large flat mushrooms or 
sliced eggplant and use a good veg stock instead of the water 
– just roast in the oven covered (180C / 350F) for about an hour 
– you don’t get the benefits of slow cooking veggies that you see 
with meat. Serve with a generous handful of roasted cashews for 
extra protein and fat.

short on time – try this beef stir fry instead.

carb lovers / more substantial – serve with steamed rice. 

CHINESE 
BEEF 

CHEEKS 

--RED MEAT--

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2011/06/beef-broccoli-stir-fry-recipe/


the great  aussie  rissole!



THE GREAT 
AUSSIE 

RISSOLE! 

At first glance I know these just look like a 
burger or meatballs but there’s something really 
special about the humble rissole. As far as I 
know they’re an Australian invention. I hadn’t 
had them in years until I was inspired to make 
a much simplified version of the rissoles in the 
Three Blue Ducks cookbook. Talk about a winner!

I like to serve mine with salad leaves and some 
mayo but you’re welcome to pop them in a burger 
bun with a splash more ketchup if you like.

Enough for 2-3
Takes 30 minutes 

500g (1lb) minced (ground) beef

75g (3oz) almond meal

1 egg

2 tablespoons tomato ketchup

1 handful pine nuts

1 bag salad leaves, to serve

1. Mix beef, almond meal, egg, pine nuts, ketchup 
and a little salt in a large bowl.

2. Using your hands form into patties. It’s up to you 
how big or small. I like mine medium sized so they 
don’t take too long to cook.

3. Heat a little oil in a frying pan on a medium high 
heat and cook rissoles for about 5 minutes on each 
side until well browned and just cooked through. 
Be careful as the sugar in the ketchup makes them 
easy to burn.

4. Serve with salad leaves or however you like your 
burgers.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

sugar-free – just skip the ketchup or replace with 1 tablespoon 
tomato paste.

egg-free – just skip the egg. The texture will be slightly dryer and 
more prone to crumbling but it won’t be the end of the world.

5 ingredients – skip the parsley.

nut-free – skip the pine nuts and replace the almond meal with 
soft bread crumbs.

vegetarian – add pine nuts, ketchup and parsley to these lentil 
balls.

carb lovers / more substantial – serve with soft bread rolls, 
burger buns, roast spuds or fries.

--RED MEAT--

http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2011/08/8-unusual-sources-of-veggie-protein-a-lentil-balls-recipe/
http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2011/08/8-unusual-sources-of-veggie-protein-a-lentil-balls-recipe/


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the salad separately. 
Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

minced (ground) beef – freeze it.

almond meal / tomato ketchup / pine nuts – keep them in 
the pantry.

eggs – will keep in the fridge for weeks or use for another meal.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

THE GREAT 
AUSSIE 

RISSOLE! 

--RED MEAT--



seriously  easy  moussaka



SERIOUSLY 
EASY 

MOUSSAKA 

I’ve never really thought about moussaka until 
recently when I was craving lasagne but wanting 
a low carb alternative. The only downside is 
that like lasagne this is a bit time consuming 
but I’ve kept it as simple as possible!

Enough for 3-4
Takes 60 minutes 

3 medium eggplant

450g (1lb) minced (ground) beef 
or lamb

700g (3cups) tomato passata 
(puree NOT concentrated tomato paste)

300g (1 1/4cups) sour cream

2 handfuls grated parmesan

baby spinach or salad leaves, 
to serve

1. Preheat your oven to 200C (400F). Slice eggplant 
about 1/2 inch (1cm) thick. Place on an oven tray and 
drizzle generously with olive oil and sprinkle with salt.

2. Roast eggplant until really soft – about 30 minutes, 
turning about half way.

3. Meanwhile, brown meat in a hot pan with a little 
oil. Then add the tomato and simmer for 10 minutes 
or so. Taste and season with salt if needed.

4. Cover the base of an oven proof dish with the 
meat (mine was 22cmx28cm / 8inx11in but it 
doesn’t need to be exact). Layer over the cooked 
eggplant and top with remaining meat.

5. Mix sour cream and Parmesan then spread 
carefully over the top. Depending on the size of your 
dish it may not completely cover so I leave some 
space around the edges (see photo).

6. Bake 200C for about 15 minutes or until hot and bubbly 
and browned on top. Serve with salad on the side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian – replace beef with cooked lentils or beans.

dairy-free / paleo – replace the sour cream and parmesan with a 
few handfuls almond meal or soft bread crumbs. Scatter over the 
top to give a lovely crust.

vegan – combine the vegetarian and dairy-free options.

more veg – feel free to layer in other cooked veg like roast zucchini, 
capsicum (bell peppers) or mushrooms.

carb lovers – add in a few layers of lasagne sheets and expect to 
cook for longer.

short on time – skip the layering and roasting part. 

--RED MEAT--
TUVIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/embed/j6wB2I4f-jc


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the baby spinach / 
salad separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be 
frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

eggplant – will keep for a few weeks in a plastic bag in the 
fridge. For longer, sliced and rub with oil and grill until soft and 
browned. Can be frozen if needed.

minced (ground) beef or lamb – freeze it.

tomato passata – keep it in the pantry.

sour cream – keeps for weeks in the fridge.

parmesan – wrap in waxed paper or baking paper and store in 
the fridge in a sealed paper bag or airtight container. Will keep 
for months. Can be frozen if you’re going away.

baby spinach or salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first 
path would be to use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) 
but if that isn’t possible you can pop them in the freezer. They 
will wilt down but can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted 
greens. At least this way they won't go slimy.

SERIOUSLY 
EASY 

MOUSSAKA 

--RED MEAT--



shichimi togarashi  beef



SHICHIMI 
TOGARASHI 

BEEF 

Since Finbar was born we’ve been having a stir 
fry renaissance around here because they tick 
the key boxes of quick, healthy and tasty. So of 
course I couldn’t resist experimenting with my 
new fave spice in stir fry form!

Minced or ground beef is my first choice because 
it’s so quick to cook but this will work with 
plenty of other protein sources… See the 
variations below for ideas. 

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

2 bunches bok choy, chopped

450g (1lb) minced (ground) beef

2 tablespoons soy sauce

2 teaspoons shichimi togarashi, + 
extra to serve

1. Heat a little oil in a wok or frying pan and cook 
bok choy, stirring frequently until just wilted but still 
crunchy. Remove from the wok / pan and pop in a 
clean bowl.

2. Heat a little more oil on a very high heat and cook 
beef, again stirring frequently until browned and no 
longer pink.

3. Return bok choy to the pan. Add soy sauce 
and stir well. Taste and add more soy if needed, 
remembering the togarashi will also add some salt.

4. To serve divide between two bowls and sprinkle 
over shichimi togarashi. Serve extra togarashi on 
the side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

different protein – chicken thighs or breast, steak, beef strips, 
pork, white fish fillets,  squid or prawns (shrimp).

vegan – stir fry bok choy (with extra veg if you like) and serve 
with chunks of avocado and togarashi on top plus a few handfuls 
cashews or other nuts for extra protein.

vegetarian – serve bok choy and togarashi with fried or poached 
eggs on top. Or cook an omelette in the wok and serve that.  You 
could also try cooked lentils or chickpeas instead of ground beef.

soy-free – use fish sauce or coconut aminos instead. Oyster 
sauce will also work.

no togarashi? – oh no! It’s worth ordering some online or heading 
to a spice specialist or Japanese grocery. But failing all that just use 
a little dried chilli.

more flavour – add some finely chopped garlic and/or ginger to 
the beef.

--RED MEAT--
TUVIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/embed/ii4YAcrYdwY


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the togarashi 
separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

bok choy – best to use for another meal. Can be frozen.

minced (ground) beef – freeze it.

soy sauce / shichimi togarashi – keep them in the pantry.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

more substantial/ carb lovers – serve with steamed rice or 
your fave cooked noodles. You could also serve with chunks 
of avocado or do as my Irishman does and sprinkle over some 
roasted cashews.

more veg – add your fave chopped stir fry veg to the bok choy like 
carrot, snow peas, red bell peppers (capsicum), zucchini, broccoli, 
or Chinese broccoli.

SHICHIMI 
TOGARASHI 

BEEF 

--RED MEAT--



'super iron'  supper  



‘'SUPER 
IRON'

SUPPER 

While I prefer to focus on eating real food 
rather than trying to get specific nutrients, 
sometimes it is fun to really have a specfic 
focus when creating a recipe. Like this meal 
of my favourite iron-rich (and pregnant-lady-
friendly) foods.

If you’ve been feeling tired or have dark circles 
under your eyes, this is the dinner for you!

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

450g (1lb) minced (ground) beef

1 can chickpeas (400g / 14oz)

1 bag baby spinach

3-4 tablespoons tahini (optional)

3-4 tablespoons lemon

1. Heat a little oil in a large frying pan. Cook beef on 
a medium high heat until well browned.

2. Add chickpeas and cook for another few minutes 
to warm. Taste and season with salt and pepper.

3. To serve divide baby spinach between two bowls. 
Top with beef and chickpeas. Drizzle over tahini (if 
using) and finish with lemon juice.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian / vegan – replace beef with extra chickpeas or cooked 
lentils.

no tahini? – tahini is a paste made from sesame seeds. You could 
just skip it or replace with your favourite nut butter such as almond 
or cashew butter. Or a handful of sesame seeds, cashews or 
almonds will also do the trick.

different greens / more veg – add any wilted leafy green such as 
kale, collard greens, spinach, chard (silverbeet).

more substantial – add more chickpeas or other legumes. You 
could also try serving with warm flatbread.

hot! – add some chopped fresh red chilli to the beef as it cooks.

paleo (grain, legume & dairy-free) – replace chickpeas with 
shaved snow peas.

--RED MEAT--
TUVIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/embed/fq2BW4OVkPQ


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the sauce and 
leaves separate. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be 
frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

minced (ground) beef – freeze it.

chickpeas – keep them in the pantry.

baby spinach – either pop them in the freezer or wilt down in 
a covered pot with a little olive oil. This way they’ll keep in the 
fridge for a few weeks.

tahini – I keep mine in the pantry but will keep longer in the 
fridge if open.

lemons – will keep for a few weeks at room temp or for much 
longer in the fridge.

‘'SUPER 
IRON'

SUPPER 

--RED MEAT--



asian beef  & zucchini  'noodles'



ASIAN BEEF 
& ZUCCHINI 
‘'NOODLES' 

I took this photo a while ago before I invested 
in a spiralizer. So the ‘noodles’ in the picture 
were made using my mandoline to slice the 
zucchini into fine strips and then hand sliced 
into thinner noodles. 

While that method is good, I have to say the look 
and feel you get from the spiralizer is so much 
better! More on that soon. 

But if you don’t have either, no stress – see the 
variations below for suggestions.

Enough for 2
Takes 20 minutes 

2 steaks

2 medium zucchini

2-4 red chillies, sliced

3-4 tablespoons soy sauce

1. Remove steaks from the fridge (up to an hour ahead).

2. Wash zucchini and slice into ‘noodles’ either 
using a mandoline or spiralizer. Sprinkle with a little 
salt and stand at room temp to soften.

3. Heat a frying pan on a very high heat. Scatter a very fine 
layer of salt over the bottom of the pan and add the steaks.

4. Cook for 2-3 minutes each side for medium rare (or 
3-4 minutes for medium) or until cooked to your liking.

5. Remove steaks and place on 2 warm plates. 
Carefully wipe out the excess salt from the hot pan.

6. Add zucchini ‘noodles’ and chilli to the hot pan 
without returning it to the heat. Allow the noodles to 
warm through then add the soy sauce. Taste and add 
more soy as needed. If you want the noodles hotter, 
pop the pan back on the heat but I find there’s usually 
enough residual heat to get things warm enough.

7. Spoon zucchini, chilli and sauce over the steaks 
and serve hot.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

no mandoloine / spiralizer – either slice the zucchini by hand as 
finely as you can or use a vegetable peeler.

budget – replace steak with minced (ground) meat. Just brown it 
in a little oil (without the salt crust) then toss in the zucchini, chilli 
and soy.

vegetarian – replace steaks with tofu, or cooked white or black 
beans. Just warm everything in the pan. You could also replace the 
steak with mushrooms and eggplant.

more veg – feel free to use more zucchini or add other ‘noodle’ 
veg such as carrots and/or red peppers. Some fresh herbs like 
mint or coriander (cilantro) would also be lovely.

paleo / soy-free – use fish or oyster sauce instead of the soy or 
replace with coconut aminos.

carb-lovers / more substantial – serve with steamed rice OR 
toss cooked rice, Singapore or hokkien noodles in with the zucchini.

--RED MEAT--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Best when freshly made.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

steaks – freeze them.

zucchini – will keep for 2 weeks or longer in a plastic bag in 
the fridge. To keep it even longer, cook sliced zucchini in a little 
butter until just soft then store in an airtight container in the 
fridge.

red chillies – will keep for months in the fridge. Can be frozen 
or left unwrapped in the fridge where they will slowly turn into 
dried chillies and still be edible.

soy sauce – keep it in the pantry.

ASIAN BEEF 
& ZUCCHINI 
‘'NOODLES' 

--RED MEAT--



broccoli  'couscous'  & beef



BROCCOLI 
‘'COUSCOUS' & 

BEEF 

I love using vegetables in place of grain based 
staples like rice, pasta and even couscous. The 
result is lighter, fresher and usually much 
quicker! 

While the broccoli here does make this dish look 
quite healthy, it is no slouch in the flavour 
department! 

If you’re not familiar with harissa or tahini, 
just check out the variations below.

Enough for 2
Takes 20 minutes 

1 large head broccoli

450g (1 lb) ground beef (mince)

4 tablespoons lemon juice

1 tablespoon harissa

4 tablespoons tahini (optional)

1. Chop the broccoli into large chunks and whizz in 
the food processor until you have super fine ‘grains’ 
that resemble couscous.

2. Heat a little oil on a high heat in a large frying pan. 
Add beef and cook, stirring every now and then or 
until the beef is well browned.

3. Add the broccoli couscous and continue to cook 
until everything is hot.

4. Remove pan from the heat and season with salt 
and lemon juice.

5. In a small bowl mix harissa and 3 tablespoons 
extra olive oil.

6. To serve, divide beef and broccoli between two 
plates. Drizzle over harissa oil and then drizzle over 
the tahini (if using).

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

no harissa? – just replace with chopped red chilli or other chilli 
paste.

no tahini – tahini is a paste made from sesame seeds. You could 
just skip it all together or use almond or cashew butter instead. 
Mayo would also work.

vegetarian – replace beef with cooked lentils or beans.

carb lovers / more substantial – replace broccoli with couscous 
cooked according to the packet. Or serve with flat bread or warm 
tortillas.

more veg – toss in flat leaf parsley, coriander or mint leaves. Or 
serve with a green salad.

different veg – cauliflower can be used instead or try grated carrot 
or beets.

no food processor – try to chop the broccoli by hand as fine as 
you can get it.

--RED MEAT--
TUVIDEO

https://player.vimeo.com/video/144067211


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the harissa and 
tahini sauces separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or 
can be frozen. To serve, warm in a pan with a little oil and top 
with sauces. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

broccoli – will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the fridge for 
about 2 weeks or sometimes a little longer. Can be frozen (if 
you have time chop before freezing so it will defrost quickly in 
the pan).

ground beef (mince) – freeze it.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

harissa – keep it in the pantry.

tahini – I keep mine in the pantry but will keep longer in the 
fridge if open.

BROCCOLI 
‘'COUSCOUS' & 

BEEF 

--RED MEAT--



chinese  chinkiang  beef



CHINESE 
CHINKIANG 

BEEF 

Inspired by a recipe by Emma Knowles in Australian 
Gourmet Traveller. Chinkiang vinegar is one of 
my favourite ingredients at the moment. You’ll 
probably need to go to an Asian grocery store 
or search online to find it. If you do make the 
effort, I also use it in my Kung Pao Chicken. If 
you can’t be bothered, no probs, just use a cheap 
balsamic instead.

The picture has the beef served with cauliflower 
‘rice’ but you could use steamed rice instead.

Enough for 2
Takes 20 minutes 

2 teaspoons ground cumin

450g (1lb) ground (minced) beef

2-6 fresh chillies, chopped

3 tablespoons soy sauce

1 tablespoon Chinkiang vinegar

1 bunch coriander (cilantro), 
leaves picked, to serve

1. Heat a little oil in a large frying pan or wok. Add 
cumin and beef. Increase the heat to medium high 
and cook, stirring often until the beef is really well 
browned.

3. Add the chillies and stir fry for another minute.

4. Remove from the heat and add the soy and 
vinegar. Taste and season with extra soy and/or 
vinegar as needed. Serve with coriander (cilantro) 
leaves on top.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

no chinkiang vinegar? – replace with balsamic – a cheaper one 
that isn’t too sweet.

vegetarian / vegan – replace beef with crumbled firm tofu or 
cooked lentils and consider adding a little more soy and vinegar 
(best to taste before adding more).

more veg – stir fry chopped broccoli, chinese broccoli, carrots, 
red capsicum (bell peppers), green beans or bok choy in a little oil. 
Remove from the pan then add back in once the beef is cooked.

no coriander (cilantro) – just skip it or replace with mint or basil.

different meat – lovely with pork or lamb. You could also use beef 
strips instead of minced meat. And will also work with chicken or 
turkey.

--RED MEAT--

http://www.gourmettraveller.com.au/
http://www.gourmettraveller.com.au/


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the coriander 
separately. Leftovers will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can 
be frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

onion – will keep in the pantry for months. Best if in a dark 
corner in a brown paper bag.

ground cumin / soy sauce / Chinkiang vinegar – keep in 
the pantry.

ground (minced) beef – freeze it.

chillies – will keep for weeks in a plastic bag in the fridge. Or 
can be frozen.

coriander (cilantro) – freeze it in a plastic bag.

cauliflower – ungrated cauli will keep for weeks in a plastic bag 
in the fridge. Can be frozen but the texture isn’t as good when 
defrosted.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

for cauli rice – just grate raw cauli in the food processor. I usually 
just serve it cold and let the hot meat warm it but you could stir fry 
it in the pan.

carb lovers / more substantial – serve with steamed rice. 

CHINESE 
CHINKIANG 

BEEF 

--RED MEAT--



sweet potato  hummus +  lamb cutlets



SWEET POTATO 
HUMMUS + 

LAMB CUTLETS 

Fergal just loves sweet potato so I find myself 
roasting up a batch pretty much every week. 

A nice side effect is that we often have roast 
sweet potato in the fridge which I’m finding makes 
it way into my cooking more and more!

You can get this made in 30 minutes but you’ll 
need to do a bit of multi-tasking.

Enough for 2
Takes 30 minutes 

300g (11oz) sweet potato, 
scrubbed and diced

6-8 lamb cutlets or other chops

2 tablespoons tahini

3 tablespoons lemon juice

big handful cherry tomatoes, 
halved

green salad, to serve 

1. Turn your oven on to 250C / 480F. Toss diced 
sweet potato with a little oil and place on a baking 
try. Roast in the oven for about 20-25 minutes or 
until tender. Cool .

2. Meanwhile, heat a frying pan or your BBQ on 
a medium high heat. Add lamb and cook for 3-4 
minutes.

3. Turn the lamb and add the tomatoes and cook 
for another 3-4 minutes or until you’re happy. When 
lamb is cooked, transfer to a warm plate to rest 
while you make the hummus.

4. For the hummus, process sweet potato, tahini, 
and lemon in a food processor until you have a 
smooth paste or smash everything together with a 
fork or your stick blender. Taste and season with salt 
and maybe extra lemon or tahini.

5. To serve, divide sweet potato hummus between 
two plates. Top with lamb and tomatoes and serve 
salad on the side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

no roast sweet potato / short on time – use a drained can of 
chickpeas or white beans.

spiced – toss lamb and a little oil in 1 teaspoon each ground 
cumin, chilli, coriander & smoked paprika before cooking.

vegetarian – pan fry the tomatoes with the spiced oil and serve a 
fried egg or two with the hummus with the spicy tomatoes on top.

vegan – replace lamb with field or portabello mushrooms. Marinate 
and cook as per the lamb might take a little longer. Sliced eggplant 
steaks are another great alternative.

not tomato season – skip them or use semi dried tomatoes.

lamb alternatives – try a good old steak, pork chops or even 
salmon fillets. The spices are also great with good quality sausages.

carb lovers / more substantial – serve with pita bread or tortillas.

more veg – add red bell peppers (capsicum), eggplant or 
mushrooms. Just chop and cook with tomato.

--RED MEAT--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the hummus, salad 
and lamb separately. Leftovers will keep in the fridge for 2 
weeks or can be frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

lamb cutlets – freeze them.

sweet potato – raw will keep for months in a dark pantry. Once 
roasted will keep in the fridge for a few weeks.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

cherry tomatoes – either halve and cook in the oven for about 
30 minutes (180C / 350F) OR just cook in a pan with a little oilve 
oil. In either case store in an airtight container in the fridge for 
a few weeks. Or freeze the cooked tomato for longer periods.

SWEET POTATO 
HUMMUS + 

LAMB CUTLETS 

--RED MEAT--



LEGUMES 
& NUTS



LEGUMES & NUTS

Pea & Hummus Soup 

Zucchini with Butter Beans + Goats Curd

Spiced Chickpeas with Cauli Mash

Super Yum Japanese Broccoli

Easy Spiced Eggplant

Yogic Green Salad

--LEGUMES & NUTS--

LEGUMES & NUTS RECIPES
Salted Kale with Green Tahini

Spicy Roast Eggplant & Harissa Soup

Crispy Broccolini & Chickpeas with Cashew 'Ricotta'

Zucchini 'Noodle' & Pesto Salad

Cabbage Wraps with Chickpeas & Za'atar

Chickpea Stuffed Sweet Potato



LEGUMES & NUTS

STORAGE BEST PRACTICES 
Store them in the pantry. 

For longer term storage 
of nuts, keep them in the 
fridge or freezer to prevent 
rancidity.

--LEGUMES & NUTS--

SEASONALITY 
LEGUMES - Most legumes store 
well dried so aren't particularly 
seasonal. 

NUTS - Tend to be harvested in 
the Autumn (fall) so are generally 
best then, however again they 
store well so are available year 
round.



crispy broccolini  & chickpeas 
with  cashew 'ricotta'



CRISPY BROCCOLINI 
& CHICKPEAS WITH 
CASHEW 'RICOTTA' 

This was inspired by farmer and fellow veggie 
lover Andrea from the Dishing Up the Dirt. 

I really love one tray dinners like this. Just 
pop everything in the oven, set your timer, make 
the sauce and you’re good to go. 

Enough for 2
Takes 30 minutes 

1 can chickpeas (400g / 14oz), 
drained

2 bunches broccolini

200g (7oz) cashews

4 tablespoons lemon juice 
+ extra to serve

4 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil

handful pine nuts (optional)

1. Preheat your oven to 250C (480F). Place chickpeas 
and broccolini on a baking tray. Drizzle generously 
with oil and pop in the oven for 20-25 minutes.

2. While the chickpeas and broccolini are cooking, 
cover cashews with boiling water and stand for a 
few minutes.

3. Drain cashews and place in your food processor 
or blender. Add 1/2 cup water, lots of salt and 4 
tablespoons lemon juice. Whizz until you have a 
smooth creamy sauce, scraping the sides down a few 
times. Give it at least 5 minutes. Gradually drizzle in 4 
tablespoons extra virgin olive oil with the motor running. 
Taste and season with more salt and lemon, if needed.

4. When the broccolini stems are tender and the 
edges nice and crispy, sprinkle over pine nuts (if 
using) and pop back in the oven for a minute or so.

5. Serve your roast with cashew sauce on the side 
and a little extra lemon juice squeezed over.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

family-friendly – chop a sweet potato into chip pieces and 
roast in the oven for 10 minutes before adding the chickpeas and 
broccolini. Soak a handful of raisins in boiling water, drain and toss 
in at the end.

carnivore – serve as a side for grilled or pan fried chicken, fish or 
pork chops. We had it with chicken kebabs the other night and it 
was lovely. Or slice some chorizo or other spicy sausage and add 
with the chickpeas.

more substantial / carb-lovers – add chopped root veg to roast 
for 10 minutes before adding chickpeas and broccolini. Serve with 
warm pita or other flat bread.

paleo / no-chickpeas – replace with 1/2 head cauliflower 
chopped into florettes.

different veg – feel free to use any veg you like, just chop into bite 
sized pieces before roasting. Broccoli is great and if it’s asparagus 
season where you live, that would be my pick!

nut-free – skip the cashew sauce and pinenuts and serve with 
hummus, goats cheese, labneh or home made mayo instead.

short on time – use real ricotta instead of making the cashew 
sauce.

--LEGUMES & NUTS--

http://dishingupthedirt.com/


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just roast veg and chickpeas and make sauce as per the 
recipe but keep them separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 
weeks or can be frozen. To serve, warm chickpeas and veg in 
a frying pan or the oven then serve with sauce on the side.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

chickpeas / cashews / olive oil / pine nuts – keep them in 
the pantry.

broccolini – in the fridge wrapped in a plastic bag.

lemons – in the fridge wrapped in a plastic bag. Can be kept at 
room temp if you prefer but will last longer in the fridge.

CRISPY BROCCOLINI 
& CHICKPEAS WITH 
CASHEW 'RICOTTA' 

--LEGUMES & NUTS--



cabbage wraps  with 
chickpeas  & za'atar



CABBAGE WRAPS 
WITH CHICKPEAS 

& ZA'ATAR  

There are so many things I love about these 
wraps! The tahini sauce is an old favourite but 
combining it with za’atar, a middle eastern spice 
blend is something I hadn’t done in ages.

The other brilliant idea (thanks Sarah B!) is to 
use cabbage leaves as your wrapping ingredient… 
Much lighter than using pita bread or other 
grain based wraps but more substantial and more 
nourishing than good old iceberg lettuce (my 
previous go-to veggie based wrap).

Enough for 2 as a 
light meal

Takes 10 minutes 

2-4 cabbage leaves

1 can chickpeas (400g / 14oz)

4 tablespoons lemon juice 
+ wedges to serve

4 tablespoons tahini

1-2 teaspoons za’atar

1. Divide cabbage leaves between two plates.

2. Drain chickpeas and rinse with boiling water from 
the kettle to warm them. Skip the warming if it’s a 
really hot day.

3. Place warm chickpeas in your cabbage leaves 
and drizzle with extra virgin olive oil.

4. Combine lemon juice, tahini and 4 tablespoons 
water in a small bowl until smooth. Season.

5. Drizzle tahini sauce over the chickpeas and top 
with za’atar. Serve with extra lemon wedges on the 
side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

carnivore / paleo / legume-free – replace chickpeas with ground 
(minced) meat such as beef, lamb or chicken. Brown the meat in a 
pan with a little oil before using to stuff the cabbage. You could also 
just toss in some cooked chicken or sausages. Or use roast diced 
root veg like carrots, parsnip and sweet potato.

chickpea alternatives – cooked couscous, quinoa, lentils, butter 
beans, other beans or a combo of any of the above.

no za’atar? – replace with sesame seeds, or fresh thyme leaves. 
OR make your own by combining 1/4 cup toasted sesame 
seeds, 1/4 cup ground sumac, 2 tablespoons dried thyme and 1 
tablespoon dried oregano (Sarah B.’s recipe). Or order online from 
a good spice supplier. If you do buy za'atar, it’s also great sprinkled 
on cooked eggs, chicken and fish.

carb lovers / more substantial – toss cooked couscous, quinoa 
or other legumes with the chickpeas OR replace cabbage leaves 
with warm pita bread or tortillas.

--LEGUMES & NUTS--

http://www.mynewroots.org/site/
http://www.mynewroots.org/site/


PREPARE AHEAD?
Best when freshly made.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

cabbage – will keep in a plastic bag in the fridge for weeks, 
even months. Can be frozen but will have a wilted texture once 
defrosted.

chickpeas / za’atar – keep them in the pantry.

lemons – will keep for a few weeks at room temp or for much 
longer in the fridge.

tahini – I keep mine in the pantry but will keep longer in the 
fridge if open.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

more veg – sprinkle over flat leaf parsley leaves, mint leaves 
and/or pea shoots. Grilled eggplant, sun dried tomatoes, grilled 
mushrooms, zucchini and peppers toss in with the chickpeas 
would also be lovely.

no tahini? – tahini is a paste made from sesame seeds you could 
use almond butter or cashew butter instead. OR replace the whole 
sauce with well seasoned natural yoghurt (full fat of course!).

hot! – do as Sarah B. does and add some cayenne pepper or 
other chilli powder to the tahini sauce.

CABBAGE WRAPS 
WITH CHICKPEAS 

& ZA'ATAR 

--LEGUMES & NUTS--



chickpea  stuffed  sweet potato



CHICKPEA 
STUFFED 

SWEET POTATO 

I’ve never been the biggest sweet potato fan. 
But that’s another thing that becoming a parent 
has changed! Fergal loves sweet potato so much 
that I pretty much roast a batch once a week. Of 
course it was only a matter of time before sweet 
potato made it into the adults dinners. This 
is one of my fave ways to eat it… stuffed with 
savoury goodness.

And I don’t peel the sweet potato. I serve in 
their skins but usually don’t eat them.. although 
they are perfectly edible.

Enough for 2
Takes 60 minutes 

2 medium sweet potatoes

1 can chickpeas (400g / 14oz), 
drained

3 tablespoons tahini

3 tablespoons lemon juice

1 bag baby spinach, to serve

1. Preheat your oven to 200C (400F). Rinse or scrub 
the sweet potato and place on a baking tray. Bake 
for 50 minutes – 1 hour or until the sweet potato is 
super tender.

2. If you want your chickpeas warm, pop them in a 
pan with a little olive oil on a medium heat for a few 
minutes.

3. To make the sauce mix the tahini, lemon juice and 
3 tablespoons water in a small bowl.

4. To serve, divide sweet potato between two plates. 
Cut down the middle, leaving the bottom intact and 
spread the sides to allow room for the stuffing.

5. Stuff sweet potatoes with the chickpeas. Drizzle 
over sauce. Season well. Serve with baby spinach 
on the side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

hot – serve with hot sauce or chilli oil.

carnivore / paleo – brown some minced (ground) beef or lamb in 
a pan and use instead of the chickpeas.

more veg – soften an onion and some garlic before warming 
the chickpeas. You could also warm some grilled veg with the 
chickpeas like zucchini, eggplant (aubergine) or peppers. Brown 
some sliced mushrooms and use with the chickpeas. Or add raw 
chopped salad veg to the baby spinach.

no tahini? – use other nut butter like almond, peanut or cashew. 
Or replace tahini and lemon with natural yoghurt.

spicy – sprinkle chickpeas with a teaspoon of baharat (lebanese 
spice blend), ras el hanout (moroccan spice blend) or ground 
coriander.

carb lovers / more substantial – use larger sweet potatoes or 
serve with flatbread or warm tortillas on the side.

short on time – double the chickpeas and skip the sweet potato.

--LEGUMES & NUTS--
TUVIDEO

https://player.vimeo.com/video/143089697


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the spinach and 
tahini sauce separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or 
can be frozen. To serve, warm stuffing and sweet potato and 
finish with sauce and salad.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

sweet potatoes – will keep for months in the pantry in a brown 
paper bag or sack.

chickpeas – keep them in the pantry.

tahini – I keep mine in the pantry but will keep longer in the 
fridge if open.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

baby spinach – best to use for another meal. Can be frozen 
but will wilt when defrosted.

CHICKPEA 
STUFFED 

SWEET POTATO 

--LEGUMES & NUTS--



zucchini with  butter beans  + goats curd



ZUCCHINI WITH 
BUTTER BEANS 
+ GOATS CURD 

This was the best thing my Irishman and I ate 
when we were in London. Hands down. And there 
was some pretty stiff competition. We had the 
zucchini as part of a lovely little lunch at St. 
John Bread & Wine. Next time you’re in London, 
make sure you eat there. Truly inspirational.

And yes, this ain’t paleo, but of course I’ve 
got you covered in the variations below if dairy 
and/or legumes aren’t your thing.

Enough for 2
Takes 25 minutes 

4 medium zucchini (courgettes), 
thickly sliced crosswise

1 can butter beans (400g / 14oz), 
drained + rinsed well

1 tablespoon Dijon mustard

1 tablespoon sherry or wine vinegar

8 tablespoons goats curd 
or other soft cheese

1. Heat about 8 tablespoons of olive oil on a medium 
heat in a large frying pan. Add zucchini and over 
medium heat, turning every 5 minutes or so until 
the zucchini is golden brown and very soft. (Take at 
least 15 minutes, ‘slow and steady’ is the key here 
to concentrating the zucchini flavour.)

2. Drain and rinse butter beans well then add to the 
pan when the zucchini is soft. When the beans are 
hot, remove the pan from the heat.

3. Combine mustard and vinegar in a little bowl then 
toss over the hot beans and zucchini so they get 
mixed with the cooking oil to make an irresistible 
sauce.

4. Divide zucchini and beans between 2 plates and 
top with goats curd.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

paleo (legume + dairy-free) – replace beans with a handful of 
roasted almonds and replace cheese with chunks of avocado or a 
drizzle of tahini sauce (equal parts tahini and lemon juice).

carnivore / more substantial – serve as a side to roast or pan 
fried chicken or fish.

more veg – toss in some baby spinach, salad leaves or parsley 
leaves before serving. Add other summer veg like red peppers 
(capsicum) or eggplant (aubergine).

vegan / dairy-free – replace cheese with chunks of avocado or a 
drizzle of tahini sauce (equal parts tahini and lemon juice).

butter bean alternatives – replace beans with other white beans, 
chickpeas, cooked quinoa or cooked pasta.

--LEGUMES & NUTS--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the goats curd 
separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

zucchini – will keep for 2 weeks or longer in a plastic bag in 
the fridge. To keep it even longer, cook sliced zucchini in a little 
butter until just soft then store in an airtight container in the 
fridge.

butter beans / Dijon mustard / sherry or wine vinegar – 
keep them in the pantry.

goats curd – keeps for weeks (or more) if unopened. Once 
opened store in a sealed container or ziplock bag in the fridge 
and use withine 4 to 5 days. Can be frozen.

ZUCCHINI WITH 
BUTTER BEANS 
+ GOATS CURD  

--LEGUMES & NUTS--



spiced chickpeas  
with cauli  mash



SPICED 
CHICKPEAS WITH 

CAULI MASH 

This is pure comfort food for me… A creamy rich 
mash with spicy chickpeas. But the best bit 
is there are 4 serves of vegetables! And you 
wouldn’t know it to taste.

If you’re not familiar with baharat, don’t 
worry, I’ve got alternative spices listed in the 
variations below.

Enough for 2
Takes 30 minutes 

1/2 medium cauliflower, chopped

4 tablespoons butter

1 onion, chopped

1 teaspoon baharat 
(see variations for alternative spices)

1 can chickpeas (400g / 14oz), 
drained

4 tablespoons tomato paste

1. Bring 2cm (1in) water to boil in a medium 
saucepan. Add cauli and simmer covered for 10-
15 minutes or until cauli is really tender. (Be careful 
not to let it dry out and burn – add more water as 
needed).

2. Meanwhile, melt half the butter in a small frying 
pan. Add onion and cook over a medium heat until 
soft but not browned, about 10 minutes.

3. When the onion is soft add the spice, chickpeas 
and tomato. Stir well and bring to a simmer. Remove 
from the heat, taste and season with salt and pepper.

4. When the cauli is cooked, drain and return to 
the pan you cooked it in with the remaining butter. 
Puree with a stick blender or mash well with a fork.

5. Serve spiced chickpeas on a bed of cauli mash.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

different spice / no baharat – baharat is a lebanese blend of 7 
spices and a favourite of mine. The best substitute is to use equal 
parts ground cumin, ground coriander and smoked paprika. Or try 
curry powder or garam masala for a more Indian vibe. I also like to 
use the Moroccan spice blend, ras el hanout

carnivore / paleo – replace chickpeas with ground (minced) beef 
or lamb. Brown well before adding the spice and tomato. Plus use 
coconut oil instead of butter for paleo.

more veg – add a chopped carrot and celery stick to the onion. 
Serve with loads of fresh herbs such as mint, coriander (cilantro) 
or parsley. Add a handful of frozen peas with the chickpeas. Serve 
everything on a bed of baby spinach.

vegan / dairy-free – replace butter with olive oil or coconut oil.

different legumes – replace chickpeas with white beans, black 
beans or cooked lentils (you need about 250g / 9oz cooked 
legumes).

extra protein – add a handful of cashews to simmer with the cauli.

carb lovers / more substantial – serve with pita bread or mashed 
potatoes.

--LEGUMES & NUTS--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the chickepas and 
mash separately. Leftovers will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks 
or can be frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

cauliflower – will keep for weeks in a plastic bag in the fridge. 
Can be frozen but the texture isn’t as good when defrosted.

butter – keeps in the fridge for months.

onion – will keep in the pantry for months. Best if in a dark 
corner in a brown paper bag.

baharat / chickpeas / tomato paste – keep them in the 
pantry.

SPICED 
CHICKPEAS WITH 

CAULI MASH 

--LEGUMES & NUTS--



RICE & 
GRAINS



RICE & GRAINS
RICE & GRAINS RECIPES
Fried Brown Rice 

Avo on Toast with Smashed Olives & Tahini

Pav Baji

--RICE & GRAINS--



RICE & GRAINS

STORAGE BEST PRACTICES 
Store them all in the pantry.

--RICE & GRAINS--

SEASONALITY 
These store cupboard staples 
aren't seasonal.



fried brown  rice



BROWN 
FRIED  
RICE 

If I’m just cooking for my Irishman and me, 
I hardly ever use rice because we both prefer 
the low carb higher ‘veg’ option of cauliflower 
‘rice’. But I’ve found 2 year olds are much 
keener on real rice. 

The good news is I’ve been able to transition 
Fergal to brown rice so at least there’s a bit 
more fibre. I use brown doongara rice because 
it has the lowest glycemic index of all rices. 
Basmati is the next best option.

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

3 eggs

2 cups cooked brown rice

1 red capsicum (bell pepper) 
chopped (optional)

2 handfuls frozen peas

1-2 tablespoons soy sauce

1. Heat a large frying pan on a medium high heat. 
Whisk eggs in a bowl.

2. Add a splash of oil to the pan and then the eggs. 
Cook for about 30 seconds and then stir. Cook for 
another 30 seconds and stir again. Keep cooking 
and stirring until the eggs are almost set. Put egg on 
a clean plate.

3. Return the pan to the heat and add more oil. Stir fry 
the rice, peppers (if using) and peas until everything 
is hot and the rice is just starting to brown a little.

4. Remove from the heat and add the soy sauce. 
Taste and add more soy if needed.

5. Stir in the egg and green onion (if using) and serve 
hot.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

to cook the rice – bring a large pot of water to the boil. Add rice 
and simmer for 10 minutes. Drain well then cool. Refrigerate or 
freeze until you’re ready to use.

hot – add some chopped red or green chilli with the peas or serve 
with chilli oil or your favourite hot sauce at the table.

more veg – feel free to add chopped red peppers (capsicum), 
snow peas, sugar snap peas, carrots, corn kernels, green beans, 
grated cauli or asparagus. Anything that works in a stir fry is good.

vegan – replace egg with a few generous handful of roasted 
peanuts or cooked lentils or beans.

carnivore – brown some chopped bacon before adding the peas 
and rice. Or toss in a few handfuls of cooked chicken.

low carb / paleo – replace rice with grated raw cauliflower (about 
1/2 cauli).

herby – serve with coriander (cilantro), mint or basil leaves on top.

carb lovers / more substantial – double the rice.

--RICE & GRAINS--
TUVIDEO

https://player.vimeo.com/video/143835418


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe. Will keep in the fridge for 1 
week. Don’t freeze. To serve, warm in a pan with a little oil, 
being careful not to overcook the eggs.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

eggs – will keep in the fridge for weeks or use for another meal.

cooked brown rice – freeze it.

capsicum (bell pepper) – keep in the fridge for a few weeks. 
For longer grill and store in an airtight jar under oil. Or freeze 
them.

frozen peas – will keep in the freezer for months.

soy sauce – keep it in the pantry.

 BROWN
FRIED 
RICE 

--RICE & GRAINS--



avo on toast with smashed  olives & tahini



AVO ON TOAST 
WITH SMASHED 

OLIVES & TAHINI 

We Australians love to abbreviate everything. In 
case you’re wondering ‘avo’ is actually avocado. 
While there aren’t many things I miss being Low 
Carb, ‘Avo on Toast’ was one of them. So happy 
to have found a Low Carb bread that means I can 
enjoy my avocado AND keep my blood sugar happy. 
Of course you’re welcome to use whatever bread 
you prefer.

You don’t really need a recipe for this idea but 
the contrast of the salty piquant olives with 
the creamy avo and tahini really takes this to 
the next level!

Enough for 2
Takes 10 minutes 

1 slice broccoli bread or sourdough

1 small avocado or 1/2 large

squeeze lime

4-5 kalamata olives, smashed

2 tablespoons tahini

1. Toast your bread.

2. Halve avocado and scoop flesh onto the toast. 
Smash roughly with a fork to cover the surface. 
Sprinkle generously with black pepper and some 
sea salt flakes (remembering your olives will add salt 
too).

3. Squeeze over lime. Smash olives with the side 
of your knife and remove stones. Scatter smashed 
olives over the avo and drizzle over tahini.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

more simple – just use avocado and lime with lashings of black 
pepper.

no tahini – just skip it or try sprinkling with dukkah, roast pine nuts 
or sesame seeds instead.

carb-lovers – use your favourite bread. True carb lovers might like 
to spread their toppings over 2 slices!

another fave avo on toast topping – sprinkle with Shichimi 
Togarashi.

no avo – replace with regular hummus or my Low Carb Roast 
Cauliflower Hummus and skip the tahini.

--RICE & GRAINS--

http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2017/08/10-tasty-things-to-do-with-dukkah/
http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2016/04/togorashi/
http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2016/04/togorashi/
http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2010/08/how-to-make-hummus-falafels-like-a-pro-5-ingredients/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2017/06/roast-cauliflower-hummus/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2017/06/roast-cauliflower-hummus/


PREPARE AHEAD?
No. Best when freshly made.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

broccoli bread or sourdough – freeze it.

avocado – use for another meal. Doesn’t freeze well.

lime – will keep in a plastic bag in the fridge for months.

kalamata olives / tahini – keep them in the pantry.

AVO ON TOAST 
WITH SMASHED 

OLIVES & TAHINI  

--RICE & GRAINS--



pav baji  



PAV 
BAJI 

I’ve been making these with my Magic Low-Carb 
Burger Buns and they are just soo, soo good. Even 
Fergal (my 3.5 year old) was happy to chow down 
on one. The eggplant curry is equally delicious 
with cauliflower ‘rice’ or steamed rice if you’re 
in the mood for a more proper curry.

I’ve pictured the Pav Baji with fresh lemon but 
haven’t included the lemon in the recipe to 
keep the ingredients count simple. Feel free to 
serve with lemon wedges if you like the added 
freshness.

Enough for 2
Takes 30 minutes 

1 large eggplant (aubergine), diced

2cm piece ginger, grated

1 can tomatoes (400g / 14oz)

2 teaspoons garam masala 
or curry powder

buttered buns

salad leaves, to serve

1. Heat a medium saucepan on a medium high 
heat. Add a good glug of olive oil and eggplant. Stir 
fry for a few minutes before adding ginger, tomatoes 
and garam masala / curry powder.

2. Simmer, covered for about 25 minutes, stirring 
every now and then until eggplant is really tender.

3. Stir a few tablespoons extra virgin olive oil for 
richness and to soften the acidity. Taste and season 
with salt and pepper and more oil or spice if needed. 
Divide eggplant mixture and salad leaves between 
your buttered buns.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

more substantial – add a handful roast cashews or peanuts for 
extra protein and crunch.

dairy-free – use coconut cream instead of the butter.

hot! – add a few chopped chillies with the spices. Or use a hot 
curry powder or add some dried chilli to taste.

low carb – use these low carb burger buns or serve on a bed of 
cauliflower rice instead.

carb lovers / more substantial – full carb buns.

more veg – soften an onion before cooking the eggplant. Add 
chopped mushrooms, zucchini and/or capsicum (bell peppers) 
with the eggplant. Or stir in some baby spinach to wilt at the end.

herby – use fresh coriander (cilantro) leaves instead of the salad. 
Mint or basil are also good.

short on time – replace burger buns with cabbage or lettuce 
leaves.

carnivore – brown some minced (ground) beef to add.

--RICE & GRAINS--

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2017/03/magical-burger-buns-low-carb/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2017/03/magical-burger-buns-low-carb/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2017/03/magical-burger-buns-low-carb/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2017/03/magical-burger-buns-low-carb/


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook the filling as per the recipe but keep the buns, 
lemon and salad separately. Leftovers will keep in the fridge for 
2 weeks or can be frozen. To serve, warm filling in a pan with a 
little oil before continuing as per the recipe.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

onion – will keep in the pantry for months. Best if in a dark 
corner in a brown paper bag.

eggplant – will keep for a few weeks in a plastic bag in the 
fridge. For longer, sliced and rub with oil and grill until soft and 
browned. Can be frozen if needed.

ginger – in the fridge wrapped in a plastic bag will last for 
months. I also tend to keep it in the freezer in a ziplock bag.

tomatos / garam masala or curry powder – keep them in 
the pantry.

butter – will keep in the fridge for weeks.

buns – freeze them.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

PAV 
BAJI 

--RICE & GRAINS--



zucchini mac &  cheese



ZUCCHINI 
MAC & 
CHEESE 

This is a recipe that was inspired by English 
chef, Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall.

Enough for 2
Takes 40 minutes 

4 zucchini, sliced finely

1-2 cloves garlic, crushed 
(optional)

4 tablespoons cream

150g (5oz) short pasta

2 handful melting cheese

salad leaves, to serve

1. Preheat your oven to 180C (350F). Bring a pot of 
water for the pasta to boil.

2. Heat a little olive oil on a medium heat in a large 
frying pan. Add zucchini and cook until the zucchini 
are super soft and reduced. 10-15 minutes.

3. Meanwhile, boil pasta according to the packet 
timing. Drain.

4. Add garlic to the zucchini (if using) and cook for 
about 30 seconds. Remove pan from the heat and 
toss in the pasta, cream and half the cheese.

5. Divide the mixture between 2 x 2cup oven proof 
dishes. Top with remaining cheese and pop in the 
oven for 15-20 minutes or until everything is hot and 
the cheese has melted.

6. Serve with salad leaves on the side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

short on time - just cook the zucchini and pasta separately then 
combine everything in the pan until warm and serve without baking.

carnivore – brown some bacon, chorizo or crumbled pork 
sausages and toss in with the pasta.

more substantial / carb lovers – serve with garlic bread.

different cheese – I use a combo of emmental, gruyere and 
parmesan but cheddar, mozzarella and swiss cheese are also 
good.

vegan / dairy-free – just toss the garlicky zucchini through the 
cooked pasta with a little extra olive oil. And serve with finely grated 
brazil nuts and a handful of mint or basil leaves on top.

healthier / more veg – replace some or all of the pasta with 
steamed chopped cauliflower OR add peas or beans to the 
zucchini. Serve with fresh mint on top.

different veg – the zucchini are pretty special here because they 
cook down and concentrate in flavour but you could use asparagus, 
broccoli, peas, red bell peppers (capsicum) or cauliflower.

gluten-free – use GF pasta (I did) or replace the pasta with 
steamed chopped cauliflower. OR serve soft zucchini with grilled 
fish and lemon.

--RICE & GRAINS--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the salad separately. 
Leftovers will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

zucchini – will keep for 2 weeks or longer in a plastic bag in 
the fridge. To keep it even longer, cook sliced zucchini in a little 
butter until just soft then store in an airtight container in the 
fridge.

garlic – pantry in the dark or a brown paper bag to prevent 
sprouting.

cream – freeze it or use for another meal.

pasta – keep it in the pantry.

cheese – most hard and melting cheeses will keep for weeks 
wrapped in waxed paper or baking paper and stored in an 
airtight container (or sealed ziplock bag) in the fridge. If you need 
to store for longer cheese can be frozen.

salad leaves – are highly perishable. My first path would be to 
use them for another meal (salad for breakfast!) but if that isn’t 
possible you can pop them in the freezer. They will wilt down but 
can then be used anywhere you’d use wilted greens. At least 
this way they won't go slimy.

ZUCCHINI 
MAC & 
CHEESE 

--RICE & GRAINS--



CAULIFLOWER



CAULIFLOWER

CAULIFLOWER RECIPES
Roast Cauli Soup with Bacon & Blue Cheese

Chunky Cauli & Sausage Soup

Cheesey Cauli & Bacon Bake

Spiced Roast Chicken & Cauliflower Salad

Middle Eastern Shepherd's Pie

Miso Harissa Roast Cauli

Chinese Beef Cheeks

--CAULIFLOWER--

Spiced Chickpeas with Cauli Mash

Chinese Chinkiang Beef

My Simple Kung Pao

Roast Cauli with Chunky Chorizo

Cauliflower 'Pizza' Base



CAULIFLOWER

STORAGE BEST PRACTICES 
Store in the fridge wrapped 
in a plastic bag. Will keep for 
weeks if not months. If you do
get some browning, just slice 
it off and use the white part.

--CAULIFLOWER--

SEASONALITY 
Apart from during the height 
of Summer, cauliflower is in 
season. So Autumn to Spring.



roast cauli  soup with 
bacon  & blue cheese



ROAST CAULI 
SOUP WITH BACON 

& BLUE CHEESE 

OK so full disclosure… My Irishman wasn’t a huge 
fan of this soup. He actually thought the blue 
cheese ruined it.

However I really loved it.

I could see that the strong Stilton I used was 
pretty full on. And not for everyone.

So I had better warn you…

Unless you’re a massive blue cheese fan like me, 
you’d best either use a mild creamy blue (like 
blue castillo or a creamy gorgonzola) or replace 
with parmesan. Parmesan and bacon are always 
excellent friends.

Enough for 2
Takes 30 minutes 

1 head caulflower (about 900g 
/ 1lb), chopped into bite sized 

florettes.

1 onion, halved lengthwise and 
sliced into 1/2 moons

4-6 sliced bacon, chopped

2.5 cups chicken or veg stock

handful crumbled blue cheese or 
shaved parmsan

1. Preheat your oven to 250C (480F) while you chop 
the cauli and onion. Place veg on a large rimmed baking 
sheet (the less crowded they are the quicker they’ll 
cook). Toss with a little oil, season generously with salt 
and pop in the oven. Set your timer for 15 minutes.

2. Meanwhile cook bacon in a medium saucepan with a little 
oil on a medium high heat until bacon is well browned and 
starting to crisp up. Remove bacon from the pan and place 
on paper towel. Add stock to the pot and bring to a simmer.

3. When the timer is up, stir the cauli and onion and 
roast for another 5-10 minutes or until cauli is tender 
and starting to brown.

4. Tip the cooked cauli and onion into the stock and bring back to 
a simmer. Remove from the heat and puree with a stick blender. 
Make it as smooth or chunky as you like. Taste and season with 
salt, remembering the bacon and cheese will add extra salt. And 
if it’s too thick, add a little water to adjust the texture.

5. Divide between two soup bowls and top with 
crispy bacon and cheese.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

short on time – skip the roasting and simmer the onion and cauli 
in the stock, covered until they’re tender. About 15 minutes. Cook 
bacon in a separate pan while the cauli is simmering. Dont forget to 
tip the bacon fat in with the soup before pureeing – it adds a lovely 
smoky flavour to the base soup.

vegetarian – replace bacon with extra cheese, smoked almonds, 
smoked tofu, sund dried tomatoes or roast red peppers.

dairy-free – replace cheese with extra bacon.

different veg – these flavours are amazing with butternut, pumpkin, 
sweet potato, swede (rutabaga) or turnip. Potato will work as well – 
just be careful of pureeing that you don’t end up with a gluey mess.

more substantial (carb lovers) – crusty bread and butter.

more substantial (low carb) – extra bacon, extra cheese or 
serve with roasted walnuts or almonds as well. Or stir in some 
salted butter into the soup.

--CAULIFLOWER--
TUVIDEO

https://player.vimeo.com/video/290199392


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the bacon and blue 
cheese separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can 
be frozen. To serve, bring soup back to a simmer and top with 
bacon and cheese.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

cauli – will keep in a plastic bag in the fridge for weeks. To keep 
for longer, chop into florettes and pop in the freezer. If you have 
time, grating the cauli before freezing will make life easier so you 
can just defrost and serve.

onion – will keep in the pantry for months. Best if in a dark 
corner in a brown paper bag.

bacon – freeze it.

chicken or veg stock – keep it in the pantry.

blue cheese – keeps for weeks (or more) if unopened. Once 
opened store in a sealed container or ziplock bag in the fridge 
and use withine 4 to 5 days. Can be frozen.

parmesan – wrap in waxed paper or baking paper and store in 
the fridge in a sealed paper bag or airtight container. Will keep 
for months. Can be frozen if you’re going away.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

no bacon – see vegetarian options or replace with ham or chorizo.

no stock – you could use water or replace with water and a few 
tablespoons concentrated tomato paste to give richness and 
intensity.

ROAST CAULI 
SOUP WITH BACON 

& BLUE CHEESE  

--CAULIFLOWER--



chunky cauli &  sausage soup  
with parsley oil



CHUNKY CAULI 
& SAUSAGE SOUP 

WITH PARSLEY OIL  

So the other day I had a hankering for a big 
bowl of lentil and sausage soup. But I didn’t 
really want all the lentil carbs and I had 1/2 a 
cauliflower which needed eating up.

And hey presto. I decided to try finely chopped 
cauli in a soup. I think you know where this is 
heading…

While it’s not the prettiest soup, it definitely 
wins on flavour. Especially with the meaty chunks 
of sausage and the bright green flavour highlights 
from the parsley oil.

And this is a soup that gets better after a few 
days in the fridge.

Enough for 2
Takes 30 minutes 

4 sausages crumbled

500g (1lb) cauliflower 
(about 1/2 large cauli)

1 teaspoon cumin seeds

2.5 cups chicken stock

small bunch flat leaf parsley

6 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil

1. Heat a medium saucepan on a medium high heat. 
Add a few tablespoons of oil. Remove sausage 
casings and crumble the meat into the pan. Cook 
stirring every few minutes until meat is browned.

2. Finely chop cauliflower. I was aiming for lentil 
sized pieces but ended up with more pea-sized. It 
doesn’t matter too much.

3. When the sausage is browned, add cumin, 
chopped cauli and stock. Cover and simmer stirring 
once or twice for 15 minutes or until cauli is cooked 
and tender.

4. While the soup is cooking finely chop the parsley 
and combine with the olive oil. Season well.

5. Taste soup and season with salt and pepper 
as needed. Serve in two deep bowls topped with 
parsley oil.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian – replace sausages with cooked lentils and add a 
splash of soy sauce to boost the umami flavours.

more substantial (carb lovers) – serve with crusty bread or toss 
in cooked pasta or cooked lentils.

more substantial (low carb) – serve with crumbled feta or goats 
cheese on top. Also good with a dollop of mayo or aioli or roast 
walnuts (or any nuts really). And if you’re really hungry, all of the 
above!

short on time – use pesto instead of making the parsley oil.

no sausage – use ground (minced) pork instead.

prettier – stir in baby spinach, sliced kale (or drained and defrosted 
frozen spinach) and allow to just wilt before serving.

--CAULIFLOWER--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook soup as per the recipe but keep the parsley oil 
separate. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen. 
To serve, bring back to a simmer and top with parsley oil.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

sausages – freeze them.

cauliflower – ungrated cauli will keep for weeks in a plastic bag 
in the fridge. Can be frozen but the texture isn’t as good when 
defrosted.

cumin seeds / chicken stock / extra virgin olive oil – keep 
them in the pantry.

flat leaf parsley – tends to be the most long lasting of the leafy 
herbs. Should keep for a few weeks in the fridge if wrapped in 
a plastic bag. For longer periods pop it in the freezer – it will wilt 
but will still be useable in this dish.

CHUNKY CAULI 
& SAUSAGE SOUP 

WITH PARSLEY OIL   

--CAULIFLOWER--



miso  harissa  roast cauli



MISO 
HARISSA 

ROAST CAULI 

I can’t remember where I got the inspiration 
to combine Japanese miso paste with Moroccan 
harissa. But I’m so so glad I did. Talk about a 
flavour bomb. 

To be honest I love roast cauliflower on its own, 
but with this dressing it is seriously one of my 
favourite things to eat. Ever. And I take these 
things seriously. Very seriously. You definitely 
need to make this one!

Enough for 2 as a side
Takes 30 minutes 

3 tablespoons white miso paste

2 tablespoons harissa

1/2 cauliflower, chopped 
into florettes

2 tablespoons rice vinegar

1 small bunch kale, finely sliced

cooked protein, to serve

1. Preheat your oven to 250C (480F).

2. Combine miso, harissa and 6 tablespoons extra 
virgin olive oil in a small bowl.

3. Place cauli in a roasting pan. Toss half the miso-
harissa dressing over the cauliflower. Roast for 15-
20 minutes or until cauli is cooked through and 
browned around the edges.

4. Meanwhile, add the vinegar to the remaining 
dressing. Taste and season, adding more miso, 
harissa, vinegar or just some salt if needed. Although 
it’s probably delicious just as it is.

5. When the cauli is cooked, toss in the kale and 
extra dressing and serve warm or at room temp with 
protein on the side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

different veg – also lovely with broccoli instead of the cauli. I 
can imagine the dressing would also be brilliant with roast sweet 
potato, butternut squash, zucchini or even roast spuds. If you’re 
not into kale, try a bunch of flat leaf parsley or a handful of baby 
spinach leaves to add the leafiness.

more substantial / carb lovers – toss in some cooked couscous, 
quinoa or brown rice. Or serve with warm flatbread, roast or 
mashed potatoes.

protein options – serve with grilled or pan fried chicken or fish. Or 
crumble over some feta or your favourite goats cheese. A handful of 
roast nuts (I’m thinking almonds, pine nuts or macadamias) would 
add excellent crunch and some more substance. A few poached 
or fried eggs wouldn’t go astray either. And one day I’m going to try 
it with cooked lentils and on another day with cooked chickpeas.

no miso – my supermarket stocks white miso (shiro) in the 
Japanese section, but if you don’t have any, just use 2 tablespoons 
soy sauce instead.

no harissa – OMG you really should try and get some. It’s a 
Moroccan chilli and spice paste that adds incredible flavour. But 
substitute any chilli paste or chilli sauce or even some chopped 
fresh red chillies. Just add a little at first if you aren’t sure of the 
heat intensity.

paleo (grain, legume & dairy-free) – just skip the miso and 
season with lots of salt – the harissa alone will be super tasty.

--CAULIFLOWER--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the kale and protein 
separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen. 
To serve, warm in a pan with a little oil before tossing in kale 
and your protein.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

miso paste – unopened paste can be kept in the pantry, once 
open needs to be refrigerated.

harissa / olive oil / rice vinegar – keep them in the pantry.

cauli – will keep in a plastic bag in the fridge for weeks. To keep 
for longer, chop into florettes and pop in the freezer. If you have 
time, grating the cauli before freezing will make life easier so you 
can just defrost and serve.

kale – will keep for a few weeks in a plastic bag in the fridge. Or 
for longer if cooked as per the recipe. Can be frozen.

MISO 
HARISSA 

ROAST CAULI 

--CAULIFLOWER--



roast cauli  with chunky  chorizo



ROAST CAULI 
WITH CHUNKY 

CHORIZO 

Roasting cauliflower is the easiest way to turn 
it into a super tasty treat. I love how the pale 
colour of cauli makes it . When in fact it packs 
a nutritional punch just as weighty as broccoli 
and its other brassica cousins. 

I’ve used oregano in the picture because I was 
out of parsley and the oregano in my garden needs 
eating up. 

Enough for 2
Takes 50 minutes 

1 head cauliflower

2 spanish chorizo, 
sliced into chunks

1 tablespoon sherry or wine vinegar

1 bunch flat leaf parsley 
or oregano, leaves picked

1 handful roasted almonds 
or other nuts

1. Preheat your oven to 250C (475F).

2. Chop cauli into bite sized little ‘trees’. Place on a 
baking tray and drizzle with a little oil and a splash of 
water. Cover with foil and cook for 20 minutes.

3. Remove foil and scatter chorizo over the cauli. 
Season with salt. Return to the oven uncovered 
for 20-30 minutes, stirring once or twice until the 
chorizo is cooked and the cauli is soft in the middle 
and browned.

4. Combine vinegar with 1-2 tablespoons extra 
virgin olive oil in a small bowl. Season.

5. When the cauli is cooked, toss the dressing in. 
Taste and adjust seasoning if needed.

6. Divide between 2 plates and serve with herbs and 
nuts on top.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian – skip the chorizo. Add a pinch of smoked paprika to 
the dressing. Serve cauli, herbs and nuts with a poached or fried 
egg or a dollop of cooling ricotta. Another option is to use sun dried 
tomatoes instead of chorizo (just stir in at the end) + extra nuts.

vegan – replace chorizo with a drained can of chickpeas. Add a 
pinch of smoked paprika to the dressing.

short on time – cook the cauli and chorizo on a medium high heat 
the stove top, stirring frequently.

more substantial – carb lovers – add cooked pasta or serve 
with pita bread, steamed brown rice, roast sweet potato, hummus 
or cooked quinoa. Tossing in chunks of sourdough at the end so it 
soaks up the chorizo oil can also be really lovely.

more substantial – low carb – serve with a big dollop of mayo, 
smashed avocado or some protein – cooked chicken or more nuts 
or chorizo.

--CAULIFLOWER--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the herbs and nuts 
separately. Leftovers will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can 
be frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

cauliflower – cauli will keep for weeks in a plastic bag in 
the fridge. Can be frozen but the texture isn’t as good when 
defrosted.

chorizo – freeze it.

sherry or wine vinegar / almonds – keep in the pantry.

flat leaf parsley – tends to be the most long lasting of the leafy 
herbs. Should keep for a few weeks in the fridge if wrapped in 
a plastic bag. For longer periods pop it in the freezer – it will wilt 
but will still be useable in this dish.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

nut-free – replace the nuts with extra chorizo. Or serve with 
toasted breadcrumbs instead.

different meat – any sausage can be used here. Or try finely sliced 
strips of chicken thigh.

carnivore – use extra chorizo.

more veg – serve with a green salad. 

ROAST CAULI 
WITH CHUNKY 

CHORIZO

--CAULIFLOWER--
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CAULIFLOWER 
'PIZZA'

BASE

I was so exctied the first time I made this 
healthy take on ‘pizza’. Even my Irishman, a 
devotee of the classic Napoli pizza style said 
it was delicious.

Although he was also very quick to point out that 
it wasn’t the same as real pizza. Which I agree.

I love using these for a Friday night ‘pizza-
ish’ treat. Love that that it’s actually packed 
with healthy ingredients.

Makes 1 large pizza 
enough for 2

Takes 60 minutes 

500g (1lb) cauliflower, 
about 1 small

100g (3.5oz) grated 
parmesan cheese

1 tablespoon psyllium husks 
(optional)

2 eggs

100g (3.5oz) almond meal

your favourite pizza toppings

1. Preheat your oven to 200C (400F). Blitz your 
cauliflower using your food processor until it looks a 
bit like fine couscous. Or chop as finely as possible.

2. Add parmesan, eggs, almond meal and a really 
generous pinch of salt. Stir until combined.

3. Line a baking tray with foil or baking paper. Tip 
the cauli mixture onto the lined tray then using your 
hands smooth into a pizza shaped circle about 
28cm (11in) in diameter. I like to make a ‘crust’ by 
shaping the edges to be taller than the middle.

4. Bake for 25-30 minutes or until the pizza is 
browned and feels springy when touched.

5. Add your toppings and bake further 5-10 minutes 
or until you’re happy.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

extra fiber – add 1 tablespoon psyllium husks, if you have psyllium 
powder 1 teaspoon will be enough. The pizza is perfectly fine 
without the psyllium. The one in the picture is without psyllium. You 
could also use oat bran, ground chia seeds or ground flax seeds if 
you feel like more fiber.

dairy-free – just skip the parmesan. If you have some nutritional 
yeast lying around, a tablespoon or so wouldn’t hurt for extra 
flavour.

nut-free – replace almond meal with bread crumbs, finely ground 
sunflower seeds or extra parmesan.

martian ‘green pizza’ – replace cauliflower with broccoli.

do ahead – you can bake the base ahead of time and then just 
continue from step 5. Will keep in the fridge for a week or so or in 
the freezer for months. Defrost before baking.

smaller pizzas – feel free to make into whatever size (or shape) 
you like. Smaller pizzas won’t need quite as long, so check after 20 
minutes. I often make 2 pizzas so we can vary the toppings.

paleo (grain, legume & dairy-free) - replace parmesan in crust 
with extra almond meal and replace mozzarella with extra salami.

--CAULIFLOWER--



PREPARE AHEAD?
You could cook the bases ahead and either fridge or freeze 
then add the toppings and finish the baking just before serving. 
Will keep in the fridge for 1-2 weeks but the cauliflower flavour 
gets stronger with time. Can be frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

cauli (whole) – will keep in a plastic bag in the fridge for weeks. 
To keep for longer, chop into florettes and pop in the freezer. 
If you have time, grating the cauli before freezing will make life 
easier so you can just defrost and serve.

parmesan – wrap in waxed paper or baking paper and store in 
the fridge in a sealed paper bag or airtight container. Will keep 
for months. Can be frozen if you’re going away.

psyllium / almond meal – keep them in the pantry.

eggs – will keep in the fridge for weeks or use for another meal.

CAULIFLOWER 
'PIZZA'

BASE

--CAULIFLOWER--
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BROCCOLI

BROCCOLI RECIPES
Broccoli with Addictive Walnut Crumbs

Japanese Steaks with Ginger Miso Mustard

Smoked Trout & Broccoli Bowls

Broccoli & Basil 'Meatzza'

Broccoli & Bacon Bowls

One Tray Chicken & Broccoli with Blue Cheese Dressing

Cheesey Tuna & Broccoli Bake

--BROCCOLI--

Crispy Broccolini & Chickpeas with Cashew 'Ricotta'

Amazing Roast Broccoli & Chicken Caesar-ish Salad

Broccoli & Goats Cheese Soup

Broccoli 'Couscous' & Beef

Fast Roast Fish with Broccoli

Super Tender Broccoli

Super Yum Japanese Broccoli

Broccoli Sandwich Bread



BROCCOLI
STORAGE BEST PRACTICES 
Broccoli will keep wrapped in a
plastic bag in the fridge for 
weeks if not months.

--BROCCOLI--

SEASONALITY 
It's possible to get excellent 
quality broccoli year round. 
However it grows better in my 
garden during the cooler months 
when the cabbage moths are 
dormant.



broccoli bowls with addictive  walnut crumbs



BROCCOLI BOWLS 
WITH ADDICTIVE 
WALNUT CRUMBS 

OMG these walnut crumbs are the bomb! And you 
know the secret ingredient? Yes our friend the 
anchovy. Love how they add a deep salty complexity 
to the walnuts without being overtly fishy.

I’ve used canned Sirena tuna in chilli oil here 
as my protein which does enhance the fishiness of 
the crumbs. So if you have a fish-o-phobic person 
like my Irishman on your hands, choose one of the 
other protein options in the variations below.

And you might need to check out the ‘anchovy-
free’ ideas as well…

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

2 heads broccoli

4 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil

2-3 anchovy finely chopped

1 clove garlic, crushed

200g (7oz) walnuts, crushed

200-400g (7-14oz) canned tuna 
or other protein

1. Bring about 2cm (1in) salted water to the boil in a 
large saucepan. Chop broccoli into bite sized florettes 
and finely slice the stems. Pop broccolini in the boiling 
water. Cover and set your timer for 5 minutes.

2. While the broccoli is cooking, warm olive oil in a 
small frying pan on a medium high heat. Add garlic 
and anchovy and cook for about 30 seconds before 
adding walnuts. Continue to cook, stirring for 3-5 
minutes or until walnuts are toasted and everything 
smells divine.

3. When the broccoli timer goes, taste a piece to 
make sure it’s no longer crunchy. When you’re 
happy that its cooked, drain broccoli well. Return to 
the pan. Toss in the tuna (or other protein) and the 
anchovy crumbs (keeping a few to sprinkle over the 
top when you serve).

4. Divide between two bowls and top with the extra 
crumbs. Serve with salt at the table but you probably 
won’t need it.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian – replace anchovies with a tablespoon of soaked and 
drained salted capers. For the protein, poached or boiled eggs 
would be my pick. OR try it with chickpeas or lentils.

more protein ideas – quick pulled chicken, steak, lamb chops, 
pork cutlets.

more substantial (carb lovers) – cooked pasta. No other option!

more substantial (low carb) – extra walnuts, poached eggs, a 
big dollop of mayo.

nut-free – replace walnuts with sourdough bread crumbs.

different veg – cabbage or cauliflower – adjust boiling time – cauli 
will take about 10 mins and cabbage 5-6 mins.

anchovy-free – skip it and be generous with the salt when 
seasoning or use a tablespoon of soaked and drained salted 
capers. Preserved lemon will work as well – just toss it in at the end 
rather than cooking in oil like the anchovy.

fresher – serve with a squeeze of lemon if you like. OR toss in the 
zest of a lemon.

--BROCCOLI--

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2018/05/quick-pulled-chicken/


PREPARE AHEAD?
You can but I like it best when freshly made. Just cook the 
broccoli and the walnut crumbs separately as per the recipe. 
Keep them separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or 
can be frozen. To serve, warm broccoli and crumbs in a little 
oil in a frying pan. Then toss in tuna or other protein before 
serving.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

broccoli – will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the fridge for 
about 2 weeks or sometimes a little longer. Can be frozen (if you 
have time, chop before freezing so it will defrost quickly in the 
pan).

extra virgin olive oil / walnuts / canned tuna / anchovy – 
keep them in the pantry.

garlic – will keep for months in the pantry. I wrap in a brown 
paper bag to protect from light and prevent shooting.

BROCCOLI BOWLS 
WITH ADDICTIVE 
WALNUT CRUMBS 

--BROCCOLI--



broccoli  & bacon  bowls



BROCCOLI 
& BACON 

BOWLS 

Lately I’ve been having loads of fun playing 
around with frozen veg. Not only are they super 
convenient, they’re also so inexpensive!

Love that there’s no chopping or washing 
required. Just defrost and go. If you forget to 
defrost ahead, just cover the frozen broccoli 
with boiling water and allow to stand for a few 
minutes.

These broccoli and bacon bowls were one of my 
first frozen broccoli experiments. Just the thing 
for an easy weeknight dinner. Although I’m happy 
to eat things like this any time of the day.

Of course if you’d prefer to use fresh broccoli 
that’s great! Just boil the chopped florettes 
for 2-3 minutes or until almost tender before 
draining and using as per this recipe.

One pack of broccoli makes these two smallish 
servings. If you’re super hungry you might 
like to double the broccoli or see the ‘more 
substantial’ variation below for ideas.

Enough for 2 
as a light meal

Takes 15 minutes 

4 slices bacon, chopped

500g (1lb) frozen 
broccoli, defrosted

1-2 small cloves garlic, 
finely chopped

squeeze lemon

2 large handfuls 
grated parmesan 

1. Heat a good glug of olive oil in a medium saucepan. 
Add bacon and cook, uncovered on a medium high 
heat stirring often until bacon is starting to brown 
and crisp.

2. Drain broccoli well and toss in with the bacon. 
Add garlic and stir well. Cover and cook for 2-3 
minutes or until broccoli is hot and tender.

3. Remove from the heat. Add a squeeze of lemon 
and the parmesan. Taste and season with salt or 
more lemon / parmesan as needed.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

more substantial (low carb) – toss in roast nuts like almonds, 
cashews or walnuts. Or serve with a generous dollop of mayonnaise 
or pesto. Grate over extra parmesan.

more substantial – carb lovers – toss in cooked pasta or cooked 
potatoes, chickpeas or torn chunks of sourdough. Or serve with 
crusty bread and butter.

different cheese – wonderful with blue! Most cheese will work. I 
especially love feta with the bacon.

vegetarian – replace bacon with semi dried tomatoes or olives (no 
need to brown these in oil – just add with the parmesan).

--BROCCOLI--
TUVIDEO

https://player.vimeo.com/video/262917925


PREPARE AHEAD?
Absolutely! Just omit the parmesan and add it when reheating. 
Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or so. Can be frozen.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

bacon – if you buy it in a cryovac pack it keeps for a few weeks. 
Check the best before date. Otherwise you’ll need to freeze it.

frozen broccoli – will keep in the freezer for months.

garlic – will keep for months in the pantry. I wrap in a brown 
paper bag to protect from light and prevent shooting.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

parmesan – keeps for longer in a chunk so only grate when 
you’re cooking. I wrap in waxed paper or baking paper and then 
keep in an airtight container or a sealed ziplock bag. I prefer this 
over just wrapping in cling wrap because the air in the container 
allows the cheese to breathe and not sweat but the container / 
plastic bag prevents from drying out in the dry fridge air. Either 
way will keep for months.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

fresh broccoli – just boil the chopped florettes from 2 medium 
heads broccoli for 2-3 minutes or until almost tender before 
draining and using as per this recipe.

herby – toss in a bunch of flat leaf parsley or basil leaves.

hot – add a litte fresh or dried chilli with the garlic.

paleo / dairy-free – serve with a dollop of mayo or smashed 
avocado instead of the parmesan.

different meat – chorizo, sausage, salami or black pudding will all 
work instead of the bacon. Or serve with ultra-thin sliced prosciutto.

BROCCOLI 
& BACON 

BOWLS 

--BROCCOLI--
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SUPER YUM 
JAPANESE 
BROCCOLI 

The Ottolenghi version of this recipe is titled 
Broccoli with Sweet Tahini, but I think that 
name doesn’t do it justice. 

If you can get your hands on purple sprouting 
broccoli, by all means go for it!

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

2 bunches broccolini or 2 small 
heads broccoli, trimmed to bite 

sized pieces

3 tablespoons tahini 

1 tablespoon rice vinegar 

1-2 teaspoons honey (optional)

1-2 tablespoons sesame seeds

cooked protein, to serve

1. Bring 2cm (1in) salted water to the boil in a 
medium pot. Add broccoli and cook with lid on for 4 
minutes or until no longer really crunchy.

2. Combine tahini, vinegar, honey (if using) & 2 
tablespoons water in a small bowl. season with salt.

3. When the broccoli is cooked, drain and allow to 
cool down in your strainer for a few minutes.

4. To serve divide broccoli between two plates and 
drizzle over dressing. Sprinkle with sesame seeds 
and cooked protein.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

cooked protein – fried eggs, cooked chicken, cooked or canned 
fish, chickpeas or lentils.

more veg – feel free to add in snow peas and green beans. 
Ottolenghi boils them separately but I’d add the beans at the same 
time as the broccoli and pop the snow peas in at the last minute. 
Frozen peas, spinach, asparagus or sugar snap peas would also 
be lovely (steam with the broc). I’m also thinking the sauce would 
be lovely with kale in the winter.

no tahini – use other nut butter such as almond, cashew or peanut 
butter. Or try sun butter (from sunflower seeds). Or grind your own 
nuts in a high powered blender. Commercial hummus could be 
substituted as the whole dressing.

sugar-free – just skip the honey and go for a more savoury sauce. 

carnivore – serve as a side to roast or grilled fish or poached 
chicken.

more substantial – serve with steamed white or brown rice, 
cooked quinoa or cooked rice noodles.

--BROCCOLI--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the tahini sauce and 
sesame seeds separately. Leftovers will keep in the fridge for 2 
weeks or can be frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

broccolini / broccoli – will keep for a few weeks in a plastic 
bag in the fridge. Can be frozen.

tahini / rice vinegar / honey / sesame seeds – keep them 
in the pantry.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

different vinegar – sherry vinegar would be my next choice or 
white wine vinegar. Or use lemon juice.

herby – serve with coriander or mint leaves.

summery – Ottolenghi cools his veg and serves the salad cold, I 
prefer it at room temp but it’s up to you!

SUPER YUM 
JAPANESE 
BROCCOLI 

--BROCCOLI--
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BROCCOLI & 
GOATS CHEESE 

SOUP 

This super simple soup is brilliant for those 
days when you just need a big bowl of something 
warm, nourishing and green! It’s a bit fancier 
with the goats cheese but also super lovely 
without.

I normally make it with water to maximize the 
fresh broccoli flavour. If you want to use stock 
make sure it’s not too strong to overpower the 
brocc.

Enough for 2
Takes 20 minutes 

3 cups water or mild stock

2 heads broccoli

100g (3oz) goats cheese, sliced

extra virgin olive oil, to serve

1. Bring water or stock to the boil in a medium 
saucepan. Chop broccoli into bite sized pieces.

2. Add broccoli to the pan. Simmer uncovered for 
about 10 minutes or until the broccoli isn’t crunchy 
any more.

3. Remove from the heat and whizz using a stick 
blender or a blender until you have a smooth purée.

4. Taste and season with lots of salt. Bring back to 
a simmer. Serve with goats cheese on top and an 
exceedingly generous drizzle of extra virgin olive oil.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

paleo / dairy-free – serve with dairy-free pesto instead of the 
goats cheese. Or just skip it.

different cheese – also loved with shaved Parmesan, feta, or 
creamy ricotta.

fresh – if it tastes a bit flat and you’ve already added lots of salt, try 
a squeeze of lemon.

carb-lovers – serve with crusty bread and butter or stir in some 
cooked quinoa, couscous or brown rice just before serving. You 
could serve the goats cheese on top of toast for dipping.

herby – add a bunch of flat leaf parsley or basil leaves before 
puréeing.

carnivore – add sliced chicken and simmer until cooked.

--BROCCOLI--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the goats cheese 
separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen. 
To serve, bring back to a simmer and top with cheese.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

mild stock / extra virgin olive oil – keep them in the pantry.

broccoli – will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the fridge for 
about 2 weeks or sometimes a little longer. Can be frozen (if 
you have time chop before freezing so it will defrost quickly in 
the pan).

goats cheese – unopened it usually has a shelf life of a few 
weeks in the fridge. If opened, will only keep for a few days so 
use for another meal or freeze.

BROCCOLI & 
GOATS CHEESE 

SOUP 

--BROCCOLI--
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SUPER 
TENDER 

BROCCOLI 

I love this broccoli with a poached egg and some 
home made mayo for breakkie. But lately, I’ve 
found myself doubling up for more super tender 
‘broc’ with sardines or tuna and lashings of 
lemon juice for lunch or a simple supper.

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

2 heads broccoli, chopped

2-4 eggs

3 tablespoons white vinegar

mayo to serve

1. Place a medium saucepan on a medium high 
heat. Add a drizzle of oil, the chopped broccoli and 
a big splash of water.

2. Cover and cook for about 10 minutes, stirring 
every 3-4 minutes and adding more water if it starts 
to burn.

3. Meanwhile, bring a small pot of water to the boil 
for the eggs. Add vinegar, then break in your eggs. 
Reduce the heat to a gentle simmer and allow the 
eggs to gently bubble for about 3 minutes or until 
they feel soft and pillowy to your finger. (I set a timer 
otherwise I forget them!)

4. When the broccoli is no longer crunchy, season 
generously with sea salt and pepper.

5. To serve, divide broccoli between two plates and 
top with poached eggs and mayo.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegan – skip the eggs and serve broccoli with a big dollop of 
hummus.

different protein – I love sardines, tuna or salmon instead of 
the egg. It's also lovely with shaved parmesan or a sharp goats 
cheese. Great with grilled steaks or pork chops.

side dish – skip the egg and mayo and serve broccoli with a 
splash of lemon juice anywhere you’d normally serve a green salad.

different veg – try asparagus, kale, cabbage, chard (silverbeet), 
spinach or broccolini.

carb lovers / more substantial – add cooked pasta, chickpeas 
or beans.

more veg – toss in baby spinach at the end.

carnivore – serve steak with broccoli.

--BROCCOLI--
TUVIDEO

https://youtu.be/r2mh-9kp4xM


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes for broccoli. No for eggs. Leftovers will keep in the fridge 
for 2 weeks or can be frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

broccoli – will keep for 2 weeks or longer in the fridge. Can be 
frozen. Best to chop before freezing for quicker defrosting.

eggs – will keep in th fridge for a month or so. Or use for another 
meal.

vinegar – keep it in the pantry.

mayonnaise – unopened in pantry or in fridge once opened.

SUPER 
TENDER

BROCCOLI 

--BROCCOLI--
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BROCCOLI 
SANDWICH 

BREAD 

When I’m in the mood for a sandwich or a slice of 
toast, this is my go-to recipe, inspired by David 
and Luise at Green Kitchen Stories. I love how 
something that feels and tastes quite ‘bready’ 
is actually a serve of vegetables.

I slice and freeze so I can just defrost in the 
toaster as needed.

This broccoli version does look very green, which 
I love but I’ve found my boys are much happier 
eating the white, cauliflower version instead. 
What is it with kids and green food?

Enough for 6 to 8 slices
Takes 40 minutes 

500g (1lb) broccoli, 2 small

4 eggs

100g (3.5oz) almond meal

1/4 teaspoon salt

1. Preheat your oven to 200C (400F).

2. Process your broccoli using your food processor 
until it looks a bit like fine couscous. Or chop as 
finely as possible.

3. Add eggs, almond meal and salt to the food 
processor bowl. Stir with a spoon until combined.

4. Line a baking tray with baking (parchment) paper. 
Tip the broccoli mixture onto the lined tray then 
using your hands smooth into a rectangle about 
1cm (1/3in) thick.

5. Bake for 20-25 minutes or until the bread is 
slightly browned and feels firm and springy when 
touched.

6. Cool on the tray for a few minutes then transfer to 
a wire rack to cool completely. Cut in half crosswise 
and then into 3-4 lengthwise to make 6-8 slices (or 
cut to your preferred size).

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

different quantities – the 500g (1lb) broccoli is a guideline but if 
you only have 400g (14oz) or up to 600g (21oz) it will be fine.

higher fiber –  add 1-2 tablespoons psyllium, oat bran, ground 
chia seeds or ground flax seeds (linseeds). I’ve also made it with 
whole linseeds.

nut-free – replace almond meal with bread crumbs, ground 
linseeds (flax seeds) or ground sunflower seeds. Each of these 
will soak up different amounts of moisture so you’ll need to be 
prepared for different baking times. When I made it with ground 
sunflower seeds, the texture was wetter and it took 30 minutes.

different vegetables – cauliflower works really well. You could 
also replace up to half the broccoli / cauliflower with grated raw veg 
like carrot, beets, sweet potato, parsnip or zucchini. I wouldn’t use 
all root veg though as the texture would be too dense.

other flavours – I like to keep this simple so my sandwich flavours 
come through but you could play around with some grated 
parmesan, garlic or chopped herbs.

--BROCCOLI--

http://www.greenkitchenstories.com/


PREPARE AHEAD?
You can cook the bread ahead and keep in either fridge or 
freeze.  Will keep in the fridge for 1-2 weeks. Can be frozen. I 
like to keep it in the freezer and just warm slices in the toaster 
as needed.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

broccoli – will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the fridge for 
about 2 weeks or sometimes a little longer. Can be frozen (if you 
have time chop before freezing so it will defrost quickly).

eggs – will keep in the fridge for weeks or use for another meal.

almond meal / salt – keep them in the pantry.

BROCCOLI 
SANDWICH 

BREAD 

--BROCCOLI--
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CABBAGE
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CABBAGE RECIPES
Malaysian Golden Egg Curry

Roast Cabbage with Crunchy Bacon Gremolata

Hearty Bacon & Cabbage Soup

Cabbage Wraps with Chickpeas & Za'atar



CABBAGE

STORAGE BEST PRACTICES 
Cabbage will keep wrapped in a
plastic bag in the fridge
for weeks if not months.

--CABBAGE--

SEASONALITY 
Cabbage is available year 
round so isn't particularly 
seasonal. However it does 
taste sweetest in the Spring.



roast cabbage with  crunchy bacon  gremolata



ROAST CABBAGE 
WITH CRUNCHY 

BACON GREMOLATA 

Inspired by the lovely Andrea Bemis from my 
favourite vegetable-loving blog Dishing Up the 
Dirt.

We’ve had this for breakfast and dinner on 
different days and it’s great at any time of 
day. I’ve also made it with white and red cabbage 
and have a slight preference for red because it 
looks prettier.

I love this with fried or poached eggs but it’s 
also super delicious as a side to chicken or a 
steak. Or for our vegetarian friends, just toss 
in some cooked chickpeas or lentils and replace 
the bacon with extra almonds.
 

Enough for 2
Takes 40 minutes 

1/2 medium red cabbage

4 slices bacon

2 handfuls roasted almonds

1 small bunch flat leaf parsley

zest 1 small lemon

cooked protein, to serve

1. Preheat your oven to 250C (480F). Slice cabbage 
into 4-5 slices each about 2cm (3/4in) thick. Place 
sliced on a baking tray. Drizzle generously with olive 
oil or duck fat.

2. Roast cabbage for about 15 minutes. Turn and 
keep cooking for another 10-15 minutes or until 
cabbage is crispy around the edges and no longer 
crunchy in the middle.

3. While the cabbage is roasting, cook bacon in a 
frying pan on a medium high heat until well browned 
and crispy. Cool for a few minutes.

4. When the bacon isn’t too hot chop coarsely. Chop 
almonds and parsley (stalks and all) and combine 
with the bacon along with the lemon zest.

5. Divide cabbage between 2 plates and top with 
bacon gremolata. And serve with your protein on 
the side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

protein options – serve with poached or fried eggs, cooked 
chickpeas or beans or as a side to roast or pan fried chicken, fish 
or a juicy steak.

more substantial (low carb) – a dollop of home made mayo is 
lovely or increase the protein.

carb-lovers – toss in some cooked pasta, serve with crusty bread 
and butter or pile everything on a slice of well buttered sourdough 
toast.

vegetarian – make an almond gremolata by doubling the almonds, 
skipping the bacon and adding a small clove of finely chopped 
garlic. If you have smoked almonds, even better.

pescetarian – replace bacon with a drained can of tuna in chilli oil.

budget – use chunky sour dough bread crumbs instead of the 
almonds (or substitute some).

--CABBAGE--

http://dishingupthedirt.com/
http://dishingupthedirt.com/
http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2015/12/the-great-stonesoup-oil-crisisare-you-using-the-wrong-oil/


PREPARE AHEAD?
You can roast the cabbage and cook the bacon ahead but 
keep them separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or 
can be frozen. To serve, warm cabbage in the oven or a frying 
pan. Make gremolata using bacon and scatter over warmed 
cabbage as per the recipe.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

cabbage – will keep in a plastic bag in the fridge for weeks, 
even months. Can be frozen but will have a wilted texture once 
defrosted.

bacon – freeze it.

roasted almonds – keep them in the pantry.

flat leaf parsley – will keep in the fridge wrapped in a plastic 
bag for a few weeks. Can be frozen or make a parsley oil by 
packing the leaves into a clean jar and covering with extra virgin 
olive oil.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

different veg – brussels sprouts are an obvious choice and 
won’t need as long in the oven. Also brilliant with regular broccoli, 
broccolini or cauliflower – just adjust roasting time as needed. The 
gremolata is also great on cooked greens like spinach, chard or 
kale.

short on time – pan fry sliced cabbage instead of roasting.

ROAST CABBAGE 
WITH CRUNCHY 

BACON GREMOLATA 

--CABBAGE--



hearty bacon  & cabbage  soup



HEARTY BACON 
& CABBAGE 

SOUP 

Bacon and cabbage is one of my favourite food 
combos. Up there with tomatoes and basil or fish 
and lemon. I love it cooked as a meal on its own 
but this soup makes for an even more comforting 
treat.

Enough for 2
Takes 40 minutes 

6 slices bacon, chopped

1 onion, peeled & diced

1/2 small cabbage

3 cups chicken stock

2-3 tablespoons sherry 
or wine vinegar

shaved parmesan cheese, to serve

1. Heat a large saucepan on a medium high heat. Add a 
little oil and your bacon and cook, uncovered, stirring every 
now and then for 5 minutes or until the bacon is crispy.

2. Remove bacon from the pan, leaving behind the oil.

3. Pop your onion in the pan (add more oil if you think 
it needs it). Cover and cook, stirring periodically until 
the onion is soft and golden. About 10 minutes.

4. While the onion is cooking, finely slice your cabbage. 
Then add to the pot when your onion is soft.

5. Add stock and bring to a simmer. Cook, uncovered until 
the cabbage is no longer crunchy – around 15 minutes.

6. Remove from the heat. Add 2 tablespoons vinegar. 
Taste and season with extra vinegar, salt and pepper 
as needed. Remember you’re going to serve with 
salty bacon and cheese.

7. Divide soup between two bowls. Top with parmesan 
and bacon.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

5-ingredients – either skip the parmesan or use water instead of 
the stock.

short on time – use two pots and cook the bacon at the same 
time as the onion – will save you 10 minutes.

vegetarian – double the onion, use vegetable stock, skip the 
bacon and use lots of parmesan. Add some cooked lentils or 
beans to make it more substantial.

more substantial / high fat – serve with a big dollop of home 
made garlicky mayo or top with a poached egg.

more substantial / carb lovers – toss in cooked pasta or 
potatoes or serve with hot buttered sourdough toast. Or better yet 
some Irish soda bread buttered with Kerrygold.

herby – add some rosemary, sage or thyme with the cabbage.

different veg – try with kale, collard greens, spinach, or chard.

different pork products – crumbled pork sausages, sliced 
chorizo or salami would all work.

paleo (grain, legume & dairy-free) – replace parmesan with a 
dollop of mayo.

--CABBAGE--

http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2014/09/how-i-keep-my-family-healthy/
http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2015/12/the-great-stonesoup-oil-crisisare-you-using-the-wrong-oil/
http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2015/12/the-great-stonesoup-oil-crisisare-you-using-the-wrong-oil/
http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2008/03/getting-lucky-with-the-irish/


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the parmesan 
separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen. 
To serve, bring back to a simmer and top with cheese.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

bacon – freeze it.

onion – will keep in the pantry for months. Best if in a dark 
corner in a brown paper bag.

cabbage – will keep in a plastic bag in the fridge for weeks, 
even months. Can be frozen but will have a wilted texture once 
defrosted.

stock / sherry or wine vinegar – keep it in the pantry.

parmesan – keeps for longer in a chunk so only grate when 
you’re cooking. I wrap in waxed paper or baking paper and then 
keep in an airtight container or a sealed ziplock bag. I prefer this 
over just wrapping in cling wrap because the air in the container 
allows the cheese to breathe and not sweat but the container / 
plastic bag prevents from drying out in the dry fridge air. Either 
way will keep for months.

HEARTY BACON 
& CABBAGE 

SOUP 

--CABBAGE--



GREENS



GREENS

--GREENS--

GREENS RECIPES
Big Bistro Kale Salad

Salted Kale with Green Tahini

Cheese & Onion Frittata

Lemony Kale with Smoked Trout & Almonds

Spicy Kale & Chorizo Soup

Shichimi Togarashi Beef

Lime & Tahini Kale Salad

Chorizo & Spinach



GREENS

STORAGE BEST 
PRACTICES 
Store in the fridge in the 
packaging it was purchased.

If you have loose leaves, wash 
and spin dry then wrap in paper 
towel and store in a plastic 
bag in the fridge.

--GREENS--

SEASONALITY 
Depends on the greens! 
Silverbeet (Swiss Chard) and 
rainbow chard are available 
year round. Spinach is best 
in the cooler months from 
Autumn to Spring. Kale is best 
in Winter and Spring.



lime &  tahini  kale salad



LIME & 
TAHINI KALE 

SALAD 

Inspired by the lovely Ella Woodward from her 
first book ‘Deliciously Ella’ which is filled with 
plant based recipes. When I first made this I was 
completely obsessed I think I had it three times 
in one week. I adore how the lime and tahini come 
together to make a super flavoursome dressing.

Enough for 1 to 2
Takes 10 minutes 

1 large bunch kale

2 limes

4 tablespoons tahini

2 tablespoons soy sauce

1. Remove tough stems from the kale and slice or 
tear into bite sized strips. Place kale in a large bowl.

2. Squeeze over lime juice and drizzle with tahini and 
soy sauce. Toss salad with your hands massaging 
the kale as you go. Serve!

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

no tahini – use almond or cashew butter instead. Or replace tahini 
with extra virgin olive oil for a less creamy salad. You could sprinkle 
in some toasted sesame seeds for flavour.

carb lovers / more substantial – toss in torn flat bread or tortillas 
OR some cooked quinoa or rice and an extra squeeze of lime to 
make sure the salad doesn’t dry out.

carnivore – toss in some sliced cooked steak or chicken – I love 
this steak version!

no lime – use lemon instead.

soy-free – replace soy sauce with coconut aminios or use salt to 
season instead.

--GREENS--

http://deliciouslyella.com/


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! This is a rare salad that is fine for a day or two in the 
fridge. It’s still edible for longer than that (up to a week or so), 
but won’t be quite as nice as the first few days. Don’t freeze.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

kale – will keep in the fridge in a plastic bag uncooked for at 
least 2 weeks. Once cooked like this it will keep for a month or 
so in the fridge. Can be frozen both cooked or raw.

lime – will keep in a plastic bag in the fridge for months.

tahini – I keep mine in the pantry but will keep longer in the 
fridge if open.

soy sauce – keep it in the pantry.

LIME & 
TAHINI KALE 

SALAD 

--GREENS--



salted kale  bowls with  green tahini



SALTED KALE 
BOWLS WITH 

GREEN TAHINI 

How good does salted kale sound?! OK it’s a 
different vibe to salted caramel or salted 
chocolate but still.

Salting the kale like this tones down the bitter 
flavours, making it taste super yum. And it 
tenderises the leaves so you don’t need jaws of 
steel like a James Bond baddie to be able to eat 
it.

Yay!

Oh and this green tahini is something I was 
inspired to try when I had some leftover pesto 
that needed using up and it wasn’t enough to 
really do much with. Love how the tahini adds a 
creamy, nutty complexity to the freshness of my 
favourite basil sauce.

Soo soo good.

I’ve used purple kale in the photo but of course 
any kale will work. Or if you prefer milder salad 
leaves, try some baby spinach!

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

1 bunch kale

2 + 4 tablespoons lemon juice

4 tablespoons tahini

4 tablespoons pesto

2 handfuls roast hazelnuts 
or other protein

1. Tear kale leaves into bite sized pieces, leaving the 
stems for another use (or feeding your compost). 
Sprinkle with a generous pinch of fine salt and toss 
with 2 tablespoons lemon juice so all the leaves are 
coated. Stand for 5 minutes or up to an hour for the 
leaves to soften.

2. Meanwhile combine 4 tablespoons lemon juice 
with the tahini and pesto in a small bowl. Taste 
and season with salt and pepper and extra lemon 
if needed, remembering you’ve already salted the 
kale. If the dressing it too chunky, stir in a splash of 
water.

3. To serve, spread dressing on the base of a platter 
or two plates. Top with kale and nuts / protein.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

different greens – young collards, any kale or baby spinach. I’ve 
also made it with young chard (silverbeet) leaves from one of my 
playgroup friends gardens and was surprised how delicious it was.

no tahini – tahini is a sesame seed paste. Substitute almond 
butter, cashew butter, or sunflower seed butter (sun butter). Or try 
a smashed avocado.

protein – wonderful with cooked chicken (pick up a BBQ chook), 
eggs (poached or boiled), nuts or cooked pork sausages. Crumbled 
feta or goats cheese or shaved hard cheese like parmesan would 
also be lovely.

--GREENS--
TUVIDEO

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2014/01/pesto/
https://www.youtube.com/embed/l8LnFQsMFmc


PREPARE AHEAD?
You can. Just salt the kale and make the dressing as per the 
recipe but keep them separately. Kale is good in the fridge for 
a few days but will get softer and softer. The dressing will keep 
in the fridge for up to a month and can be frozen. To serve 
allow dressing to come to room temp and continue as per 
recipe. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

kale – will keep in the fridge in a plastic bag uncooked for at 
least 2 weeks. Once cooked like this, it will keep for a month or 
so in the fridge. Can be frozen both cooked or raw.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

tahini – I keep mine in the pantry but will keep longer in the 
fridge if open.

pesto – commercial jars of pesto will keep for months in the 
pantry. Fresh pesto will keep in the fridge for a few weeks. Cover 
with olive oil to prevent exposure to air and browning reactions.

roast hazelnuts – keep in the pantry.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

no pesto / dairy-free – puree a bunch of fresh leafy herbs (basil 
or parsley) with 4 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil or use this dairy-
free pesto.

nut-free – use nut-free protein and the dairy-free option above.

more substantial / low carb – add more protein like some 
cooked chicken!

more substantial / carb lovers – toss in some torn pita bread, 
sourdough chunks or cooked grains like quinoa, couscous or 
brown rice.

carnivore – serve as a side to cooked chicken or sausages.

SALTED KALE 
BOWLS WITH 

GREEN TAHINI 

--GREENS--

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2013/07/sicilian-nut-pesto/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2013/07/sicilian-nut-pesto/


spiced kale  & chorizo  soup



SPICY KALE 
& CHORIZO 

SOUP 

One of my all time favourite mid-week meals is 
Chorizo & Kale which satisfies both my Irishman’s 
need for something meaty and spicy and my need 
for lots of greens! 

This soup version ticks all the same boxes while 
being even more comforting and satisfying.

Enough for 2
Takes 20 minutes 

2 spanish chorizo, or other 
spicy sausage diced

2 bunches kale, finely sliced

3 cups chicken stock

1 tablespoon sherry or wine vinegar

shaved parmesan, 
to serve (optional)

1. Heat a large pot on a medium high heat. Add a 
good glug of oil to the pan and cook chorizo, stirring 
every few minutes until the sausage is browned and 
cooked through. Remove chorizo from the pan and 
place in a clean bowl. Leave as much of the spicy 
oil as you can.

2. Add kale and stock to the pan and bring to the 
boil. Simmer uncovered for 5-10 minutes or until 
kale is wilted and tender.

3. Remove from the heat and puree soup using a 
stick blender.

4. Add vinegar. Taste and season with salt and 
pepper.

5. To serve divide soup between two bowls. Top 
with chorizo and parmesan (if using) and finish with 
a good drizzle of extra virgin olive oil.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

vegetarian – replace chorizo with semi dried tomatoes or char 
grilled red peppers and add a tablespoon of smoked paprika to the 
soup with the kale. You might like to serve with a poached egg for 
extra protein.

dairy-free / paleo – skip the parmesan or replace with sliced 
almonds.

different greens – feel free to use collard greens, spinach, baby 
spinach, chard, rainbow chard or silverbeet instead of the kale.

no chorizo – any spicy sausage or salami will work. You could also 
use fresh sausage, just crumble and cook as per the recipe.

hot! – serve with a good drizzle of chilli oil.

carb-lovers / more substantial – add cooked pasta, couscous, 
potatoes or rice and bring back to a simmer before serving. You 
might like to double the amount of chorizo too. Crusty bread and 
butter as a side also works well.

richer – serve with a big dollop of mayo on top of the chorizo.

--GREENS--

http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2012/10/4-surprising-lessons-for-home-cooks-from-the-best-restaurant-in-the-world/
http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2009/02/the-minight-oil/


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the parmesan 
separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen. 
To serve, bring back to a simmer and top with cheese.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

chorizo, or other spicy sausage diced – freeze it.

kale – will keep in the fridge in a plastic bag uncooked for at 
least 2 weeks. Once cooked like this it will keep for a month or 
so in the fridge. Can be frozen both cooked or raw.

chicken stock / sherry or wine vinegar – keep them in the 
pantry.

parmesan – wrap in waxed paper or baking paper and store in 
the fridge in a sealed paper bag or airtight container. Will keep 
for months. Can be frozen if you’re going away.

SPICY KALE 
& CHORIZO 

SOUP 

--GREENS--



SALAD & HERBS



SALAD & HERBS

--SALAD & HERBS--

SALAD & HERBS RECIPES
Minute Steaks with Peppercorn Sauce

Sausage & Macadamia Stuffing Loaf

Big Bistro Kale Salad

Crispy Iceberg Salad with Almond Crust

Beef & Caraway Kofta (Meatballs)

The Ultimate Low Carb Cheese on Toast

Crispy Fish with Tahini Yoghurt

Lemony Miso Salmon

Turkish Poached Eggs with Yoghurt & Sumac 

The Great Aussie Rissole!

'Super' Iron’ Supper

Simple Fish with Lemon Butter

Fast Roast Trout with Almonds

Warm Smoked Fish Salad

Crispy Fried Egg Salad

Chicken with Cashew Pesto

Fish with Sorrel Pesto

Super Magnesium Salmon



SALAD & HERBS

STORAGE BEST 
PRACTICES 
Store sealed bag in the fridge. 
If buying loose wash and spin 
dry in a salad spinner then 
wrap loosely in paper towel 
and place inside plastic bag. 
Push out most of the air and 
seal. Store in the fridge.

--SALAD & HERBS--

SEASONALITY 
Different lettuces, rocket 
(arugula) and herbs like 
parsley, coriander, rosemary 
and oregano are great year-
round. 

Other herbs are best over 
the warmer months. Basil is 
especially seasonal, being 
best in Summer and early 
Autumn (Fall).



crispy iceberg  salad with  almond crust



CRISPY ICEBERG 
SALAD WITH 

ALMOND CRUST 

This salad was inspired by a recipe in the latest 
Cornersmith book. I just love the idea of chopping 
iceberg lettuce into wedges and drizzling it 
with a creamy dressing and topping with a crispy 
crust.

This salad has completely changed my opinion on 
good old iceberg. Now I’m excited to use it in 
more than just Sang Choi Bau or as a low carb 
alternative to tortillas and wraps.

If you have ghee, make sure you use it to toast 
the nuts. It adds a whole extra dimension. If 
using butter, just be careful it doesn’t burn.

Makes a fab side for chicken in any form. If 
you’re short on time, pick up a 1/2 BBQ chicken 
on the way home from work and you’ll be rewarded 
with a tasty almost-effortless dinner. Also good 
with sausages.

BTW, this dressing combo of creamy mayonnaise and 
tangy yoghurt is one of my current faves. Love 
how it brings the perfect balance of richness 
and zing. Great on veggies or as a simple sauce 
for chicken or fish as well.

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

1 tablespoon ghee or butter

50g (2oz) almond flakes

1/2 large iceberg lettuce

2 tablespoons Greek yoghurt

4 tablespoons mayonnaise

BBQ, roast or pan fried chicken, 
to serve

1. Heat a small frying pan on a medium high heat. 
Melt ghee / butter and toss in almond flakes. Cook, 
stirring for a few minutes until almonds are lovely 
and browned. Cool on paper towel.

2. Slice lettuce into 4 wedges. Arrange on a serving 
platter. Mix yoghurt and mayo to make a dressing 
and drizzle over the lettuce.

3. Top with cooled almonds and serve with your 
chicken.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

nut-free / budget – replace almonds with sourdough bread 
crumbs like the Cornersmith gals do.

herby crust – add a few thyme leaves to the hot almonds. And 
add some chopped flat leaf parsley once the nuts are cool.

dairy-free / paleo – replace yoghurt with extra mayo and a little 
lemon juice. Use olive oil instead of the butter / ghee.

--SALAD & HERBS--
TUVIDEO

https://www.bookdepository.com/Cornersmith-Salads-and-Pickles-Alex-Elliott-Howery-Sabine-Spindler/9781743369234
https://www.bookdepository.com/Cornersmith-Salads-and-Pickles-Alex-Elliott-Howery-Sabine-Spindler/9781743369234
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2015/09/pan-fried-chicken/
https://www.youtube.com/embed/udu5FlGQXww


PREPARE AHEAD?
The nuts can be toasted a week or so ahead and kept in an 
airtight container in the pantry. The rest of the salad is best 
when freshly made.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

ghee or butter – will keep in the fridge for weeks.

almond flakes – pantry.

iceburg lettuce – will keep in the fridge for a few weeks in a 
plastic bag. Otherwise use for another meal as it’s not great 
once frozen.

yoghurt – usually has a shelf life of a month or so. Otherwise, 
have it for another meal like breakfast! Don’t freeze.

mayonnaise – unopened in pantry or in fridge once opened 
and will last for months.

BBQ, roast or pan fried chicken – freeze it.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

more substantial – use more nuts! Toss in some cooked grains or 
legumes such as quinoa, brown rice or chickpeas.

carb-lovers – serve with crusty bread and butter or roast potatoes. 
Or use toasted bread crumbs as the crust.

vegetarian – serve as a side to mushroom or eggplant steaks. Or 
toss in some cooked chickpeas or lentils.

CRISPY ICEBERG 
SALAD WITH 

ALMOND CRUST  

--SALAD & HERBS--

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2013/07/eggplant-steaks-with-parmesan-peas/


big bistro kale salad  with walnuts 
&  blue cheese



BIG BISTRO KALE 
SALAD WITH WALNUTS 

& BLUE CHEESE 

This is one of those substantial main course 
salads that the French do so well. It also 
doubles nicely as a side salad without the extra 
protein.

I’ve actually served this as a side for guests 
on two occasions and both times it was the dish 
that got the most compliments! I think people 
are surprised that a kale salad can be that 
delicious.

The secret is using a neutral flavoured oil so 
the vinegar and mustard really dominate the 
dressing – the perfect punchy counterbalance to 
the healthy greeness of the kale. I use a regular 
olive oil (not extra virgin)

If blue cheese isn’t your thing, make sure you 
check out the variations below. It’s good but 
definitely not a deal breaker.

I’ve used Cavolo Nero (Tuscan or black kale) 
in the photo but my absolute favourite kale 
for this salad is a curly purple kale from the 
farmers market. Of course if you’re not a kale 
fan there are always options in the Variations & 
Substitutions below…

One more thing… kale salads are great for 
entertaining (and for work lunches) because you 
can make them in advance and leave to stand for 
a few hours before adding the toppings. The acid 
and salt from the dressing actually soften the 
kale and make it easier to eat.

There are 7 ingredients listed here but one is 
oil which I don’t count (along with salt and 
pepper!).

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

1 big bunch kale

2 tablespoons sherry vinegar 
or red wine vinegar

6 tablespoons neutral flavoured oil

1 tablespoon Dijon mustard

handful roasted walnuts

handful blue cheese, crumbled

200g – 400g (4-7oz) cooked 
chicken or other cooked protein, to 

serve, optional

1. Tear kale from the stems then rip the leaves into 
bite sized pieces. Keep the stems for another use.

2. Place vinegar, oil and mustard in a small jar. Shake 
to emulsify. Season with salt and pepper.

3. Toss dressing in with the kale then top with 
walnuts, cheese and protein (if using).

--SALAD & HERBS--
TUVIDEO

https://player.vimeo.com/video/290242657


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes for a few hours! Just dress kale as per the recipe but 
keep the walnuts, protein and separately. Best up to about 3 
hours but will keep in the fridge for a week and still be edible, 
although probably not dinner-party-worthy. Don’t freeze. To 
serve,toss salad and sprinkle with cheese, nuts and protein.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

kale – will keep in the fridge in a plastic bag uncooked for at 
least 2 weeks. Once cooked like this it will keep for a month or 
so in the fridge. Can be frozen both cooked or raw.

sherry vinegar or red wine vinegar / oil / roasted walnuts 
/ Dijon mustard – keep them in the pantry.

blue cheese – keeps for weeks (or more) if unopened. Once 
opened store in a sealed container or ziplock bag in the fridge 
and use withine 4 to 5 days. Can be frozen.

cooked chicken – freeze it. 

VARIATIONS & SUBSTITUTIONS

protein ideas – quick pulled chicken, leftover roast chicken, cooked sausages, poached eggs, 
boiled eggs, bacon, lentils, or chickpeas.

6-ingredients – I don’t count oil, salt and pepper as ingredients.

4-ingredients / über simple – skip the blue cheese and protein and increase the walnuts.

vegetarian – use cooked lentils, chickpeas or extra nuts + cheese as your protein.

carnivore – bacon!

more substantial (carb lovers) – serve with a crusty baguette and butter. Or toss in roast root 
veg like parsnip, potato, sweet potato or butternut.

more substantial (low carb) – increase the protein and / or walnuts.

dairy-free – extra walnuts or protein. Or serve with a dollop of mayo or sliced avocado instead.

nut-free – roasted chickpeas or toasted sourdough breadcrumbs or croutons instead of the 
walnuts. Sliced crisp apple will also work.

BIG BISTRO KALE 
SALAD WITH WALNUTS 

& BLUE CHEESE  

--SALAD & HERBS--

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2018/05/quick-pulled-chicken/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2011/03/simple-roast-chicken/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2017/01/poached-eggs-with-mayo/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2013/06/moon-crater-free-boiled-eggs/


SUMMER VEG



SUMMER VEG

--SUMMER VEG--

SUMMER VEG RECIPES
Spicy Roast Eggplant & Harissa Soup

Zucchini & Chicken Pad Thai

Spanish Ragu with Zucchini Noodles

Spicy Sichuan Pork & Noodles

Curry Stuffed Eggplant with Yoghurt

Ricotta Gnocchi in Tomato Sauce

Fried Eggs with Smashed Avo & Togarashi

Avo on Toast with Smashed Olives & Tahini

Pav Baji

Zucchini 'Noodle' & Pesto Salad

Easy 1-Dish Ratatouille

Seriously Easy Moussaka

Asian Beef & Zucchini 'Noodles'’

5-Ingredient Chicken Cacciatore

Tuna, Tomato & Zucchini Salad

Warm Grilled Veg Salad

Zucchini with Butter Beans + Goats Curd

Fish Wraps with Limey Avocado

Easy Spiced Eggplant

Zucchini Mac & Cheese



SUMMER VEG
STORAGE BEST 
PRACTICES 
TOMATOES - keep them in a bowl in 
the kitchen at room temperature 
because chilling changes the 
texture and dulls the flavour. if 
you need them to   'last' longer 
you can pop them in the fridge 
but they won't taste as good!

OTHER SUMMER VEG - store in the 
fridge wrapped in a plastic bag.

--SUMMER VEG--

SEASONALITY 
No prizes for guessing that 
the Summer Veg, including 
tomatoes, capsicum (bell 
peppers), zucchini and 
eggplant are all best in 
Summer and early Aumtumn 
(Fall).



zucchini 'noodles'  & pesto  salad



ZUCCHINI
 'NOODLE' & 

PESTO SALAD 

This is going to sound like a big call but 
I’m willing to ‘go there’ anyway. This was my 
favourite thing on our table this Christmas. Yep 
better than the deep fried turkey – although 
only just. Man was that one tasty turkey. But 
back to the salad, it has such freshness and 
vibrancy yet the noodles provide the comfort 
you’d normally expect from a bowl of spaghetti. 
I’ve been serving it mostly as a side salad this 
Summer but it would only take a poached egg, some 
sardines, a generous handful of shaved Parmesan 
or a little cooked chicken to turn it into a 
meal.

And another thing I love about this salad is that 
it’s not a ‘delicate flower’ that will wilt if you 
don’t serve asap. It’s actually happy sitting 
around at room temperature for an hour or so. And 
the leftovers keep really well in the fridge!

Enough for 2 as a side
Takes 15 minutes 

2 medium zucchini

6 tablespoons pesto

2 tablespoons lemon juice

bunch basil, leaves picked

handful pine nuts

cooked protein, to serve

1. Cut zucchini into spaghetti-like noodles using a 
spiralizer, vegetable peeler or mandoline. Sprinkle 
with some fine salt and stand for a few minutes to 
soften.

2. Combine pesto and lemon in a large bowl.

3. Toss zucchini noodles in the pesto dressing along 
with the basil. Taste and adjust seasoning with more 
salt or lemon, as needed.

4. Serve with pine nuts scattered on top. And your 
protein on the side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

dairy-free – use a dairy-free pesto or basil oil.

carb lovers / more substantial – toss in some torn sourdough 
croutons, boiled new potatoes or cooked spaghetti.

protein options – poached eggs, some sardines, canned tuna, 
pork sausages, chickpea, lentils, a generous handful of shaved 
parmesan or feta, or a little cooked shredded chicken. We had this 
one year with our Christmas turkey and it was a winning combo.

carnivore – serve with grilled chicken or sausages.

different herbs – if it isn’t basil season use flat leaf parsley, mint 
or some salad leaves instead – you just want some leafy fresh 
greenness.

--SUMMER VEG--

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2014/01/pesto/
http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2010/11/knife-skills-how-to-chop-like-a-chef-5-ingredients-10-minutes/


PREPARE AHEAD?
No. Best when freshly made. However, leftovers will keep in 
the fridge for a week. Don’t freeze. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

zucchini – will keep for 2 weeks or longer in a plastic bag in 
the fridge. To keep it even longer, cook sliced zucchini in a little 
butter until just soft then store in an airtight container in the 
fridge.

pesto – commercial jars of pesto will keep for months in the 
pantry. Fresh pesto will keep in the fridge for a few weeks. Cover 
with olive oil to prevent exposure to air and browning reactions.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

basil – make basil oil by packing washed and dried leaves in 
a clean jar and covering with extra virgin olive oil. Or you can 
freeze the leaves, they’ll wilt but will still be delicious.

pine nuts – keep them in the pantry.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

different nuts – pine nuts can be expensive so feel free to use 
almonds, brazil nuts or cashews instead.

nut-free – skip the pine nuts or use shaved parmesan, crumbled 
feta or slices of fresh goats cheese instead.

ZUCCHINI 
‘'NOODLE' & 

PESTO SALAD 

--SUMMER VEG--



easy  1-dish  ratatouille



EASY 
1-DISH 

RATATOUILLE 

Over the Summer I’ve had a bit of an eggplant 
fetish happening. I wish I could say that it 
was from all the eggplant in my garden but the 
sad truth is my 3 tiny aubergine were mauled by 
possums before they were ripe. 

One of my fave ways to prepare eggplant is this 
super simple ratatouille. Gotta love a dish where 
you just chop some veg, set your timer and let 
the oven do the rest!
 

Enough for 2
Takes 60 minutes 

2 red capsicum (bell peppers)

2-3 zucchini

1 large eggplant or 2 medium

1T sherry or red wine vinegar

1 bunch basil or parsley, to serve

aioli or mayo, to serve

1. Preheat your oven to 200C (400F). Chop veg into 
2cm (1in) chunks. Place veg in a large roasting pan. 
Drizzle generously with olive oil and toss to mix. 
Sprinkle with salt.

2. Roast veg for 45-50 minutes. Stirring once or 
twice.

3. When all the veg are soft, remove from the oven 
toss in the vinegar. Taste and season with more salt 
and /or vinegar if needed.

4. Toss through herbs and serve hot or at room 
temp with a big dollop of aioli or mayo.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

short on time – pan fry veggies in oil until soft instead of roasting.

different veg – finely chopped onion, garlic, cherry tomatoes or 
diced tomato, fennel or summer squash. Or even some mushrooms 
for a bit of Autumn flavour.

caponata – replace the zucchini and capsicum with an extra 
eggplant and finely chopped onion. Toss in toasted pine nuts to 
serve.

carb-lovers – toss in cooked pasta, quinoa or brown rice and serve 
with grated Parmesan. Or you could serve with crusty baguette.

carnivore – add cooked chicken, bacon, sausages or chorizo.

more substantial – add some protein! Cooked chicken or 
sausages or chorizo are great. Or try  a poached egg, grilled 
Halloumi, salty feta, a handful of nuts or cooked beans or legumes 
for vegetarians.

favourite lunch – toss in a drained can of sardines or tuna and 
serve on a bed of salad leaves.

--SUMMER VEG--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the herbs and aioli / 
mayo separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be 
frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

red capsicum (bell peppers) – keep in the fridge for a few 
weeks. For longer grill and store in an airtight jar under oil. Or 
freeze them.

zucchini – will keep for 2 weeks or longer in a plastic bag in 
the fridge. To keep it even longer, cook sliced zucchini in a little 
butter until just soft then store in an airtight container in the 
fridge.

eggplant – will keep for a few weeks in a plastic bag in the 
fridge. For longer, sliced and rub with oil and grill until soft and 
browned. Can be frozen if needed.

sherry or red wine vinegar – keep it in the pantry.

basil – make basil oil by packing washed and dried leaves in 
a clean jar and covering with extra virgin olive oil. Or you can 
freeze the leaves, they’ll wilt but will still be delicious.

parsley – will keep in the fridge wrapped in a plastic bag for a 
few weeks. Can be frozen or make a parsley oil by packing the 
leaves into a clean jar and covering with extra virgin olive oil.

EASY 
1-DISH 

RATATOUILLE 

--SUMMER VEG--



warm grilled veg  
salad



WARM 
GRILLED VEG 

SALAD 

Grilled veg from the deli or supermarket are 
brilliant to have on hand for adding instant 
veg with practically no prep. Here we’re quickly 
warming them in a pan before teaming with creamy 
ricotta for a light dinner. If you’re super 
hungry, checkout the variations for ideas on how 
to make this more substantial.

Enough for 2
Takes 10 minutes 

150g (5oz) grilled eggplant from 
the deli OR use a jar

150g (5oz) grilled peppers from the 
deli OR use a jar

1 tablespoon sherry or wine vinegar

1/2 cup ricotta

1 bag salad leaves

1. Place a medium frying pan on a medium high 
heat. Add eggplant and peppers to the pan and 
cook, turning once or twice until everything is warm.

2. Meanwhile, combine vinegar with 2 tablespoons 
extra virgin olive oil in a medium bowl. Season with 
salt and pepper and whisk.

3. Toss salad leaves in the dressing.

4. When the grilled veg are warm, spread ricotta 
over 2 plates. Top with dressed salad and finish with 
the grilled veg.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

dairy-free / vegan – replace ricotta with hummus.

different cheese – crumble over a salty feta instead. Or use a soft 
goats cheese or shavings of Parmesan. Also good with pan fried 
Halloumi instead of the ricotta.

carnivore – serve with pan fried or grilled chicken breast or thigh 
fillets.

more substantial / carb lovers – serve with pita or other flat 
bread. Toss in some cooked short pasta with the veg. Or add 
canned or cooked white beans or chickpeas to warm with the veg.

more veg – add sun dried tomatoes, artichokes and/or mushrooms 
from the deli. Or for fresh veg add cherry tomatoes, cucumbers, 
sprouts or grated carrot.

cook your own veg – try these roast peppers or eggplant or 
grilled zucchini.

paleo (grain, legume & dairy-free) – replace ricotta with avocado 
chunks.

--SUMMER VEG--
TUVIDEO

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2012/04/smoky-red-peppers/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2012/04/roast-eggplant/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2012/04/char-grilled-zucchini/
https://player.vimeo.com/video/141721150


PREPARE AHEAD?
Not really.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

grilled eggplant/ grilled peppers – unopened jars will keep in 
the pantry. Opened will keep in the fridge for a few weeks. Can 
be frozen. If from the deli you can freeze them.

sherry or wine vinegar – keep it in the pantry.

ricotta – in the fridge in the packaging it was purchased in.

salad leaves – store sealed bag in the fridge. If buying loose 
leaves, wash and spin dry in a salad spinner then wrap loosely in 
paper towel and place inside plastic bag. Push out most of the 
air and seal. Store in the fridge.

WARM 
GRILLED VEG 

SALAD 

--SUMMER VEG--



curry stuffed  eggplants with  yoghurt



CURRY STUFFED 
EGGPLANT WITH 

YOGHURT  

Roast eggplant halves are my favourite go-to low 
carb alternative to stuffed baked potatoes or 
sweet potato. Not only are they easier on the 
carbs, they’re also quicker to cook!

I normally go for Italian or Middle Eastern 
flavours with my eggplant, but a few weeks ago I 
had some leftover lamb curry and some eggplant 
in the fridge. You know where this story is 
heading…

Enough for 2
Takes 40 minutes 

2 medium eggplant

2 handfuls cooked meat / lentils / 
chickpeas /quinoa

2-3 teaspoons curry powder

Greek yoghurt, to serve

1-2 handfuls roast cashews 
or peanuts

baby spinach or salad leaves,
 to serve

1. Preheat your oven to 250C (480F). Halve eggplant, 
lengthwise. Score the cut side by lightly slashing a 
few times to allow the oil to penetrate the flesh and 
make it look pretty. Drizzle really generously with 
olive oil and roast cut side up for 20-30 minutes or 
until eggplant is well browned.

2. While the eggplant is cooking, warm your cooked 
meat / lentils / chickpeas in a frying pan with some 
more olive oil and the curry powder.

3. When the eggplant is cooked, divide between 
two plates. Top with warm curry mixture, nuts and 
drizzle over yoghurt. And pop the baby spinach on 
the side.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

carb-lovers – roast whole sweet potato or potatoes until tender. 
Then cut in half and top as per the recipe. Or serve eggplant with 
warmed flat bread.

dairy-free – use coconut yoghurt, mayo or just drizzle with some 
peppery extra virgin olive oil instead.

carnivore – brown some lamb or beef mince (ground meat) in a 
little oil before adding the curry powder.

more substantial – use more nuts or serve with mayo instead of 
the yoghurt.

nut-free – just skip them or replace with extra filling.

different spices – garam masala will work. Or try a mixture of 1 
teaspoon each ground cumin, coriander and paprika.

different veg – large flat mushrooms can be roasted like this 
instead (no need to score). Or see the carb-lovers.

--SUMMER VEG--
TUVIDEO

https://www.youtube.com/embed/MufdLRxBh2o


PREPARE AHEAD?
The eggplant can be roasted ahead. Store it by itself in the 
fridge for up to 2 weeks or freeze. The filling meat / lentils / 
chickpeas / quinoa can also be prepared and stored in the 
fridge up to a week (for the meat) or 2 for the rest. Filling can 
be frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

eggplant – will keep for a few weeks in a plastic bag in the 
fridge. For longer, slice and rub with oil and grill until soft and 
browned. Can be frozen if needed.

cooked meat – best to use for another meal.

lentils / chickpeas /quinoa / curry powder / roast cashews 
or peanuts – keep them in the pantry.

yoghurt – usually has a shelf life of a month or so. Otherwise, 
have it for another meal like breakfast! Don’t freeze.

baby spinach – either pop them in the freezer or wilt down in 
a covered pot with a little olive oil. This way they’ll keep in the 
fridge for a few weeks.

CURRY STUFFED 
EGGPLANT WITH 

YOGHURT  

--SUMMER VEG--



zucchini  & chicken  pad thai



ZUCCHINI & 
CHICKEN 

PAD THAI 

Pad Thai used to be one of my benchmark dishes to 
judge a Thai restaurant. When done right, it’s 
a wonderful dish busting with fresh flavours and 
textural contrast.

Of course since having diabetes and going Low 
Carb, it’s been years since I last had Pad Thai.

Then the other day I was picking zucchini in the 
garden and wondering what I could do with it… 
And so my Zucchini & Chicken version of Pad Thai 
was born!

I’ve kept the ketchup because it adds such depth 
of flavour along with the sweetness and it’s only 
a few tablespoons. Plus I’ve been using a sugar-
reduced ketchup which is surprisingly tasty. 
However, if you want to steer clear of the sugar 
then use tomato puree or tomato paste.

There are roasted peanuts in the picture, I’ve 
left them out of the recipe to keep it to 6 
ingredients (the oil doesn’t count). However 
you’re welcome to live dangerously and serve 
with peanuts scattered on top.

Enough for 2
Takes 30 minutes 

2 medium zucchini

3 tablespoons lime juice 
+ an extra lime to serve

2 tablespoons tomato ketchup

2 tablespoons fish or soy sauce

2 tablespoons oil

4 chicken thigh fillets, sliced

1 bunch coriander (cilantro), 
leaves picked

1. Spiralize zucchini or slice into ribbons using a 
mandoline or vegetable peeler. Toss with a pinch of 
fine salt and allow to stand for a few minutes.

2. Combine lime juice, ketchup, fish / soy sauce and 
oil in a small bowl. Taste and adjust seasoning with 
more lime / fish sauce / ketchup as needed. You’re 
looking for a balance between sour, salty and sweet.

3. Heat a little oil in a very hot wok or large frying pan. 
Add chicken and stir fry until just cooked through. 
Place cooked chicken in a small bowl.

4. Pat zucchini dry with paper towel. Return wok 
/ frying pan to the heat. Add a little more oil then 
quickly add zucchini and sauce. Stir well and allow 
everything to warm for a minute or so. Remove from 
the heat and stir in the cooked chicken.

5. To serve, divide chicken and zucchini noodle 
mixture between two bowls. Top with coriander / 
cilantro leaves and extra lime.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

hot! – toss in 1-2 small chopped red chillies with the chicken. I use 
super hot Thai ‘birds eye’ chillies but any fresh chilli like serrano will 
work.

vegetarian – replace chicken with scrambled eggs or firm tofu, 
extra peanuts or chickpeas.

nut-free – add a handful bean sprouts for crunch.

different nuts – also great with cashews or macadamias.

--SUMMER VEG--



PREPARE AHEAD?
The zucchini can be spiralized up to 3 days ahead. Don’t 
add the salt and keep in an airtight container in the fridge. 
Everything else is best hot from the wok.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

zucchini – will keep for 2 weeks or longer in a plastic bag in 
the fridge. To keep it even longer, cook sliced zucchini in a little 
butter until just soft then store in an airtight container in the 
fridge.

lime – will keep in a plastic bag in the fridge for months.

tomato ketchup / fish or soy sauce / oil – keep them in the 
pantry.

chicken thigh fillets – freeze them.

coriander – best to use for another meal. Can be frozen but will 
wilt when defrosted.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

more substantial – low carb – increase the chicken, add in some scrambled 
egg or serve with lots of roast peanuts or cashews.

carb-lovers – replace zucchini noodles with rice noodles, other noodles or 
spaghetti cooked according to the packet. Or serve with steamed jasmine rice.

paleo / sugar-free / very low carb – replace tomato ketchup with tomato 
puree. And use the fish sauce option instead of the soy.

more veg – add any veg you enjoy in a stir fry. Snow peas, bean sprouts, green 
beans, capsicum (bell peppers) are all great.

no coriander / cilantro – replace with basil leaves or mint. Or use a handful of 
roasted peanuts to garnish instead.

ZUCCHINI & 
CHICKEN 

PAD THAI 

--SUMMER VEG--



spiced roast  eggplant &  
harissa soup



SPICY ROAST 
EGGPLANT & 

HARISSA SOUP  

While I love soup at any time of the year, 
there’s something about this soup which just 
makes me think of Autumn.

Maybe it’s the colours. Maybe it’s the fact that 
eggplant are still in season in early Autumn 
just when the nights are getting colder and I’m 
in the mood for a warming bowl at dinner time.

Either way if you love eggplant, you have to try 
this soup.

It’s amazing how rich and creamy roast eggplant 
can be when pureed into a soup. I love the 
contrast between the silky soup, the cream , the 
harissa kick and the crunchy nuts. Seriously I 
could eat this all day long.

Enough for 2
Takes 30 minutes 

2 medium eggplant

2 cups chicken or veg stock

8 tablespoons sour cream

2 tablespoons Harissa

2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil

chopped roast almonds

1. Preheat your oven to its highest setting. Dice 
eggplant into 1inch (2.5cm) chunks, skins on. Place 
chunks in a baking tray, drizzle generously with olive 
oil and a good sprinkle of salt. Roast for 20 minutes, 
stirring after 10 minutes.

2. Bring the stock to a simmer in a medium saucepan. 
When the eggplant is softened and browned, tip the 
cooked eggplant into the stock and bring back to a 
simmer. Remove from the heat and puree using a 
stick blender leaving a few chunks. Taste and add 
more salt if needed.

3. Combine harissa with olive oil in a small bowl to 
make harissa oil. Divide soup between two bowls. 
Swirl over sour cream and harissa and top with 
almonds.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

dairy-free – coconut cream or additional extra virgin olive oil.

more veg – zucchini, onion and capsicum (red bell peppers) would 
all make a lovely ratatouille soup.

nut-free – replace with croutons, torn toast or pita chips. Or extra 
sour cream.

carb-lovers – serve with warm pita or crusty bread.

more substantial – more nuts or more olive oil or both!

sour cream alternatives – greek Yoghurt, mayo or double cream 
or any combo of the three.

no harissa – use your fave hot sauce or marcos chilli oil.

carnivore – chicken, chorizo, merguez sausages (or any spicy 
sausage).

--SUMMER VEG--

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2012/03/roast-chilli-harissa/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2017/05/marcos-chilli-oil/


PREPARE AHEAD?
Absolutely! Keep sour cream, almonds and harissa oil 
separately. Soup will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or frozen. 
To serve bring back to a simmer and top as per the recipe.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

eggplant – will keep for a few weeks in a plastic bag in the 
fridge. For longer, slice and rub with oil and grill until soft and 
browned. Can be frozen if needed.

chicken or veg stock / Harissa / extra virgin olive oil / 
roast almonds – keep them in the pantry.

sour cream – keeps for weeks in the fridge.

SPICY ROAST 
EGGPLANT & 

HARISSA SOUP  

--SUMMER VEG--



easy  spiced  eggplant



EASY 
SPICED 

EGGPLANT 

If I were vegetarian I’d eat a lot of eggplant. 
I just love its meaty texture and ability to 
absorb other flavours. 

It’s great served here as a warm salad with some 
farro and yoghurt but you could also use the 
eggplant as a chutney or relish to serve with 
chicken, pork or lamb.

Enough for 2
Takes 30 minutes 

2 eggplant, diced into 2cm 
(1in) cubes

2 teaspoons baharat 
or see below for alternatives

1-2 tablespoons lemon juice

1-2 cups cooked grain 
or legumes, to serve

1 bunch coriander (cilantro) 
or parsley to serve

natural yoghurt to serve

1. Heat a generous glug of olive oil in a medium 
saucepan. Add the eggplant and continue to cook 
with the lid on, stirring every 5 minutes or so until the 
eggplant is no longer crunchy – about 15 minutes.

2. Add the spice and remove the lid. Keep cooking 
until the eggplant is soft. Taste and season with salt, 
pepper and lemon juice.

3. Toss the herbs in with your grains or legumes and 
divide them between 2 plates. Top with eggplant 
and finish with the yoghurt.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

different spices – baharat is a Lebanese blend of 7 spices. The 
best substitute is to use equal parts ground cumin, coriander and 
smoked paprika. Or just use one of those spices. Or use another 
spice blend such as garam masala or even curry powder.

carnivore – add browned minced beef or bacon to the eggplant 
or serve as a side to BBQ or roast chicken, pan fried pork chops 
or sausages.

no eggplant / different veg – use zucchini and/or red bell peppers 
(capsicum) or mushrooms.

dairy-free – replace yoghurt with hummus or a mixture of equal 
parts tahini, lemon juice and water.

more veg – add extra onion, peppers or zucchini.

different grains / legumes – I used farro in the photo but it would 
be great with lentils, barley, brown rice, quinoa, white beans or 
chickpeas. Or serve with your favourite flat bread or tortillas.

short on time – use grilled eggplant from the deli.

--SUMMER VEG--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the herbs and 
yoghurt separately. Leftovers will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks 
or can be frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

onion – will keep in the pantry for months. Best if in a dark 
corner in a brown paper bag.

eggplant – will keep for a few weeks in a plastic bag in the 
fridge. For longer, sliced and rub with oil and grill until soft and 
browned.

baharat / grains or legumes – keep them in the pantry.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

coriander (cilantro) – freeze it in a plastic bag.

yoghurt – usually has a shelf life of a month or so. Otherwise, 
have it for another meal like breakfast! Don’t freeze.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

carb lovers / more substantial – serve with extra grains, flat 
bread or legumes.

paleo (grain, legume & dairy-free) – replace grains / legumes 
with browned minced (ground) beef or lamb. You could also replace 
the grains with Cauliflower hummus.

EASY 
SPICED 

EGGPLANT 

--SUMMER VEG--

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2017/06/roast-cauliflower-hummus/


PEAS & BEANS



PEAS & BEANS

--PEAS & BEANS--

PEAS & BEANS RECIPES
Pea & Pesto Pizza

Fried Brown Rice

Sausages, Peas & Parmesan

Pea & Hummus Soup

Chinese Beef & Beans

Yogic Green Salad



PEAS & BEANS

STORAGE BEST 
PRACTICES 
PEAS - store in the freezer in
the package they were purchased 
in. Fresh peas are best eaten asap 
but keep in the fridge in a
plastic bag if you must store them.

BEANS - store in the fridge
wrapped in a plastic bag.

--PEAS & BEANS--

SEASONALITY 
Garden peas are a year round 
veg. Snow peas and sugar snap 
peas are better in the warmer 
months. 

Beans are similarly more 
delicious in the warmer 
months.



chinese  beef  & beans



CHINESE 
BEEF 

& BEANS 

I’ve never really been excited about green 
beans. Until now. I’m not exaggerating when I 
say, halving and roasting the beans transforms 
them from ‘ho-hum’ to ‘OMG-are-there-any-more-
beans’. I’m not kidding. They’re that good. The 
only thing is halving the beans takes a lot of 
time, but it makes a difference to the results. 
The halved beans end up crispier and way more 
tasty so it’s worth it. But if you’re really 
pushed, see the ‘short on time’ variation below. 
I like to serve with cauliflower ‘rice’ (grated 
raw cauliflower).

Enough for 2
Takes 20 minutes 

450g (1lb) green beans, 
halved lengthwise

450g (1lb) ground (minced) beef

2-6 fresh chillies, chopped

4 tablespoons soy sauce

1 bunch mint, leaves picked 
(optional)

1. Preheat your oven to 250C (480F). Trim the 
bean stalks, discarding them, then halve the beans 
lengthwise. It’s a bit fiddly but worth it.

2. Toss beans in a little oil and place on a baking tray 
lined with paper. Bake for 15 minutes (stirring half 
way through) or until tender and really well browned.

3. Meanwhile, heat a little oil in a wok or frying pan 
and stir fry the beef and chilli on a really high heat 
until the beef is well browned.

4. Remove beef from the heat. When the beans are 
ready, stir in beans, soy sauce and mint (if using). 
Taste and season with more soy if needed.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

short on time – skip halving the beans (they won't be as crispy 
though) and allow an extra 5 minutes for them to cook in the oven.

vegetarian / vegan – I’d use crumbled firm tofu instead of the 
beef. Or try tossing in drained cooked white beans or lentils. Or stir 
fry some some mushrooms instead.

more veg – add in any of your favourite stir fry veg to cook after 
the beef is done. Red bell peppers (capsicum), snow peas, carrots 
or green onion would all be lovely. Or you could serve with steamed 
chinese greens like bok choy or chinese broccoli. Serve with 
cauliflower ‘rice’.

more complex – toss in some chopped garlic and ginger in with 
the beef.

tiny person-friendly – either skip or deseed the chilli to keep the 
heat down (you could add the chilli at the table for any adults).

soy-free /paleo – replace soy sauce with coconut aminos or fish 
sauce (careful, you may not need as much!).

carb lovers – serve with steamed rice or rice noodles cooked 
according to the packet.

--PEAS & BEANS--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the mint separately. 
Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen. To serve, 
warm in a wok or frying pan and top with mint.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

green beans – can be frozen but best to use for another meal.

ground (minced) beef – freeze it.

chillies – will keep for weeks in a plastic bag in the fridge. Or 
can be frozen.

soy sauce – keep it in the pantry.

mint – best to use for another meal. leaves can be frozen but 
will wilt when defrosted so not ideal. Alternatively make a mint 
oil by packing washed and dried leaves in a clean dry glass jar 
and covering with extra virgin olive oil. Use mint oil to serve with 
lamb, chicken or fish.

CHINESE 
BEEF 

& BEANS 

--PEAS & BEANS--



yogic  green  salad



YOGIC 
GREEN 
SALAD 

This salad was inspired by my Kundalini Yoga 
teacher, the lovely Odette. In preparation for a 
special early morning practice recently, Odette 
encouraged us to try a 24 hour ‘green foods’ 
detox. As she was describing a suggested meal of 
peas and avocado, all I could think was ‘yum’. 
And here it is…

Enough for 2
Takes 10 minutes 

4 handfuls frozen 
or freshly podded peas

2 avocados

2 limes

2 handfuls pistachios (optional)

1. Heat a little extra virgin olive oil in a small pan on 
a medium high heat. Add peas and stir fry for a few 
minutes until they’re hot. If using frozen, just pop 
them straight in the pan from the freezer.

2. Place warm peas in a bowl. Top with scoops of 
avocado and a splash of lime juice. Season with salt 
and pepper.

3. Serve with pistachios on top (if using).

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

different veg – use chopped asparagus, green beans, broccoli or 
podded broad beans.

more veg – serve with a handful of baby spinach/salad leaves, 
mint, flat leaf parsley or basil leaves.

carnivore – it won’t exactly be a yogic detox salad but feel free 
to fry some chopped bacon, sliced chorizo or chicken thigh fillets 
before cooking the peas.

nut-free – just skip the pistachios or serve with the herbs 
suggested above.

more substantial / carb lovers – again this will take it outside the 
realms of a ‘yogic’ salad but you could serve with crusty bread and 
butter or toss in some cooked quinoa, brown rice, rice noodles or 
other cooked grains.

--PEAS & BEANS--

http://www.kundalinicentre.com/#!welcome/aboutPage


PREPARE AHEAD?
Not ideal because the avocado will go brown. Leftovers will 
keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen. 

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

peas – if using frozen just keep them in the freezer, fresh peas 
can also be frozen.

avocado – use for another meal. Doesn’t freeze well.

lime – will keep in a plastic bag in the fridge for months.

pistachios – keep in the pantry.

YOGIC 
GREEN 
SALAD 

--PEAS & BEANS--



pea & pesto pizza



PEA
& PESTO 

PIZZA 

Friday night pizza was a staple in our house in 
my pre-diabetes days. It took a rest for quite a 
while until I discovered my favourite Low Carb 
pizza bases using cauliflower and almond meal.

While my Irishman is a staunch pizza 
traditionalist, he’s happy eating my Cauliflower 
‘Pizza’ creations. Even something like this 
which has a very un-traditional sauce of pesto.

He said to tell you this one should be called 
‘Pea-zza’. Dad joke warning!

This pizza is still lovely with a regular pizza 
base so don’t feel like you need to go low carb to 
enjoy it! And a big shout out to the lovely Andrea 
Bemis from Dishing Up the Dirt for inspiring this 
tasty (not-so-authentic) topping combo.Enough for 2

Takes 30 minutes 

1 large pizza base

200g (1 cup) pesto

1-2 handfuls frozen peas

2 handfuls bocconcini or
mozzarella, torn.

baby spinach leaves, to serve

squeeze lemon, to serve

1. Preheat your oven to 200C (400F).

2. If using a regular pizza base, roll out dough into 
a pizza shape about 28cm (11in) diameter. Place 
on a baking tray and cook for 5 minutes. If using a 
cauliflower / broccoli base they will already be pre-
cooked.

3. Spread pesto over your base. If the pesto 
is very stiff, stir in a little olive oil to make it more 
spreadable. Scatter over frozen peas (don’t worry 
about defrosting) and cheese.

4. Bake for 10-15 minutes or until cheese is melted 
and the pizza is cooked through.

5. Slice into wedges and top with baby spinach and 
a squeeze lemon before serving.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

short on time – use a large piece of pita bread as your pizza base.

carnivore – add chopped bacon or salami with the peas or serve 
draped with prosciutto.

crunchy – scatter over pine nuts before baking.

dairy-free – use a dairy-free pesto and top with pinenuts instead 
of the cheese on top. Or just skip the cheese.

regular pizza base – see my favourite recipe here.

cauliflower pizza base – recipe here. Good with broccoli subbed 
for the cauli (even Finbarello enjoyed it!).

gluten-free / paleo / low carb – use my cauli pizza base.

carb lovers / more substantial – serve with garlic bread.

--PEAS & BEANS--
TUVIDEO

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2012/10/pizza-dough-2/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2012/10/pizza-dough-2/
http://Dishing Up the Dirt 
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2012/10/pizza-dough-2/
https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2012/10/pizza-dough-2/
https://www.youtube.com/embed/Ti_QP1qZLdM


PREPARE AHEAD?
Best when hot from the oven. However leftovers are super 
tasty hot or cold. And I did reheat it for dinner the other day 
after my photo shoot. Was surprised how good it tasted.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

pizza base – freeze it.

pesto – commercial jars of pesto will keep for months in the 
pantry. Fresh pesto will keep in the fridge for a few weeks. Cover 
with olive oil to prevent exposure to air and browning reactions.

frozen peas – will keep months in the freezer.

bocconcini or mozzarella – freeze them.

baby spinach – either freeze or wilt down in a pan with a little 
oil and then keep in the fridge for weeks.

lemon – whole lemon will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in the 
fridge for months.

PEA
& PESTO 

PIZZA 

--PEAS & BEANS--



pea &  hummus  soup



PEA & 
HUMMUS 

SOUP 

Frozen peas are such a brilliant vegetable. I’m 
so glad both Fergal and my Irishman love them. 
They’re especially good in soups made without 
stock because you get all the sweet bright pea 
flavours. So quick and good!

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

450g (1lb) frozen peas

4-6 tablespoons hummus

1. Bring 2 1/2 cups water to the boil in a medium 
saucepan.

2. Add peas then bring back to a simmer.

3. Remove from the heat and puree the soup using a 
stick blender. Or a regular blender / food processor.

4. Add hummus. Puree and taste. Season 
generously with salt. Serve.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

chunky – don’t puree or only puree a little.

no hummus – replace with pesto or use sour cream.

paleo – replace hummus with a dairy-free pesto.

more veg – soften an onion, carrot and celery in the pot before 
adding the water. Add finely sliced snow peas just before serving.

more substantial / carb lovers – it’s a fairly light meal so consider 
serving with crusty bread and butter. Or toss in some cooked pasta, 
cooked beans or lentils to the pureed soup and bringing back to a 
simmer before serving.

carnivore – serve with a few handfuls of cooked chicken or pork 
sausage.

--PEAS & BEANS--
TUVIDEO

https://player.vimeo.com/video/142836335


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe. Will keep in the fridge for 2 
weeks or can be frozen.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

frozen peas – will keep in the freezer for months.

hummus – will keep in the fridge for a few weeks. Can be 
frozen.

PEA & 
HUMMUS 

SOUP 

--PEAS & BEANS--



ROOT VEG



ROOT VEG
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ROOT VEG RECIPES
Sunny Parisian Carrot Bowls

Honey & Soy Tofu with Sweet Potato 'Noodles'’

No-Cry Roast Onion Soup

Buttery Mushrooms with Poached Eggs & Dukkah

Leek & Root Veg Soup

Fast Roast Rosemary Chicken & Veg

Citrus Roast Chicken & Fennel

Italian Sausage Supper

Roast Pesto Chicken & Baby Veg 

Chickpea Stuffed Sweet Potato

Easy Tray Baked Salmon with Spuds

Double Fennel Fish

Sweet Potato Hummus + Lamb Cutlets

Bangers & Beer



ROOT VEG

STORAGE BEST PRACTICES 
POTATOES / SWEET POTATO / ONION 
- Store in the pantry in a dark 
place. 

ALL OTHER ROOT VEG (beets/
carrots/parsnip/celeriac/swede/
rutabaga/turnips/fennel) - store 
in a plastic bag in the fridge.

MUSHROOMS - store in a paper bag 
in the fridge to avoid sweating.

--ROOT VEG--

SEASONALITY 
While you can get excellent 
potatoes year round (luckily 
for the Irish!), they are best 
when first harvested in Autumn 
and Winter. 

Most root veg taste best 
in the cooler months. Wild 
mushrooms abound in Autumn 
(Fall) but cultivated mushies 
are available year round. 



honey & soy tofu with  
sweet potato 'noodles'



HONEY & SOY 
TOFU WITH SWEET 
POTATO NOODLES

Sweet potato is one of the few vegetables (aside 
from potatoes) that my boys love. Needless to 
say, I’m always trying to come up with new ways 
to use the sweet spud.

While chopping into chip shapes and roasting in 
coconut oil is my go-to move, these spiralized 
‘noodles’ are a close second. They do take a 
little more active time to prepare, but I’ve 
found little fingers love getting the spiralizer 
out. And they only take 10 minutes in the oven 
so they’re pretty quick.

I was surprised how much they both love tofu. 
It’s a great staple to have in the fridge for 
when you need some last minute protein. 

Make sure you buy firm tofu (rather than silken) 
and organic so there’s less likelihood of the 
soy being genetically modified.

Enough for 2
Takes 20 minutes 

1 medium sweet potato

1 pack firm tofu 
(about 250g / 9oz)

2 teaspoons honey

2 tablespoons soy sauce

1 bunch coriander (cilantro)

1. Preheat your oven to 200C (400F). Scrub sweet 
potato and spiralize into medium ‘noodles’.

2. Place noodles on an oven proof baking tray. 
Drizzle with oil and toss to coat. Bake for 10 minutes 
or until ‘noodles’ are tender and cooked through.

3. Meanwhile slice tofu into 3 bricks about 1cm 
(1/3in) thick. Pan fry on a medium high heat with a 
little oil until golden brown on both sides.

4. Mix honey and soy sauce in a medium bowl. When 
the tofu is cooked, chop into bite sized chunks and 
toss in the honey and soy sauce.

5. To serve, divide warm sweet potato between 
2-3 bowls. Top with tofu and sauce and coriander 
leaves (if using).

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

extra crunch – serve with roast cashews or sesame seeds.

green-free – skip the coriander or replace with cashews or 
sesame seeds.

soy-free / carnivore / paleo – replace tofu with chicken thigh or 
breast fillets and adjust cooking time as needed.

carb-lovers – toss in cooked noodles or spaghetti with the sweet 
potato. Or serve everything with steamed rice.

low carb – replace sweet potato with 2 medium zucchini. And 
consider chicken instead of the tofu.

--ROOT VEG--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the coriander 
separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen. 
To serve, warm in a wok or frying pan with a little oil and add 
coriander.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

sweet potatoes – will keep for months in the pantry in a brown 
paper bag or sack.

tofu – will keep in an unopened packet for a few months (check 
use by date on packet). Opened packets can be frozen.

honey / soy sauce – keep them in the pantry.

coriander (cilantro) – best to use for another meal. Can be 
frozen but will wilt when defrosted.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

no spiralizer – chop the sweet potato into shoestring fingers and 
increase the cooking time until they are tender (about 20 minutes 
depending on your knife skills). If you’re thinking about investing in 
a spiralizer, you might enjoy this article: Do You Need A Spiralizer?

other veg – carrots are also good.

sweeter – feel free to increase the honey.

gluten-free – use tamari or other gluten-free soy sauce.

different sauces – oyster or hoisin sauce can be used instead of 
the honey and soy.

more grown-up – toss in a little grated ginger and/or finely 
chopped garlic with the soy. And chopped green onions add lovely 
colour to the noodles. A few finely chopped red chillies wouldn’t go 
astray either. Or serve with Marco’s Chilli Oil.

HONEY & SOY 
TOFU WITH SWEET 
POTATO ‘NOODLES 

--ROOT VEG--

http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2016/01/do-you-need-a-spiralizer/
http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2017/05/soup-love/


leek &  root veg  soup



LEEK & 
ROOT VEG 

SOUP 

This new take on the classic Leek & Potato 
Soup was originally created using Kohlrabi, a 
wonderful Low Carb veg. However, I know it can be 
hard to find so I’ve played around with different 
roots. So many options!

If you’re using stock, be careful not to use 
something too strongly flavoured. You don’t want 
to overpower the flavour of your veg.

Enough for 2 to 3
Takes 30 minutes 

1 onion

2 leeks

450g (1lb) root veg

2 cups stock or water

chilli oil (recipe here), to serve

1. Place a medium saucepan on a medium high heat. 
Peel and chop onion and add to the pot with a generous 
glug of olive oil. Cover and start cooking while you slice 
the white and light green parts of the leeks.

2. Add leeks to the pot. Cover and reduce heat to 
medium. Cook, stirring occasionally until leek and 
onion are soft.

3. Meanwhile, trim root veg. Peel if you like (I generally 
don’t) and chop into a medium dice. About 1.5cm 
(1/2 inch).

4. When the onion and leeks are soft, add diced veg 
and stock or water. Cover and bring to a simmer. 
Cook covered until root veg is tender about 15 
minutes.

5. Puree cooked soup with a stick (immersion) 
blender. Taste and season with plenty of salt 
and pepper. Serve in bowls with chilli oil passed 
separately.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

different veg – use potatoes or sweet potatoes (if you don’t mind 
the carbs). Good low-carb alternatives are celeriac (celery root), 
swede (rutabaga), kohlrabi, zucchini (grate and don’t puree) or 
cauliflower.

carb-lovers / more substantial – use potatoes! Or serve with 
crusty bread and butter or hot buttered toast.

family-friendly – toss in some cooked short pasta and skip the 
chilli oil for the little ones.

creamy – replace stock / water with a 400mL can unsweetened 
coconut milk and 1/2 cup water.

thinner soup – I like this quite robust. If you prefer a thinner soup 
add more water or stock until you’re happy.

no leeks – replace with an extra onion.

loads of leeks – replace onion with an extra 2 leeks.

--ROOT VEG--

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2017/05/marcos-chilli-oil/


PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just make as per the recipe but keep the chilli oil 
separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen. 
To serve, bring back to a simmer, adding a little water or stock 
if it’s too thick.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

onion – will keep in the pantry for months. Best if in a dark 
corner in a brown paper bag.

potato /sweet potato/onions - will keep for months in the 
pantry in a brown paper bag or sack.

leeks / other root veg – keep in a plastic bag in the fridge for 
weeks. Can be frozen if you’re leaving town!

stock /chilli oil – keep in the pantry.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

herby – add a few sprigs of thyme or sage to cook with the onion.

carnivore – add cooked bacon or sausages to the soup before 
serving.

no chilli oil – serve with a drizzle of peppery extra virgin olive oil 
or a dollop of sour cream. If you want some heat, add a little finely 
chopped fresh chilli or a light dusting of chilli powder or flakes will 
do the trick.

LEEK & 
ROOT VEG 

SOUP 

--ROOT VEG--



no-cry roast onion  soup



NO-CRY 
ROAST ONION 

SOUP 

I did toy with the idea of calling this soup 
‘Aussie Onion Soup’, as opposed to the French 
variety. But the idea of roasting the onions 
first so you’re avoiding all the pain and tears 
involved in slicing your onions is just too 
brilliant (if I do say so myself) not to allude 
to it in the title.

Beef stock is traditionally used with French 
onion soup but I prefer the milder flavour of a 
chicken stock here. Of course vegetarians are 
welcome to use vegetable stock.
 

Enough for 2
Takes 60 minutes 

4 red onions

1/2 cup white wine OR 1-2 
tablespoons sherry or wine vinegar

3 cups stock

grated Parmesan cheese, to serve

1. Preheat your oven to 200C (400F). Cut the onions 
in half lengthwise. Remove any papery skins that 
are easy to discard but don’t worry about peeling.

2. Place onions cut side up on a roasting tray. Drizzle 
generously with oil and roast until well browned and 
soft – about 45 minutes.

3. When the onions are soft allow to cool for a few 
minutes before slipping them out of their skins. Slice 
cooked onion and place in a medium saucepan.

4. Add wine or vinegar and simmer for a few 
minutes before adding the stock. Bring to the boil 
then simmer for 5-10 minutes.

5. Taste and season generously with salt and pepper. 
Serve in deep bowls with parmesan grated over.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

different onions – use whatever onions you like. I prefer red for 
their sweeter flavour and because they look so pretty.

short on time – peel and slice onions and cook on the stove top 
with lots of butter or oil on a medium heat until soft. Then proceed 
as per the recipe.

herby – some thyme or rosemary can be lovely.

hot! – serve with a good drizzle of Marco’s Chilli Oil. OR add some 
chopped red chilli with the stock.

carb-lovers – toss in some cooked pasta, croutons or cooked 
beans or lentils. Or use serve with crusty bread and butter. 

more traditional – melt some cheese on slices of sourdough 
toast and float these on top before serving.

more veg – feel free to wilt in some greens just before serving. Fine 
ribbons of kale are lovely as is baby spinach.

dairy-free – replace parmesan with grated brazil nuts or roast pine 
nuts.

carnivore – add some bacon!

--ROOT VEG--

http://thestonesoup.com/blog/2017/05/soup-love/


PREPARE AHEAD?
Absolutely! Just cook as per the recipe but keep the parmesan 
separately. Will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks or can be frozen. 
To serve, bring back to a simmer and top with cheese.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

onion – will keep in the pantry for months. Best if in a dark 
corner in a brown paper bag.

white wine / sherry or wine vinegar / stock – keep them in 
the pantry.

parmesan – keeps for longer in a chunk so only grate when 
you’re cooking. I wrap in waxed paper or baking paper and then 
keep in an airtight container or a sealed ziplock bag. I prefer this 
over just wrapping in cling wrap because the air in the container 
allows the cheese to breathe and not sweat but the container / 
plastic bag prevents from drying out in the dry fridge air. Either 
way will keep for months.

NO-CRY 
ROAST ONION 

SOUP 

--ROOT VEG--



sunny  parisian  carrot bowls



SUNNY 
PARISIAN 

CARROT BOWLS  

Apart from potatoes, my Irishman has a thing for 
carrot salads. So when I came across the ‘carrots 
from the charcuterie’ in my friend Clotilde’s fab 
book ‘Tasting Paris’ I started playing around.

The secret is to use the best carrots you can. I 
had a bunch from my friend Ellen's garden which 
were out-of-this-world good. But I’ve also had 
success with baby carrots from my green grocer.

Although thinking about it, I’m sure supermarket 
carrots would be good too.

If your carrots don’t have their tops (or if 
the tops are a little sad) just use a bunch of 
parsley instead.

You can either serve with one of the protein 
options to make a whole meal of it. Or leave out 
the protein and use it as a pretty side dish. 
Great with a good steak or roast chicken.

Oh and one trick I learned from Tasting Paris 
is that the French use neutral flavoured oil in 
their dressings as opposed to the ubiquitous 
extra virgin olive oil. It makes for a completely 
different dressing experience. I just use my 
cheaper cooking olive oil (not my extra virgin).

And while we’re speaking of oil… there are 7 
ingredients here but I don’t count oil so it fits 
within my 6 ingredients limit.

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

large bunch baby carrots 
(about 500g / 1lb)

carrot tops or 1 bunch 
flat leaf parsley

2 tablespoons rice or wine vinegar

1 tablespoon dijon mustard

6 tablespoons neutral flavoured oil

300g (10oz) cooked protein 
(see below for ideas)

2 handfuls toasted sunflower seeds

1. Grate carrots using a food processor or box 
grater. Pick carrot tops or parsley leaves and discard 
stems or finely chop the leaves and stems and use 
everything.

2. Combine vinegar, mustard, oil and a generous 
pinch of salt in a small jar. Shake until well combined. 
Toss carrot, carrot tops / parsley with the dressing. 
Taste and season as needed.

3. Divide carrot mixture between two bowls and 
sprinkle over protein and sunflower seeds.

--ROOT VEG--



PREPARE AHEAD?
This is one of those salads that keeps well in the fridge for 
a week or so. Don’t freeze. And keep the sunflower seeds 
separate so they don’t go soggy.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

carrots – keep in a plastic bag in the fridge for weeks. Can be 
frozen if you’re leaving town!

carrot tops / leaf parsley – tends to be the most long lasting 
of the leafy herbs. Should keep for a few weeks in the fridge if 
wrapped in a plastic bag. For longer periods pop it in the freezer 
– it will wilt but will still be useable in this dish.

rice or wine vinegar/ dijon mustard/ neutral flavoured oil / 
sunflower seeds – keep them in the pantry.

cooked protein – freeze it.

VARIATIONS & SUBSTITUTIONS

protein ideas – boiled or poached eggs, cooked chicken (pictured), bacon, 
salami, chickpeas, crumbled feta, goats cheese, shaved parmesan, sardines, 
canned tuna, canned salmon.

sunflower alternatives – any roast nuts like almonds, hazelnuts, walnuts. 
Toasted croutons or bread crumbs are another option.

more substantial (carb lovers) – pile onto a crusty buttered baguette.

more substantial (low carb) – increase the protein or use a few different types 
of protein. Or use nuts like hazelnut or almonds as well as the sunflower seeds.

lower-carb – use some lower carb veg with the carrots. Or replace the carrots 
with lower carb veg. Cauliflower, kohlrabi or shaved fennel would be my pick. 
Finely sliced red cabbage will work too.

SUNNY 
PARISIAN 

CARROT BOWLS  

--ROOT VEG--



SWEET



SWEET
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SWEET RECIPES
Coffee Granita

Little Chocolate Hazelnut Cheesecakes

Raspberries & Cream with Quick Chocolate Sauce

Quick Cherry 'Ice Cream'’

Amazing Orange & Almond Birthday Cake

Last-Minute Peanut Butter Mousse

Refreshing Fruit Sorbet 

Goats Cheese with Honey

Little Cherry Chocolate Treats



coffee  granita



COFFEE 
GRANITA 

Ever since having diabetes and committing to Low 
Carb, I’ve been trying to figure out a way to make 
a really delicious Low Carb ice cream.

My biggest successes so far have come from 
pureeing frozen fruit with a little cream like 
this No-churn Cherry Ice Cream.

However this coffee granita has been my new 
favourite iced dessert. It takes ‘iced’ coffee 
to new heights.

I love the idea of granita where you actually 
encourage the ice crystals (like in a slushie) 
instead of always fighting against them as in ice 
cream.

Plus it couldn’t be easier to make, just pop 
everything in the freezer, stir a couple of times 
and you’re good to go.

If you’re sensitive to caffeine like I am, use 
decaf coffee and you’ll be able to enjoy this and 
still sleep like a baby.

Enough for 2
Takes 6 hours freezing 

1 cup black coffee, cooled

1 teaspoon vanilla extract

1 tablespoon vodka

1/16th teaspoon pure 
stevia powder*

double cream or whipped cream, 
to serve (optional)

1. Combine coffee, vanilla, vodka and stevia in a 
freezer proof container. Freeze 3 hours.

2. Stir, using a fork to smash any ice crystals around 
the edge. Then freeze another 2-3 hours stirring 
wiht a fork every hour or so.

3. To serve, use your fork to break up the ice 
crystals, divide between two cups and top with 
cream (if using).

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

*important note about stevia! – there are 4 types of stevia:
1. Pure Stevia Powder – looks like icing (powdered / confectioners) 
sugar. It’s expensive but a tiny amount goes a long long way. We’re 
talking 1/8 teaspoon to sweeten a whole cake. This is what I use.
2. Granular Stevia (like Natvia or Truvia) – looks like regular white 
sugar. It’s a blend of erythritol and stevia. Usually 1/4 teaspoon 
= 4-6 tablespoons granular stevia. I don’t use it here because it 
doesn’t freeze well.
3. Fresh or Dried Stevia Leaves – from a real stevia plant! I haven’t 
baked with them but they will behave similar to the pure stevia 
powder. Just add to taste.
4. Liquid stevia. I haven’t used this. But add to taste.

--SWEET--

https://stonesoupvirtualcookeryschool.com/2017/10/quick-cherry-ice-cream/


PREPARE AHEAD?
A must! Will keep in the freezer for months but will go harder 
with time. Best within the first week.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

coffee / vanilla extract / pure stevia powder / vodka – keep 
in the pantry.

cream – unopened cartons will generally keep in the fridge for 
another week. If you need to store for longer, just pop in the 
freezer in a sealed container. Or freeze in icecube trays so you 
can easily defrost just what you need.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

sugar – use a little sugar or maple syrup to sweeten instead. About 
2-3 tablespoons should be enough. If using sugar, make sure it 
dissolves in the hot coffee before freezing.

dairy-free – skip the cream or use whipped coconut cream.

alcohol-free – the vodka really helps prevent the ice crystals 
freezing in a whole block. If you want to omit the booze, stir more 
frequently with your fork.

chocolate chunk – stir in shaved chocolate with the ice crystals 
before serving.

COFFEE 
GRANITA 

--SWEET--



little chocolate  hazelnut  cheesecakes



LITTLE CHOCOLATE 
HAZELNUT 

CHEESECAKES 

Often on a Saturday night, when my Irishman and 
I are having our ‘movie night’, we get the urge 
for ‘something sweet’ after dinner. Generally I 
don’t have anything planned so need to come up 
with something quick and diabetic-friendly at 
the last minute.

These little chocolate ‘cheesecakes’ tick all 
those boxes and then some. They’re creamy, 
crunchy and there’s chocolate!

If you’re not huge on goats cheese, ricotta or 
another soft fresh cheese like cream cheese will 
work equally as well.

Enough for 2
Takes 10 minutes 

50g (2oz) dark chocolate

80g (3oz) goats cheese

50g (2oz) roast hazelnuts

sea salt flakes (optional) 

1. Boil the kettle and chop dark chocolate into 
small chunks. Place in a small bowl and top with 2 
tablespoons boiling water. Stand for a minute or so 
to allow the chocolate to melt. Stir until you have a 
lovely smooth glossy sauce.

2. Chop hazelnuts and divide between two small 
bowls / ramekins / tea cups / pretty glasses.

3. Slice goats cheese into 4 rounds. Place one round 
in each of the bowls. Drizzle over half the chocolate. 
Top with the remaining goats cheese and drizzle 
over the remaining chocolate. Sprinkle with sea salt 
flakes (if using) and enjoy immediately.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

dairy-free – replace goats cheese with coconut yoghurt or 
whipped coconut cream.

nut-free – skip the hazelnuts.

different nuts – awesome with macadamias or almonds instead.

different cheese – ricotta or another soft fresh cheese like cream 
cheese.

carb-lovers – drizzle over a little maple syrup.

sweeter – use milk chocolate instead.

--SWEET--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Will keep for a few hours in the fridge if you like. Longer than 
that and the hazelnuts will go soggy!

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

dark chocolate / roast hazelnuts / sea salt flakes – keep 
them in the pantry.

goats cheese – if unopened it usually has a shelf life of a few 
weeks in the fridge. If in an opened container, will only keep for 
a few days so use for another meal or freeze.

LITTLE CHOCOLATE 
HAZELNUT 

CHEESECAKES 

--SWEET--



raspberries &  cream with 
quick  chocolate sauce



RASPBERRIES & 
CREAM WITH QUICK 
CHOCOLATE SAUCE 

This quick chocolate sauce is a life saver on 
those days where you haven’t planned dessert but 
then feel like a little ‘somethin’ after dinner.

It’s super easy, just takes a minute to whip up 
and is the best way to ‘dress up’ my favourite 
Low Carb go-to dessert of fruit and cream.

Enough for 2
Takes 10 minutes 

50g (2oz) dark chocolate, 
finely chopped

2 tablespoons boiling water

1 punnet raspberries (125g / 4oz)

4-6 tablespoons whipped 
or double cream.

1. For the sauce, place chocolate in a small bowl. 
Pour over boiling water and stand for a few minutes.

2. Divide half the raspberries between two glasses or 
tea cups. Top with cream and remaining raspberries.

3. Stir chocolate until the sauce is smooth and glossy 
(if there are lumps you can leave it a little chunky or 
zap it in the microwave for a few seconds). Drizzle 
sauce over the fruit and cream.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

dairy-free – use coconut yoghurt or whipped coconut cream.

different fruit – feel free to use any berries, cherries, peaches or 
plums. Roast pears are heavenly with the sauce.

crunchy – sprinkle over roast almonds or hazelnuts, roast shaved 
coconut or chocolate granola.

lower-carb – use a chocolate with higher cocoa solids. My 
favourite is Lindt 90%. Be careful as some dark chocolates are 
50% sugar – so read the label.

carb-lovers – replace cream with vanilla ice cream.

frozen fruit – will be a little mushier but still delicious!

--SWEET--
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PREPARE AHEAD?
Best assembled just before eating.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

dark chocolate – keep it in the pantry.

raspberries – freeze them.

cream – unopened cartons will generally keep in the fridge for 
another week. If you need to store for longer, just pop in the 
freezer in a sealed container. Or freeze in icecube trays so you 
can easily defrost just what you need.

RASPBERRIES & 
CREAM WITH QUICK 
CHOCOLATE SAUCE 

--SWEET--



quick  cherry  'ice cream'



QUICK 
CHERRY 

'ICE CREAM'

I’ve recently discovered my super market stocks 
frozen pitted cherries. They are the best! My 
boys love them for dessert either on their own 
or with some shaved chocolate. But when I made 
this cherry ice cream for them the other day, 
they were beyond excited.

If you can’t find commercial frozen cherries, you 
could pit and freeze your own. Or just substitute 
frozen berries.

Enough for 2
Takes 15 minutes 

200g (7oz) frozen pitted cherries

1/4 cup cream

1. Get cherries out of the freezer about 10 minutes 
before you’re ready to start.

2. Place cherries and cream in the food processor 
and puree until you have a lovely soft serve ice 
cream. It might take a while to get going so be 
patient.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

different fruit – lovely with berries, apricots, plums or peaches. 
Tropical fruit like mango, pineapple and banana are also lovely but 
watch the carbs!

dairy-free / paleo – replace cream with coconut milk, nut milk or 
water.

short on time – just serve the ripe fruit with cream.

no food processor? – you really need one here…. just serve the 
fresh fruit with cream instead.

chocolate – stir in shaved chocolate before serving.

firmer ice cream – pop back in the freezer for a few hours to 
firm up. Longer than about 4 hours and it will start to go icy so the 
texture won’t be as nice.

extra creamy – use extra cream or use double cream (my 
favourite!).

--SWEET--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! You can puree the frozen cherries a few hours ahead and 
keep in the freezer. Longer than about 6 hours, the ice cream 
will be more solid and icy but still edible.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

cherries – keep in the freezer for years.

cream – freeze it or use for another meal.

QUICK 
CHERRY 

'ICE CREAM' 

--SWEET--



amazing orange  & almond  birthday cake



AMAZING ORANGE 
& ALMOND 

BIRTHDAY CAKE 

I love love love this cake. It’s fresh and zesty 
from the orange and super super moist. That being 
said, my small boys weren’t into it at all. I 
think they can sense when there isn’t any sugar.

It did feel a little blasphemous messing around 
with Claudia Roden’s classic recipe. But a 
diabetic girl has to do what she has to do. And 
so I experimented until I finally found a sugar-
free / stevia based cake I was happy with.

The secret was to add butter, of course (shouldn’t 
I know by now that the secret is always to add 
butter). But if you’re not into stevia, you don’t 
need to miss out. Just skip down to the ‘real 
sugar variation’ Claudia has you covered.

Enough for 8
Takes 3 hours

2 oranges (450g / 1lb)

250g (9oz) unsalted butter, 
at room temperature

6 eggs

250g (9oz) almond meal

1 teaspoon baking powder

1/2 teaspoon pure stevia powder

1. Place whole oranges in a medium saucepan. 
Cover with water and simmer, covered for 90 
minutes. Drain and cool a little.

2. Preheat your oven to 180C (350F). Grease and 
line a round 24cm (9in) spring form pan.

3. Chop oranges in half and remove any seeds. 
Puree oranges in your food processor, until you 
have a nice smooth paste. Chop butter and add to 
the food processor. Puree until well combined.

4. Add eggs and puree again until smooth. Add 
almond meal, baking powder and stevia and stir 
until just combined.

5. Scoop mixture into the prepared pan. Smooth 
the top with a spoon.

6. Bake on the middle shelf for 30-40 minutes or until 
cake feels slightly springy and a skewer inserted in 
the middle comes out clean.

7. Cool in the tin.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

real sugar / no stevia – replace butter with 250g (9oz) caster 
sugar and skip the stevia. May take much longer to bake (Claudia’s 
recipe is for an hour).

no food processor – you might get away with a stick blender but 
you really need something to puree the oranges.

oranges with seeds – make sure you remove before and discard 
before pureeing.

large oranges – if your oranges weigh more than 450g (1lb), 
weigh your puree and discard any excess.

different citrus – can imagine blood oranges would be lovely. And 
will have to try it with kumquats next time the fruit on my tree is ripe.

--SWEET--



PREPARE AHEAD?
Yes! Just make cake as per the recipe. Will keep in the fridge 
for 2 weeks or can be frozen. To serve, allow to come to room 
temp.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

oranges – whole oranges will keep wrapped in a plastic bag in 
the fridge for months.

butter – will keep in the fridge for weeks.

eggs – will keep in the fridge for weeks or use for another meal.

almond meal / baking powder/ pure stevia powder – keep 
them in the pantry.

MORE VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

nut-free – you should be able to use flour instead of the almond 
meal, you might want to replace it with some flour and some extra 
butter to make sure the cake doesn’t dry out. And test for doneness 
earlier than expected.

egg-free – unless your an experienced egg-substituter, I wouldn’t 
try it with this cake.

AMAZING ORANGE 
& ALMOND 

BIRTHDAY CAKE 

--SWEET--



last-minute  peanut butter  mousse



LAST-MINUTE 
PEANUT BUTTER 

MOUSSE 

You know those nights when you decide after dinner 
that you really need something else to eat? But 
you haven’t organized anything? Well, my friend, 
I’m going to share with you my favourite little 
last-minute indulgence. 

Mostly it’s something I whip up for myself, but 
occasionally I share it with company and grandly 
call it my Peanut Butter Mousse. But it’s also 
great as a post-run snack.

Enough for 1
Takes 5 minutes 

2 tablespoons double cream

1 tablespoon crunchy peanut butter

1 tablespoon golden linseeds 
(flax seeds)

1. Place cream in a tiny cup or ramekin. Spoon on 
peanut butter and linseeds.

2. Stir and dig in!

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

no double cream? – use whatever cream you have. Mascarpone 
is also good or even ricotta. Also try greek yoghurt.

dairy-free – use coconut or cashew cream. Coconut yoghurt will 
also work. Or try 1 tablespoon coconut oil.

chocolate! – drizzle with melted chocolate or just add a small 
handful of chopped chocolate.

less fiber – skip the linseeds or replace with other seeds or nuts. 
Or just use more peanut butter.

fruity / sweeter – add a handful of berries. Or if you don’t mind the 
sugar add a chopped medjool date. Or drizzle with a little honey or 
maple syrup.

different seeds – use whatever you have, chia seeds are good 
but you could also use sunflower seeds or any chopped nut. It’s all 
about the crunch!

regular linseeds – I like golden ones because they look prettier 
but regular are fine!
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PREPARE AHEAD?
No. Best when freshly made.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

cream – freeze it or use for another meal.

crunchy peanut butter / linseeds (flax seeds) – keep them 
in the pantry.

LAST-MINUTE 
PEANUT BUTTER 

MOUSSE 

--SWEET--



refreshing  fruit  sorbet



REFRESHING 
FRUIT 

SORBET 

It doesn’t get much better than a good sorbet for 
a light Summer dessert. The options are endless. 
You just need some delicious ripe fruit. Of 
course if you’re short on time, pre-frozen fruit 
like berries, cherries or mango is the go. The 
photo above is a mango sorbet which is absolutely 
delicious but if you need to watch your blood 
sugar not the best idea I’m afraid.

Enough for 2
Takes 6 hours freezing 

+ 10 minutes

2 serves of fruit

1. Peel (if needed), remove any stones (if needed) 
and chop (if needed) your fruit into large chunks. 
Place in a ziplock bag in a single layer and freeze 
until solid. At least 6 hours or longer.

2. Get your fruit out of the freezer about 10 minutes 
before you would like to serve.

3. Place fruit in the food processor with 2 
tablespoons water and puree until you have a lovely 
soft serve sorbet. It might take a while to get going 
so be patient. If you’re really struggling, adding a 
splash more water can help bring it together.

4. Either serve immediately or return to the freezer 
for up to a few hours.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

ice pop / ice block – puree fruit and freeze in an ice pop / ice 
block mould (I love the ones from Ikea because they’re a great size 
for small mouths and tummies).

ice cream / gelato – add a few tablespoons cream or yoghurt 
instead of the water.

different fruit – think mango, pineapple, peaches, apricots, plums, 
cherries, nectarines, berries (especially good!), banana, oranges, 
grapefruit, roasted pears, stewed apples, rockmelon (canteloupe), 
watermelon.

short on time – just serve the ripe fruit with cream.

no food processor? – you really need one here…. just serve the 
fresh fruit with cream instead.

boozy – add a splash of vodka or white rum.
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PREPARE AHEAD?
Best within about 4 hours of making. Longer storage will result 
in ice crystals and a hard frozen texture. Still edible for months 
in the freezer.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

pears, apples, peaches, nectarines, apricots or
plums, berries – will keep for a few weeks (depending on how 
ripe they are) in a plastic bag in the fridge. For longer storage 
just pop them in the freezer to defrost and cook later.

REFRESHING 
FRUIT 

SORBET 

--SWEET--



goats cheese  with  honey



GOATS 
CHEESE 

WITH HONEY 

This is a recent discovery I made as part of 
my project to cook every meal from David Tanis 
brilliant little book, ‘A Platter of Figs’. Both 
my Irishman and I were blown away by just how 
delicious this dessert was, reminiscent of a 
baked cheesecake for pretty much no effort other 
than opening a jar of honey. Talk about win win!

Enough for 2
Takes 5 minutes 

1 log soft goats cheese

4-6 tablespoons honey

handful walnuts or pecans 
(optional)

1. Slice cheese into rounds and divide between two 
serving plates.

2. Drizzle over honey and serve the nuts on the side 
(if using).

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

dairy-free / paleo – just serve a little pot of honey with fresh 
walnuts or pecans for dipping into. Or serve fresh berries.

nut-free – skip the nuts.

different cheese – lovely with any soft cheese such as ricotta, 
cream cheese or even a brie or camembert. I’m also thinking it 
would be lovely with a creamy blue.

sugar-free – replace honey with rice malt syrup.

canadian – serve with a proper maple syrup instead of the honey.
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PREPARE AHEAD?
No!

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

goats cheese – will keep in the fridge for a few weeks.

honey / walnuts or pecans – keep them in the pantry. 

GOATS 
CHEESE 

WITH HONEY 
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little cherry  chocolate  treats



LITTLE CHERRY 
CHOCOLATE 

TREATS 

It’s hard to go past cherries and chocolate for a 
dessert made in heaven. While fresh cherries are 
lovely, I must admit I prefer frozen cherries 
for desserts like this because they don’t need 
any pitting AND they’re available year round. 
Of course if you don’t have any cherries, most 
berries will work equally well.

Enough for 2
Takes 10 minutes 

1/2 cup Greek yoghurt

60g (2oz) dark chocolate

2 handfuls cherries

1. Divide yoghurt between 2 glasses. Finely chop 
or shave chocolate and stir half into the yoghurt, 
saving the rest for topping.

2. Pit and chop cherries and layer on top of the 
yoghurt chocolate mixture. Finish with the reserved 
chocolate.

VARIATIONS & 
SUBSTITUTIONS

creamier – replace some or all of the yoghurt with whipped cream.

different fruit – berries especially strawberries and or raspberries 
are wonderful.

dairy-free – use coconut yoghurt or whipped coconut cream.

sweeter – add a pinch of stevia or sugar to the yoghurt. A little 
vanilla would be lovely too.

crunchier – add chopped roast nuts.
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PREPARE AHEAD?
You can make ahead and keep in the fridge for a few hours 
before. Still edible for up to 2 weeks in the fridge but not as 
nice as when freshly prepared. Don’t freeze.

WASTE AVOIDANCE 
STRATEGY

yoghurt – usually has a shelf life of a month or so. Otherwise, 
have it for another meal like breakfast! Don’t freeze.

dark chocolate – keep it in the pantry.

cherries – best to use for another meal or snack. 

LITTLE CHERRY 
CHOCOLATE 

TREATS

--SWEET--



RECIPES 
BY TIME



Sunny Parisian Carrot Bowls

Broccoli with Addictive Walnut Crumbs

Big Bistro Kale Salad

Smoked Trout & Broccoli Bowls

Salted Kale with Green Tahini

Broccoli & Bacon Bowls

Crispy Iceberg Salad with Almond Crust

Fried Eggs with Smashed Avo & Togarashi

Lemony Kale with Smoked Trout & Almonds

The Ultimate Low Carb Cheese on Toast

--recipes by time--

15 MINUTE
RECIPES

Avo on Toast with Smashed Olives & Tahini

Zucchini 'Noodle' & Pesto Salad

Lemony Miso Salmon

Turkish Poached Eggs with Yoghurt & Sumac

Shichimi Togarashi Beef

'Super Iron' Supper

Cabbage Wraps with Chickpeas & Za'atar

Lime & Tahini Kale Salad

Simple Fish with Lemon Butter 

Fried Brown Rice

Chorizo & Spinach



Sausages, Peas & Parmesan

Fast Roast Fish with Broccoli

Pea & Hummus Soup

Warm Smoked Fish Salad

Tuna, Tomato & Zucchini Salad

Crispy Fried Egg Salad

Warm Grilled Veg Salad

Fish Wraps with Limey Avocado

Super Tender Broccoli

--recipes by time--

15 MINUTE
RECIPES

Double Fennel Fish

Fish with Sorrel Pesto

Super Yum Japanese Broccoli

Yogic Green Salad

Super Magnesium Salmon



Roast Cauli Soup with Bacon & Blue Cheese

Japanese Steaks with Ginger Miso Mustard

Minute Steaks with Peppercorn Sauce

Chunky Cauli & Sausage Soup

Broccoli & Basil 'Meatzza'’

Cheesey Cauli & Bacon Bake

Spiced Roast Chicken & Cauliflower Salad

Spicy Roast Eggplant & Harissa Soup

Malaysian Golden Egg Curry

Zucchini & Chicken Pad Thai

Spanish Ragu with Zucchini Noodles

--recipes by time--

30 MINUTE
RECIPES

Pea & Pesto Pizza

Spicy Sichuan Pork & Noodles

Cheese & Onion Frittata

One Tray Chicken & Broccoli

Cheesey Tuna & Broccoli Bake

Beef & Caraway Kofta (Meatballs)

Honey & Soy Tofu with Sweet Potato 'Noodles'

Crispy Fish with Tahini Yoghurt



Buttery Mushrooms with Poached Eggs & Dukkah

Crispy Broccolini & Chickpeas with Cashew 'Ricotta'

Leek & Root Veg Soup

Amazing Roast Broccoli & Chicken Caesar-ish Salad

Miso Harissa Roast Cauli

Spiced Kale & Chorizo Soup

Broccoli & Goats Cheese Soup

The Great Aussie Rissole!

Egg Noodle 'Pad Thai'

--recipes by time--

30 MINUTE
RECIPES

Asian Beef & Zucchini 'Noodles'

Broccoli 'Couscous' & Beef

Fast Roast Trout with Almonds

Zucchini with Butter Beans + Goats Curd

Chinese Beef & Beans

Chicken with Cashew Pesto

Spiced Chickpeas with Cauli Mash

Chinese Chinkiang Beef

My Simple Kung Pao

Easy Spiced Eggplant



Sausage & Macadamia Stuffing Loaf

Curry Stuffed Eggplant with Yoghurt

Ricotta Gnocchi in Tomato Sauce

Middle Eastern Shepherd's Pie

No-Cry Roast Onion Soup

Roast Cabbage with Crunchy Bacon Gremolata

Pav Baji

Fast Roast Rosemary Chicken & Veg

Hearty Bacon & Cabbage Soup

Citrus Roast Chicken & Fennel

--recipes by time--

60 MINUTE
RECIPES

Easy 1-Dish Ratatouille

Seriously Easy Moussaka

5-Ingredient Chicken Cacciatore

Italian Sausage Supper

Roast Pesto Chicken & Baby Veg

Chickpea Stuffed Sweet Potato

Easy Tray Baked Salmon with Spuds

Sweet Potato Hummus + Lamb Cutlets

Bangers & Beer

Roast Cauli with Chunky Chorizo

Zucchini Mac & Cheese



The author of this eCookbook is Jules Clancy, 
a former Food Scientist turned Author and 
Simplicity Lover. 

I only write recipes with 6-Ingredients or 
less.

I’m on a mission to help you SIMPLIFY your 
cooking.

Why?

Because I know that by keeping things 
simple, weeknight dinners need not take 
loads of energy or time.

Because I believe cooking and eating are 
two of life's great pleasures.

Because I believe cooking for yourself is one 
of the best things you can do for your own 
health and well being.

Plus home cooking is so much fun!. 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

I have degrees in both food and wine science 
but I like to think I'm not a nerd. 

In January 2010, I packed in my day job as a 
chocolate biscuit designer to become a full 
time blogger over at Stonesoup.

When I’m not cooking, writing about food, 
thinking about my next meal or taking 
photographs [of food], I can be found 
hanging out with my husband, ‘the Irishman’ 
and our sons Fergal and Finbar. 

Or indulging my passions for growing my 
own veggies, reading cookbooks like novels, 
long walks in the country, red wine, red shoes 
and blue cheese.

You can contact me at: 
jules@thestonesoup.com

http://thestonesoup.com


For Susan my attention-to-detail editor 
thankyou for rescuing this book from my 
many spelling and grammar mistakes. 

A huge thank you to my dear friend Suzie for 
loaning me your gorgeous plates and props  
And for giving me the encouragement to put 
a photo of myself on the cover. 

Also thanks so Suzie for letting me use your 
sunny modern kitchen as a photo studio and 
saving the world from being exposed to my 
little blue kitchen. 

You are the best!

And my boys! 

Thank you Fergalino and Finbarello for 
keeping it real and not being afraid to tell me 
that you don't like my kale or my broccoli. 

I love you both very much and still live in 
hope that one day you'll love vegetables as 
much as I do.

First I need to thank the internet. I still can't 
believe I get to write cookbooks and take 
photos of food for a living. 

Even though it's been over 8 years since I 
quit my corporate job, I am eternally grateful 
for being able to do what I love AND take 
care of my family. Without having to make 
all the sacrifices so many working mothers 
must make.

We are truly living in an age of possibility.

For Caroline, my amazing assistant and right 
hand girl, thank you for rescuing me from my 
email inbox and looking after our customers 
much better than I ever could. 

I can't thank you enough for pulling together 
the layout for this book in such a short time. 
As always you've done a fabulous job.

I don't know what I'd do without you.

You are a star!

Lastly for GB, my Irishman, thank you for 
being my biggest love and, at times, my 
biggest critic. 

Thank you for making me laugh. 

And thankyou for always making sure we 
have funky tunes to listen to in the kitchen 
and at the dining table.

Looking forward to sharing a table (and 
many bottles of wine) when we're 64.  And 
beyond.

With love and so much gratitude,
Jules 
 xoxo

September 2018
Wamboin, Australia

BIG THANKYOUS
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suzie's  stunning  eggs



1. SUBSCRIBE
Signup for FREE weekly email updates and recipes 
from my blog. Just go to: www.thestonesoup.com 
and enter your email address.

2. SHARE YOUR THOUGHTS
I'd love to hear what you think of '6-Ingredient 
Suppers'. Which recipes do you like best? 
Would you recommend it to a friend? 
EMAIL jules@thestonesoup.com

THANK YOU!

WHAT NOW?
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